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THE HISTORY 05^ SILVER IN THE UNITED STATES
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Present Day
When in 1929 the stock market crashed, the depression
arrived. Retrenchment, economies and cuts v;ere made in every
line of work* Unemployment followed, V/elfare work became of
vital importance. Those employed by City and State received
cuts in pay to help give those unemployed something to v/ear,
something to eat and some place to live.
Then came the election of President Roosevelt. Every-
body hoped that he would be able to help matters. He, through
the radio and nev/spapers, made most of his plans known to the
people. Congress passed: 1st, the Emergency Banking Act;
2nd, the Agricultural Act; 3rd, A Joint Resolution to Assure
Uniform Value to the Coins and Currencies of the United States;
and, 4th, the Gold Reserve Act of 1934o By all of these acts,
Congress gave the President more powers than any other Presi-
dent had ever had conferred on him© Among the powers given,
was the power to create "Managed Currency". Power was also
given to make more use of silver in the currency, to control
the price of gold, to limit the amount of gold shipped to
foreign countries, and to call in all gold.
Y/hat caused all this? The Inflationists and Silver Men
cr
I 7
say the demonetization of silver. When? Let us seei
Origin of Use
The origin of the word "silver" is unknov/no The Ancients
linked it with Luna, because inan^s search for it, according
to a Greek myth, was a form of "Moon IIadness"o The Latin
term "argentum" and the Greek "'apyvpos," derived from
1
"apyos, " come from the same root»
The qualities of silver ares 1st, it has a certain de-
gree of rarity; 2nd, it possesses a value because of its at-
tractiveness; 3rd, it v/ill take a clear impression of a
stamp; 4th, it does not corrode unpleasantly; and 5th, it
possesses sufficient hardness to make it last for some time in
2
constant handling without much loss© These qualities fit it
to be used as money.
Unearthed from ancient city sites or tombs, small ingots
of silver have been found. This is silver's earliest knovra
method of use as money. These bars vary in size and weight
and are cut into fragments. Abraham, over 4,000 years ago,
purchased a grave for his wife, Sarah, in this manner, when
he "weighed to Ephron the silver, which he named in the
audience of the sons of Heth, four hundred shekels of silver,
current money v/ith the merchant." These ingots and fragments
may be seen today in the Phoenician case in the Gem Room of
the British Museum.
Later, a design, usually the emblem of the diety whose
1. Benjamin White, Silver
, p. 8
2. Ibid
, p, 85
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8protection had been asked, was added so as the place of stor-
age might be knovm. At length, a coin was evolved: 1st,
a bean-shaped lump with pattern on one side; and lastly, as a
circular piece of metal with patterns on both sides, edges
milled or le-ctered like those of today.
It is a fortunate circumstance that silver coins were
first minted within the Greek Islands, or upon the adjoining
mainland. These coins were made objects of beauty, because
they were devoted to the service of religion and were stored
3
in the depositories in the Temple when not in use.
They are supposed to have been originated by either the
Lydians under Gyges, or the Aeginetans under Phedian about
700 B. C. Aeginetans, it is thought, minted the first ones
of silver, while the Lydians made theirs of a compound, com-
4
posed of gold and silver, called electrum.
Many kinds of metals have figured as money. Iron was
circulated by Ancient Greece and Japan. Central Africa has
used iron in modern times and even during the Great War.
Copper was the earliest Hebrew money and Russia and Sweden
minted it about one hundred years ago. Probably the earliest
British currency was tin. This was also adopted by the Syra-
cusans and Romans. The Japanese and Mexicans also employed
it in more recent times. Lead, though very soft, has served
as money, temporarily. Bullets of lead passed as currency
in Massachusetts in the middle seventeenth century. Platinum
5
was once coined in Russia. All of these, although they may
3. Ibid, ppo 85 & 86
4. Ibid, p. 87
5. Ibid, p. 118
re •
r
te used in times of necessity, have given place to the use
of gold and silver, as the principal basis of currency.
Silver has taken a place in the currency system in
three ways: 1st, as the sole "basis, as in China and Mexico;
2nd, jointly as the "basis with gold, as in Sngland until 1816;
6
3rd, merely su"bsidiary, as used in most nations today.
Charlemagne's System of Coinage
Charlemagne's system of Coinage was adopted throughout
Western Europe. He made, the standard, the pound weight of
silver and divided it into two hundred and forty pieces, called
pennies. Later kings of France debased the purity of these
pennies and also issued gold coins v/hose rating they changed
whenever they so desired. This, of course, complicated matters.
7
At length, Charles "V, the ^ise, ceune to the throne. He appoint-
ed one of his ministers, Mcholas Oresme who later became the
President of the College of ITavarre, to investigate the coin-
age system and apply a remedy© Cresme published "A Theory of
Money" which contained an outline of what is now knovm as
Gresham*s Law.
Sigismund I of Poland, in 1526, seeing that the currency
of the realm was in a frightful condition appointed Nicholas
Copernicus, the great astronomer, to find out about it© He
also wrote a treatise giving the same doctrines as those of
Oresme. These doctrines are:
"1. That it is impossible for the law to regulate the
value of the coins, i. e., the purchasing power.
6. Ibid
, p. 121
7o Henry Dunning MacLeod, Silver Coinage Historically Con-
sidered, p, 3 "~ ~ ~"
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"2» That all the law can do is to maintain the coinage
at a fixed denomination, weight and purity.
*3. That it is robbery for the law to change the de-
nomination, diminish the weight, or debase the purity of the
coinage*
"4. That it is impossible for good, full weighted coin
to circulate together.
"5. That the coins of gold and silver must bear the
same ratio to each other as the metals in bullion do in the
market • "8
The English Kings, beginning with Edward the First, di-
minished the weight of the pennies until under Queen Eliza-
beth's reign seven hundred and forty four pennies were coined
from a pound weight of silver. The instant disappearance of
the good coin was the subject of repeated debates in Parlia-
ment for many centuries.
9
At last. Sir Thomas G-resham, an English Merchant, who
10
wrote on commercial topics and was the founder of the Royal
11
Exchange of London, explained why the above took place. His
law was: "If debased coin is attempted to be circulated with
full valued coin, all of the latter will disappear from cir-
culation, and the overvalued and debased coin will alone re-
12
main to the ruin of our commerce and business."
This Oresrne, Copernicus, Gresham Law is also found stated
a little differently about 2,000 years before Gresham declared
8. John J, Valentine, I^oney, the Silver Q.uestion and Hard
Times, pp. 10 & 11
9. Henry Dunning MacLeod, op. cit., p, 5
10. Ben.iamin E. Green, Shakespeare and Goethe on Gresham* s Law
and the Single Gold Standard, p. 5
11. \7illiam Brough, The ilatural Law of Money, p. 23
12. George Gunton, Editor, "The »Gresham» Lav/", Social Econo-
mist, VII (July, 1894), p. 20

li
it in Aristophanes* fable entitled "Frogs", translated "by
Trere.
"Often time v;e have reflected on a similar abuse
In the choice of men for office and of coins for commerce use;
For your old and standard pieces, valued and approved and
tried.
Here among the Grecian Nations and in all the v/orld beside.
Recognized in every realm for trusty stamp and pure assay.
Are rejected and abandoned for the trash of yesterday;
For a vile, adulterate issue, drossy, counterfeit and base, 13
While the traffic of the city passes current in their place."
All of these men of different countries and ages made
their discoveries independent of each othero Gresham*s name,
its latest discoverer, is the name used to indicate the law
today.
r(
(
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CHAPTER II
SILVER DURING THE COLOITIAL PERIOD
Various kinds of Colonial Currency
In 1619, in Virginia, tobacco was received at three shill-
ings per pound* New Netherlands and Massachusetts used peltry
1
as a medium of exchange. The General Court of Massachusetts
ordered, in 1631, that corn should pass for the payment of all
delDts at its usual sale price, unless money or "beaver skins
were demanded. In 1719, rice was made receivable for taxes
2
by the Assembly of South Carolina.
Debased coinage was tried on the Dutch Colony of New
Netherlands and the other Colonies indirectly by a group of
Yankee traders, and so proved that Gresham*s Law worked, as
well in the New as in the Old World. It came about in the
following manner. Il7illiam Kieft, the Governor of New Amster-
dam, made \7ampum the coin of the Province for all government
and private debts* For a time, all went well. Money was
plentiful. A group of Yankees of Connecticut established a
mint at Oyster Bay. They bought everything they could with
this Wampum. If the Dutch bought anything of the traders, the
traders demanded gold or silver in exchange. V/ampum was also
3
used from Massachusetts to Virginia.
The value placed on the Wampum varied in each colony;
for instance, four white beads equalled a penny in Connecticut,
while in Massachusetts it took usually six and sometimes eight*
1. Charles J. Bullock, Monetary History of United States
, p. 8
2. Horace White, Early Currency of the American Colonies,
p. 63
3. M. A, Miller, Gold or Silver ?, pp. 87 & 88

The "black were considered twice as valuable, so the de'basers
4
proceeded to dye the v/hite ones. These colonies became so de-
luged that Massachusetts, in 1649, had to stop 'i7ampuin being
received in payment of taxes, although, it was used until 1661
as legal tender for private debts*
In ]!Tew Netherlands, the Colonists complained in 1641,
about the "bad wampum** in circulation, saying that it was
"rough, unpolished stuff which is brought hither from other
places" so that "the good, polished wampum, commonly called
Manhattan Wampum, is wholly put out of sight and exported,"
In the Records of 1659 of New Netherlands is found, that
Wampum has greatly depreciated "in consequence of the great
importation of Wampum from New England, which barters there-
with and carries out of the country not only the best cargoes
sent hence, but also a large quantities of Beaver and other
Peltries" so that the people "remain v/ith a chest full of
Wampum, which is a currency utterly valueless, except among
New Netherlands* Indians only." Yet, irrespective of these
facts, Wampum was used more or less until 1701, in the
5
Colony of New York*
The rirst Colonial Mint
In the Charter of King James to the Virginia Colony the
right was given to establish a mint. In 1645, Virginia tried
to do this* The Grand Assembly, made up of the Governor,
Council and Burgesses of Virginia, passed an act that stated
4* Horace White, op. cit ., p. 63
5. Charles J. Bullock, op. cit », pp. 8 & 9

14
that the "Grand Assembly having maturely weighed and considered
how advantageous a quoine current would "be to this colony, and
the great wants and miseries which do daily happen unto it by
the sole dependency upon tobo'o have at length resolved and
6
enacted". .etc. There is no proof that a mint was ever built.
The first mint was established by the Massachusetts
Colony, in 1652, to coin small silver pieces. It was a suc-
cess for thirty years. John Hull, the first manager, reports
that:
"Upon occasion of much counterfeit coin bro*t in the country,
and much loss accruing in that respect, ( and that did occa-
sion a stoppage of trade ) the General Court ordered a mint to
be set up.... And they made choice of me for that employment
and I chose my friend RobH. Saunderson to be my partner to
which the Court consented."
On May 27, 1652, the first order of the Court was made,
showing that the Court had authority over the mint. It was:
"That all persons whatsoever have libertie to bring unto the
mint house at Boston, all bullion, plate, or Spanish Coyne,
there to be melted and bro H to the alloy of sterling silver
by John Hull, master of the said mint and his sworne officers
and by him to be coyned into twelve pence, six pence, and
three pence pieces, etc. "7
The money, so coined, was all dated 1652 and was legal
tender in the Colony. The law for-bade its exportation on
penalty of forfeiting all visible estate. This coinage was
the well-known "Pine-tree Currency."
Massachusetts had no legal right to coin money. It,
soon, reached the ears of the King. Some historians hold that
the mint was one of the reasons why Massachusetts' first
8
Charter was revoked in 1684.
6« John ¥. Daniel, Speech , p. 4
David K. Watson, History of American Coina^re
, pp. 1 & 2
?• David K. Watson, op. cit o, pp. 2 & 3
8. William G. Sumner, A History of American Currency
, pp. 11
13
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In Maryland, on May 1, 1664, an act -was passed "concern-
ing the setting up of a mint within the province of Maryland,"
There is no evidence that any thing was done about ito The
provinces of New Hampshire and Uorth Carolina also tried to
establish mints to coin copper, but seem not to have been suc-
9
cessfulo
Spanish Coins
^
Spanish dollars came in a steady stream from the Y/est
Indies, As early as 1639, Governor '.Tinthrop of Massachusetts
v/rote in his "Journal" about "the arrival of a bark which
brought much weal'th in money, plate, indico and sugar." They
came, as in Winthrop*s statement, from trading and also from
the privateers that preyed on the Spanish commerce. Boston
and nearby towns carried on most of the commerce up to 1650.
By 1676, it had extended to Southern l!Tew England and even down
10
to the Carolinas.
The Spanish Dollar was taken by Virginia as the standard
11
in 1645» In JTew England, because of the heavy mint charges,
the Spanish dollar was not taken to the mint nor was it allow-
ed to circulate. It was worth 4s. 6d. sterling, or 6s. in E"ew
England Currency. In 1672, this was changed by a law v;hich
allowed the "Spanish dollar to circulate at 6s. and other
12
pieces in proportion."
9. David K. "Vyatson, op. cit.^ p. 7
10. Charles J. Bullock, op. cit., p. 14
John H. Frederick, The Development of American Commerce,
p. 6
llo John W. Daniel, ojq* cit., p. 5
12. Y/illiam G. Sumner, op. cit., pp. 12 8c 13
ia •
c
Various Types of Coins in Circulation
The currency of T>!Iassachusett s no sooner appeared than it
was chipped down to equal the worst or it was smuggled out of
the country, although this smuggling was forbidden "by lav/«
Gresham^s Law was in operation for the second time. The "Pine
Tree Shilling** spread through out the colonies. Spanish silver
and gold, a few pieces of French and British gold, some copper
from a half a dozen different foreign nations, "Pine Tree
Shillings" and those minted in 1722 in the reign of George I
and in 1733 under George II served the Colonies as money until
13
after the Articles of Confederation were adopted.
Effect of Louisburg
Louisburg was captured by the Hew England colonies in
King George *s War in 1745© Later the Parliament of England
voted to ransom the fort from the colonies. Massachusetts*
share was t^l38,649 sterling© This, at the ruling exchange,
eleven to one, was found would almost cancel the outstanding
paper money issued in order to capture Louisburg. Hutchinson,
the Governor of Massachusetts, proposed to ask that Massachu-
setts* share be sent in silver dollars and copper coins and
that it be used, as far as possible, to cancel the paper money.
The people feared this change in the currency of the colony.
Some riots took place, but as the change took place so quietly,
the fears soon passed. Trading had been very quiet, before
this, in Ijlassachu setts, but, it novr began to revive slowly.
13 « David K. Watson, op. cit. , p. 7

17
Soon Rhode Island and Hew Hampshire found that their trade was
"being transferred to Massachusetts, the "Silver Colony", and
14
their own paper money became heavily depreciated.
The Pirst Gold Tenc^er Act
Massachusetts, a little later, found that its silver was
leaving and being replaced with gold from the '.Test Indies.
The gold was not legal tender, yet it circulated. Soon agita-
tion began to make the gold legal tender along v/ith silver.
In 1762, an act was passed that made gold legal tender at two
and one half pence per grain. Silver, soon, became scarce be-
cause debtors now found it profitable to pay in gold, thus for
the third time proving Gresham»s Law.
Continental Paper
The Continental Congress, because it had no power to tax
and because its members were used to paper money as a method
of public finance, created, in 1775, its first issue of paper
money "for 300,000 Spanish dollars, redeemable in gold or sil-
ver, in three years". The issue was based on "the faith of
the 'Continent'." They Tvere ordered in May and issued in Aug-
15
ust. Benjamin Franklin approved of this.
From 1775 to 17B1, ^500,000,000 of paper money was issued.
This money fell steadily in value although the penalties for
not receiving it were very severe. They included; imprison-
ment, forfeiture of property, and banishment.
As the depreciation v/ent on, many used the paper money
14. William G. Sumner, op. cit., p. 7
15. Ibid, pp. 40 & 43
(c
to pay their debts and thus cheated their creditors who, be-
cause of the punishments attached, could not refuse to accept
the money. The Revolutionary soldiers were paid v/ith this
currency, even when a whole month's pay would not "buy one meal,
7/hen, on i!ay 31, 1731, Congress passed an act stopping
Continental bills from circulating, in Philadelphia a parade
was held to celebrate this. In the parade was a dog which had
been coated with tar and then covered with Continental Paper
15
Money,
Articles of Confederation Coinage Law
The Articles of Confederation on July 9, 177S, provided
for coinage as follo'.vs: "The United States in Congress as-
sembled shall have the sole and exclusive right and pov/er of
regulating the alloy and value of coins struck by their own
authority, or by that of the respective States." This gave
the States the right to coin money so that, some of the States,
namely, Vermont, Connecticut, and Hew Jersey, granted to in-
dividuals or companies the right to coin copper. An act passed
in Iv([assachusett s caused a mint to be erected to coin gold, sil-
17
ver, and copper, but only copper coins v.ere made in it.
Various Plans of I'Ant and Coinage System
Robert T.Corris, the Superintendent of Finance, and Thomas
18
Jefferson began the agitation for a mint, Morris urged that
the coins put into circulation should be few and simple so that
16, M. E, Ingalls, Greenbacks and Depreciated Silver Must Go
,
pp. 1 & 2
17, David K. Watson, p-p, cit . , pp. 8 & 9
18, Louis R. Ehrich, The Question af Silver
, p. 6
i
19
they might "hecome familiar to all ranks and degrees of men."
He submitted to Congress samples of coins in April, 1783.
In 1792, he introduced in Congress a Mint and Coinage
System. It v;as based on silver as the standard, and used a
decimal system, with lA^ to 1 as the ratio of silver to gold*
The money unit was 1440th part of a dollar: 100 units, the
lowest silver coins, were to "be one cent; five of these to
make a piece to he called the quent; 10, or 1000 of the orig-
20
inal units to be called the mark©
In April, 1784, Thomas Jefferson, a member of Congress,
submitted his "notes on the establishment of a Money Unit and
of a Coinage for the United States." He urged the adoption of
the decimal system. His reasons v/ere: "The value of 100,
1000, 10,000 dollars is well estimated by the mind; so is that
of the tenth or the hundredth of a dollar* Few transactions
are above or below these limits©" He, also, held that although
this was different than the English system it was more familiar
since it had been used in trade for a long time©
He suggested that the weight of the Spanish milled dollar
be taken as the weight for the American silver dollar. His
reasons were: "The Unit or (Spanish) dollar is a known coin
and the most familiar of all to the minds of the people* It
is already adopted from South to North, has identified our
currency, and therefore happily offers itself, as a unit al-
21
ready introduced©" This suggestion had the agreement of
19 o Arthur Burnham Woodford, On the Use of Silver as Money in
the United States
, p. 12
20© A. Barton Hepburn, History of Coinage and Currency in the
United States
, p© 14
21© George M© Coffin, Silver and Common Sense
, p. 4
• t
m
•
•
•
•
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George Washington*
A gold coin of ten dollars, a dollar of silver, the tenth
of a dollar of silver, a hundredth of a dollar of copper, and
a half dollar, a double tenth and a twentieth of a dollar made
up his system. The ratio was to "be fixed at the average ratio
of trade, which would be about 15 to 1» The weight v/as to be
found of the silver in the Spanish dollar and adopted.
Morris* plan was approved by Congress on February 21st,
1782o Jefferson*s was referred to a Committee v/hich did not
report until May, 1785. They approved of Jefferson's plan.
On July 6th, 1785, action was taken by Congress and the follow-
ing fundamental propositions were adopted;
"1. That the money unit of the United States of America be
one dollar.
"2o That the smallest coin be of copper, of which two hundred
shall pay for one dollar.
"So That the several pieces shall increase in decimal ratio."
23
By adopting this act, the Spanish dollar became the standard©
On August 8th, 1786, Congress passed a resolution adopting
the double standard at a ratio of 15.253 to 1. The dollar
or unit was to contain 375.64 grains of pure silver, while the
24
Spanish dollar contained 386 7/8 grains pure; mills, or one
thousandths of a dollar; half-cent and cent of copper; dimes or
tenths of a dollar, double dimes, one half dollar and one
dollar of silver; and five and ten dollars of gold; were the
pieces of currency adopted.
On October 16th, 1786, "An Oirdinance for the Establishment
22. Nathaniel P. Hill, Speeches and Papers on the Silver, etc.
,
p. 110
23. Edward C. Towne, The Story of Tloney
, p. 92
24. James G. Batterson, Gold and Silver as Currency
, p. 36
• ...
m
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of the Mint of the United States of America and for regulating
25
the value and alloy of coins" was passed. It authorized coin-
age of "both gold and silver, free for all comers. The stand-
ard dollar was "to "be of the value of a Spanish milled dollar"
and "to contain 371 grains and 4/16 parts of a grain of pure,
26
or 4/16 grains of standard silver." Under this ordinance
27
copper coins v;ere the only ones made.
25. A. Barton HeplDurn, op. cito , pp. 14 to 17
26. Arthur Burnham Woodford, op. c ito, pp. 5 & 6
27. A. Barton Hepburn, opo cit. , p. 17

CHAPTER III
SILVER lis EEW GOVERIMEKT
Constitutional Convention
The leading men of the country say that a more stable
government was necessary to "better the financial and economic
condition of the country. In 1786, in Annapolis, Maryland
1
a convention of states v^as called, "but did nothing. On May
14, 1787 another convention met in Philadelphia, "but adjourned
2
until September 17th, 1787. This meeting was called to con-
sider economic questions, but produced a new government,
the present Constitution (without the amendments).
The Constitution provides in regard to coinage that:
"Article I. Sec. 8. The Congress shall have Power. ...To
Coin Money, regulate the Value thereof, and of foreign Coin.
"Sec, 10. >To State shall. .coin Money; make any
Thing but gold and silver Coin a Tender in Paimient of Debts.**
3
By this agreement, the States gave up all ri,;^ht to coin money.
Treasury Department Established
George Washington, the first President, in his First and
Second Annual Address to the Senate and the House of Repre-
sentatives recommended that Congress take early action in es-
4
tablishing a Mint. In September, 1789, a Treasury Department
was established© A.lexander Hamilton was made the Secretary
5
of the Treasury.
1. Aa Barton Henburn. A History of Currencv in the United
States, T). 39
2o David K. lI7atson, History of American Coinage, pp. 8 & 9
3. A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit., p. 39
4. David Ko Watson, op. cit., p. 32
5o A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit., p. 41

The Coinage System
On the 15th of April, 1890, the House of Representatives
"Ordered that the Secretary of the Treasury prepare and report
to this House a proper plan or plans for the establishment of
a national Ivlinto"
He carefully went over all that was then known on the
suhject. He adopted the resolution of Congress in 1785, that
the Spanish dollar's value be the value of the dollar. He had
several hundred taken and melted down. He found that each con-
6
tained on the average 371 1/4 grains of pure silver.
The principal objects of his research were: 1st, the re-
lation which gold and silver should bear to each other; 2nd,
the ration at which they should be coined; and 3rd, the char-
acter of the money unit©
He reached these conclusions:
"I. That the dollar, because it had been in actual use as the
measure of values in practically all of the states, was the
most suitable unit for the proposed system; that it v/as of the
utmost importance to define as exactly as possible just v/hat
the dollar was, in order that neither debtors nor creditors
might be injuriously affected. The dollars in existence va-
ried considerably, Spain having degraded or changed the stand-
ard at different times. He therefore recommended a dollar
containing 371.25 grains of pure silver, as best expressing
the actual average value of the coin in use.
"2o That the decimal system was of demonstrated superiority
over the duodecimal of Great Britain.
"3. That inasmuch as the undervaluation of either metal v/as
the cause of its exportation, thus shifting the standard to
the other, \7hich might result injuriously, and since it was
very desirable to have coins of both metals in actual use, the
ratio should conform as nearly as possible to the commercial
ratio, rather than follow any specific European precedents.
6o Nathaniel P. Hill, Speeches and Pa-oers on Silver, etc..
p. 110 '

He therefore recommended the ratio of 15 to 1.
"4, That the silver dollar was the equivalent of 24.75 grains
of sold., and therefore a gold dollar containing that quantity
of metal be also provided for, in order that there might he a
unit coin in each metal,
"5. That the fineness of the coins should be eleven-twelfths
or ,916 2/3, corresponding with the British standard of fine-
ness for £ol<l; the alloys "being for gold coins, silver and
copper; for silver coins, copper only,
"6o That no mint charge should he imposed upon the bullion
brought for coinage, the cost thereof being properly a genera]
charge rather than one to be imposed apon specific individu-
als, and to impose a cliarge might influence prices in inter-
national relations, being in effect a reduction of the stand-
ard of the coin, as compared with bullion*
"7o That foreign coins should be permitted to circulate for
one year, that thereafter certain foreign pieces might be
tolerated for another year or two; anticipating that the mint
would be prepared to provide all the coins needed, he con-
cluded that after three years the use of foreign coins should
be prohibited."
Hamilton, before submitting his report to Congress, sent
7
it to Jefferson, He received the following letter:
"I'ebruary, 1792o
"Lear Sir:- 1 return you the report on the mint, which I
have read over with a great deal of satisfaction, I concur
with you in thinking that the unit must stand on both metalSf
that the alloy should be the same in both, also in the pro-
portion you establish between the value of the two metals, ,.0
"Thomas Jefferson. "8
From the end of Hamilton's Report the following excerpts
are taken because they give the reasons for the double stand-
ard :
"But on the whole it seems to be most advisable, as has
been observed, not to attach the unit exclusively to either
metal; because this cannot be done effectually without destroy-
ing "the character and office of one of them, as m.oney, and re-
ducing it to the situation of m.ere merchandise* "9
7a A. Barton Hepburn, Ili story of Coinage and Currency in the
United States
, pp. 20 & 21
8, David K, Watson, op. cit ., p, 49
,9, Henry G, Miller, Silver Legislation of 1890 , p. 3

"If gold "be most convenient in large payments, silver is
"best adapted to the more minute and ordinary c irculat ion, • •
•
To annul the use of either of the metals as money is to abridge
the quantity of circulating medium, and is liable to all the
objections v/hich arise from a comparison of the benefits of a
full, with the evils of a scanty circulation, "10
On this double standard issue he differed from Morris© Ke
argued that if a single standard were adopted, it should be
|
gold; but, that, because he feared it might check the amount '
11
of currency he favored the double standard© He submitted his
plan on January 21st, 1791,
On March 3rd, 1791, Congress passed a resolution estab-
lishing a mint and giving the President the power to engage
artists and other apparatus to carry the resolution out© No
direct action was taken on the resolution. Washington, in his
Third Annual Address to Congress on October 25, 1791 said:
•*The disorders in the existing currency, and especially
the scarcity of small change, a scarcity so peculiarly dis-
tressing to the poorer classes, strongly recommend the carry-
ing into immediate effect the resolution already entered into
concerning the establishment of a mint,"
On March 2, 1792, Robert Morris, who ^ms now a Senator
from Pennsylvania, reported a bill favoring the establishing
12
of a mint and regulating the coins of the United States© On
April 2, 1792, Congress passed the act establishing a coinage
system*
Hamilton *s recommendations were almost all accepted*
Congress refused to make a gold dollar and altered the fineness
13
of the silver coins by substituting ,892, 43©
10 > Arthur Burnham Woodford. On the Use of Silver.^ Money in
the United States
, pp, 20 & 21
11, Louis R, Ehrich, The Question of Silver
, p© 6
12© David K» 7/atson, op, cit ,, pp. 51 & 52
13© A© Barton Hepburn, Plistory of Coinage and Currency in the
United States, p, 22

The Act of 1792, the outline of our currency systems was
brought into "being by the conditions of the Colonial trade and
14
the influence of Morris, Jefferson, and Hamilton, The follow-
ing sections are taken from this act:
"Sec. 1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
tives of the United States of America in Gonp:ress assembled,
and it is hereby enacted and declared, That a Mint for the
purpose of a national coinage be, and the same is established,
to be situated and carried on at the seats of the government
of the United States, for the time being:
"Sec. 9 And be it further enacted . That there shall be from
time to time struck and coined at the said mint, coins of
gold, silver, and copper, of the following denominations,
values and descriptions, viz., Eagles - each to be of the
value of ten dollars or units, and to contain tv/o hundred and
forty-seven grains and four-eighths of a grain of pure, or
two hundred and seventy grains of standard gold. Half
Eagles - each to be of five dollars, and to contain one hun-
dred and tv/enty- three grains and six-eighths of a grain of
pure, or one hundred and thirty-five grains of standard gold©
Quarter Eagles - each to be of the value of tv/o and a half
dollar, and to contain sixty-one grains and seven-eighths of
a grain of pure, or sixty-seven grains and four-eighths of a
grain of standard gold© Dollars or Units - each to be of the
value of a Spanish Milled Dollar as the same is now current,
and to contain three hundred and seventy-one grains and four-
sixteenths parts of a grain of pure, or four hundred and six-
teen grains of standard silver. Half-Dollars - each to be of
half the value of the dollar or unit and to contain one hun-
dred and eighty-five grains and ten sixteenths parts of a
grain of pure, or two hundred and eight grains of standard
silver© Quarter Dollars - each to be of one quarter the
value of the dollar or unit, and to contain ninety-two grains
and thirteen-sixteenths parts of a grain of pure, or one hun-
dred and four grains of standard silver© Dimes - each to be
of one-tenth of a dollar or unit and to contain thirty-seven
grains and two-sixteenths parts of a grain of pure, or forty-
one grains and three-fifths parts of a grain of standard sil-
ver. Half Dimes - each to be of the value of one-twentieth
of a dollar, and to contain eighteen grains and six-sixteen-
ths parts of a grain of pure, or twenty grains and four-
fifths parts of a grain of standard silver. Cents - each
to be of the value of the hundredth part of a dollar, and to
contain eleven penny-weights of copper. Half-cents - each to
be of the value of one-half a cent, and to contain five penny-
weights and one-half a penny-weight of copper.
14o Arthur Burnham Woodford, op. cit ., p. 363

"Sec. 11 And "be it further enacted
.
That the proportional
value of gold to silver in all coins which shall "by law "be cur
rent as money within the United States, shall be as fifteen
to one, according- to quantity in weight, of pure gold or pure
silver, that is to say, every fifteen pounds weight of pure
silver shall "be of equal value in all payments, v/ith one pound
weight of pure gold, and so in proportion as to any greater or
less quantities of the respective metalso
"Seco 14 And "be it further enacted . That it shall "be lawful
for any person or persons to "bring to the said mint gold and
silver "bullion, in order to their "being coined and that the
"bullion so "brought shall be there assayed and coined as
speedily as may be after the receipt thereof, and that free
of expense to the person or persons by whom the same shall
have been brought. And as soon as the said bullion shall have
been coined, the person or persons by whom the same shall have
been delivered, shall upon demand receive in lieu thereof
coins of the same species of bullion which shall have been so
delivered, v/eight for weight, of the pure gold or pure silver
therein contained: Provided nevertheless
.
That it shall be
at the mutual option of the party or parties bring such bul-
lion, and of the director of the said mint, to make an immedi-
ate exchange of coins for standard bullion, with a deduction
of one-half per cent from the weight of pure gold, or pure
silver contained in said bullion, as an indemnification to
the mint for the time which will necessarily be required for
coining the said bullion, and for the advance which shall have
been so made in coins©
"Sec. 16 And it be further enacted. That all the gold and
silver coins which shall have been struck at, and issued from
the said mint, shall be a lav/ful tender in all payments what-
soever, those of full Y/eights according to the respective
values herein before declared, and those of less than full
weights at values proportional to their respective weights«15
Law of 1793
February 9, 1793, Congress changed the existing valua-
tions on foreign coins by passing "An Act regulating Foreign
Coins, and for other purposes."
"Sec. 1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled.
That from and after the first day of July next, foreign gold
and silver coins shall pass current as money within the
United States and be a legal tender for the payment of all
15o United States Statutes at Large , April 2, 1792, Sec^ 1, 9
11, 14, and 16
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debts and demands, at the several and respective rates follov/-
ing, and not otherwise, vix: The gold coins of Great Britain
and Portugal, of their present standard, at the rate of one
hundred cents for every tv/enty-seven grains of the actual
weight thereof; the gold coins of France, Spain, and the
dominions of Spain, of their present standard, at the rate of
one hundred cent s for every twenty-seven grains and two-fifths
of a grain, of the actual weight thereof • Spanish milled
dollars, at the rate of one hundred cents for each dollar,
the actual weight whereof shall not be less than seventeen
pennyweights and seven-seventeenths grains; and in proportion
for the parts of a dollar* Crowns of France, at the rate of
one hundred cents for each crown, the actual weight whereof,
shall not be less than eighteen pennyweights and seventeen
grains, and in proportion for the parts of a crovm. But no
foreign coin that may have been, or shall be issued subse-
quent to the first day of January, 1792, shall be a tender,
as aforesaid, until samples thereof shall have been found, by
assay, at the mint of the United States, to be conformable
to the respective standards required, and proclamation there-
of shall have been made by the President of the United States©
"Seco 2 Provided always, and be it further enacted , That at
the expiration of three years next ensuing the time when the
coinage of gold and silver, agreeably to the act, entitled ,
"An act establishing a mint, and regulating the coins of the
United States", shall commence at the mint of the United
States, (which time shall be announced by the proclamation
of the President of the United States, ) all foreign gold
coins, and all foreign silver coins, except Spanish milled
dollars and parts of such dollars, shall cease to be a legal
tender, as aioresaid«16
It was renewed without change in February 1, 1798 and April
10, 1806. The provision was continued for three years, in-
cluding the French five-franc pieces, by the Act April 29,
1816, The Act of llarch 3, 1819 continued it until ITovember
1, 1819, for gold coins (after which date they were no longer
legal tender) and until April 29, 1821, for French silver
17
coins*
The First Coinage
In 1793, six pounds of copper was bought for coinage.
16. United States Statutes at Large
,
February 9, 1793,
Sec, 1, 2
17. A, Barton Hepburn, History of Coinage and Currency in the
United States, p. 26
I
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This -was the first purchase of any metal made for purposes of
coinage. On July 18, 1794, the Bank of Maryland deposited
silver "bullion made up of French coins amounting to f?80, 715. 73-|-
The first deposit of gold bullion ms made by Moses Brown, a
Boston Merchant, on February 12, 1795, It consisted of ingots
18
worth
.ip2,276.72. He was paid in silver coins.
The first silver dollar was coined in 1794, weighing four
hundred and sixteen grains, one thousand four hundred and
eighty five parts pure to one hundred and seventy-nine parts
alloy, therefore it was three hundred and seventy-one and
19
twenty-five hundredths grains pure. The first gold coined at
the mint, seven hundred and forty-four half-eagles was on
20
July 31, 1795. The Director of the Mint in his report for
1795 states that mints v/ere erected at Baltimore and else-
where, professedly to imitate the coins of foreign countries
and to furnish a debased gold coin for the V/est Indian trade.
He didn't state how much coinage was made.
The Ratio Fails
It v/as stated in Congress, as in 1798, that a large num-
ber of gold coins had been seen in a goldsmith's window in
21
England. Because silver was worth more as bullion and v/orth
more for export than as money, there v/ere only three hundred
and tY/enty-one silver pieces coined at the mint in the entire
22
year of 1805. Up to May 1, 1806, only 1,433,477 silver dol-
18. David K. Watson, ot3. cit., id. 66
»
19© William G. Siimner, A History of American Currency, p. 60
20. David K. Watson, ov» cit,, p, 66
21. Arthur Burnham Woodford, op, cit., pp, 10 & 12
22. J. Sterling Morton, Fallacies of the Free Silver Argu-
ment, -pp, 1 & 2
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lars Y/ere coined.
The Treasury Department did not cooperate with the Mint*
All coins received by the Government should have "been sent to
the Mint and recoined into United States currency. Even in
Philadelphia, this was not done. The Director of the Mint, in
1803, stated that no precious metal had been coined on account
of the Government of the United States.
Hamilton considered three years enough for the change
from foreign into American currency. That this v/ould have been
an ample amount of time, is shovm by the facts. The "ordinary
receipts" of the Government from 1796 to 1800 were over
$8,000,000. This v/as about equal to one half the amount of
money in circulation in the country. The Mints averaged annu-
ally from 1795 to 1805 only 1^500,000.
The few coins that were made were exported, being more
valuable as commodities in foreign, markets. Money-mongers got
all the gold by paying cheaper silver dollars for it, and so
24
made a profit. These gold dollars, although a little less in
weight than the Spanish gold coins, v/ere accepted by tale
25
throughout the West Indies. Foreign silver dollars carried a
premium of one quarter to one half per cent over United States
26
silver dollarso The silver coins brought back in trade were
23. Edward G. Towne, The Story of Money
, p. 94
24. Edward C\ Towne, I b idT7~W.~T52~^' 15^
25. A, Barton Hepburn, History of Coinagie and Currency in the
United State s, p, 27
26. J, Laurence Laughlin, The History of Bimetallism in the
United States
, p, 53
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taken to the mints, so that the rxiints were busy at iDublic
27
expense for tiie benefit of the money broker, En{;;lish, French,
Spanish, I'exican and Portuguese coins passed freely. Their
le£jal tender quality at specified r&.tes, by tale or v/ei£:ht,
28
Y/as renewed from time to t-ir-e as before stated.
This wab '.Uie to the r^.^ic ^.etv/een G'o1<-. anu silver. In
1793, the ratio was 15 to 1, the same as ours. In 1794, it was
15,37 CO 1, In 1205, it \Vc,s 15*79 to 1, J-.e i.verace for
uhese tvvelve years 1794 to 1305 was 15,51 to 1, This L;hov;s
that the silver dollar of the United Sta'-es v/as worth three
29
per cent less as bullion than our jold dollar.
The mints v.ere unuer .-e ccacrol o- .--e ^vtLi-^<^U'^ ..le
30
United States at that time. President Jefferson, realising
tl.'at t'-;.e United States silver coins v/ere all beinr exported,
directed his Secretary of State, T'r, radison, to issue :he
following order to the Director of the llint:
"Department of State
"T:ay 1, 1806
"Sir:- In consequency of a representation from the Director
of the Bank of the United States, that considerable purchases
have been made of dollars coined at the Hint for the purpose
of exporting them, and as it is probable further jpurchases
and exportations will be made the President directs that all
the silver to be coined' at the Hint shall be of small de-
nominations, so that the value of the largest pieces, shall
not exceed half a dollar,
"I am, sir,,
" Jam e. s Had i s on
,
"Robert Patterson Esq,,,
"Director of the Hint "51
27» Robert So Taylor, The Silver Q.uestion, "o, 15
Arthur Burnham \/oodford, op, cit,, p. 10
29, John A, C-rier, The United States financial Lav/ of llarch 14,
1900, p, 55
30, John G, Carlisle, Speeches on i'ree Coinage of Silver, p, 4J
31, John A. Grier, opo cit,, p, 53

This order remained in force for thirty years, until 1836,
32
Then only 1,000 silver dollars were issued*
By the year 1812, gold had disappeared from the country
33
and the United States was actually on a silver basis. The
Treasury was bare, gold and silver v;ere rarely seen. Congress,
for the War, provided for an issue of
'i>36, 000, 000 in Treasury
ITotes and later doubled this, Eahks v/ere forced to give up
pa3n'nents of specie. Gold aud silver in lar^^e amounts went
to loreign countries. V/lien peace came, the banks did not re-
34
sume specie payments for a while.
32, John G, Carlisle, Speech on Ratio of 16 to 1
, p. 7
33, John Ga Carlisle, Speeches on Pree Coinar;e of Silver
, p, 8
34<, Herman Angell, The Story of T.Ioney
, pp, 278 & 279
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• CHAPTER IV
SILVER mail CLOSE OP 'JAR OP 1812 DO'M TO 1870
Ratio Changed
On March 1, 1819, the House of Representatives directed
Mr. Crawford, the Secretary of the Treasury, to report, among
other matters "such measures as, in his opinion, may be ex-
pedient to procure and retain a sufficient quantity of gold
and silver coins in the United States."
On February, 1823, Mr© Crawford, in a letter to a com-
mittee of the House of Representatives said:
"In terminating this letter I feel it my duty to observe that
the relative current value of gold and silver differs material
ly from that established by the law of the United States. The
consequence has been that the gold coin of the United States
has always been exported whenever the rate of exchange be-
tween the United States and the commercial nations of Europe
has been in favor of the latter. If the government coins of
the United States should be made equal in value to sixteen
times the value of silver coins of the same quantity of pure
silver, they would be exported only when the rate of exchange
should be greatly against the United States© "1
In a Report, of a Committee having under consideration
the valuation of Foreign Coins, to the House of Representa-
tives, in 1823, it is stated that the coinage of gold and
silver at the mint had been in excess of $20,000,000 whereas
the amount of specie in the country, inclusive of foreign
coin, was estimated at $16,000,000 (less by .^1, 500,000 than
in 1804), and by far the greater part of the coin in the
country consisted of French silver pieces© This committee re-
2
commended that legal tender power be continued until 1827.
The Director of the Mint in his January 1, 1825 Report
1. A. Barton Hepburn, History of Coinage and Currency in the
United States, pp. 29 to 31
2. Ibid., p. 31
•a
says:
"Deposits of gold have for the last three years "been incon-
siderable. 7/hile gold bullion is in demand at a premium on
its standard value for exportation as a remittance, instead
of "bills at the current exchange, no adequate inducement ex-
ists to bring it to the mint if its value can be otherwise
sat isfactorilly ascertained© It is obvious that if coined
and issued under such circumstances it cannot be retained
in circulation. "3
On December 20, 1828, the Senate passed a resolution re-
quiring the Secretary of the Treasury to "ascertain, v/ith as
much accuracy as possible, the proportional value of gold and
silver in relation to each other; and to state such altera-
tions in the gold coins of the United States as may be neces-
sary to uniform those coins to the silver coins, in their true
relative value." The Secretary of the Treasury, Mr« Ingham,
on May 4, 1830, presented his report.
He held that distress came v/hen silver and gold both
left the country. He set forth that bimetallism had failed
and urged a single standard and that silver. He suggested
that the ratio be 15.625 to 1, since according to his plan
gold should have a slight premiumo
Gallatin, who had been Secretary of the Treasury, under
Jefferson, recommended the ratio 15^ to 1. He favored bi-
metallism, because fluctuations of gold and silver would be
less than that of one metal only. If a single standard was
adopted, he preferred silver. It v/as then the standard, more
abundant, required a greater premium before it could be ex-
ported and was the only means of suppressing small notes.
Mr. Sanford, Senator of ^Tew York in December 1830, report-
So Hermon W. Craven, Errors of Populism , p. 95

;]5
ed a bill for the continuation of the double standard at the
ratio of 15,9 to 1, The weight of gold coin only were to be
altered. In the Committee's Report this bill was supported.
The Report became the basis of two reports to the House of
Representatives in 1831. One Report was on Silver, the other
on gold. Both xiere made by G. P<> '^niite, Representative of
iTew Yorko He also gave tv/o reports in March and June 1832
o
The ratio recommended was 15o625 to 1 and o900 as the
standard of fineness. He held also that "the standard ought
to be legally and exclusively, as it is practically regulated
by silver."
The House Committee v/as opposed to the double standard,
because of "the impossibility of maintaining both metals in
concurrent, simultaneous, or promiscuous circulation." It
urged that a single standard be adopted because it is the
nearest approach to stability and it will prevent the need of
further legislation with each change in relative commercial
value. It also held that if a metallic currency was desired,
4
notes of ten dollars and under must be prohibited.
A bill passed the Senate, in 1831, to revise the coinage
system* It reduced the weight of the gold eagle to tv/o hun-
dred and thirty-two grains of pure metal, thus raising the
ratio over 16 to 1, 16.002. Crawford, the Secretary of the
Treasury, had proposed this ratio ten years before. In 1819,
Mr. Lowndes had suggested 15.6 to 1. A special committee of
the Senate, in 1830, proposed 15.9 to 1, which was the com-
4o A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit., p. 34

mercial rate then prevailing in South America, where our sil-
5
ver came from©
The currency question had been discussed for twenty years
in special investigations and reports to Congress, Secretaries
of the Treasury, Crawford in 1820 and Ingham in 1830 and Chair-
men of Congressional Committees, Lowndes in 1819, Sanford in
1830, and C. P» '.Thite from 1831 to 1834 v/ere among the most
notable. Congress gave very little attention to these. The
prevailing currency was made up of paper notes of the United
States and foreign silver coins, mostly Spanish, old and v/orn»
The notes were from a great number of banks of every degree
of solvency. The old Spanish coins were the nearest to a
6
standard of value. American coins of any kind were few.
V/hite repeated his former bill and recommendation in
February, 1834. In May, the banks of Hew York, under the
leadership of the President of one of them, Gallatin, sent a
memorial to Congress asking for the enactment of a law to coin
gold at the rate of 23.76 grains of pure and 25,92 grains
standard metal to the dollar. The silver dollar was to re-
main unchanged. The ratio was to 15o625 to 1. They also
asked that the silver dollar of Latin-America and the five-
franc piece of Prance as v/ell as the Spanish dollar, be made
7
legal tender, at their proper mint values.
Senator Thomas H. Benton, of Missouri, the champion of
gold in the Senate, became known all over the country as
5. Arthur Burnham Woodford, On the Use of Silver as Money
in the United States
, p. 21
6. 'i/illiam Brown, Silver in its Relation to Industry and
Trade, p. 60
7. A. Barton Hepburn, opo cit ., p. 37
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"Old Bullion", because of his speeches concerning the cur-
rency issue. He said:
"The false valuation put upon i^old has rendered the mint of
the United States, so far as the gold coinage is concerned,
a most ridiculous and absurd institution© It has coined, and
that at a large expense to the United States, 2,262,177 pieces
of gold, v/orth '111,852,890, and where are the pieces now?
Uot one of them to "be seenj All sold, and exportedj And so
regular is the operation that the Director of the Mint in
his latest Report to Congress says that the new-coined gold
frequently remains in the mint, uncalled for, though ready
for delivery, until the day arrives for a packet to sail to
Europe. Ke calculates that two million native gold will be
coined annually hereafter; the whole of which, without a
reform of the gold standard, will be conducted, like exiles,
from the national mint to the seashore, and transported to
foreign regionso"
In another part of the same speech he said:
"To enable the friends of gold to go to \7ork at the ri^ht
place to effect the recovery of that precious metal which
their fathers once possessed - v/hich the subjects of Eu-
ropean kings now possess - which the citizens of the young
republics of the south all possess - v/hich even the free
negroes of San Domingo possess - but which the yeomanry of
this America have been deprived of for more than twenty
years, and will be deprived of forever, unless they discover
the cause of the evil, and apply the remedy to its root. "9
He also said:
"Gold goes where it finds its value, and that value is what
the laws of great nations give it. In Mexico, and South
America, the countries which produce gold, and from v/hich the
United States must derive their chief supply, the value of
gold is 16 to 1 over silver; in the Island of Cuba it is 17
to 1; in Spain and Portugal it is 16 to 1; in the Y/est Indies,
generally it is the sameo It is not to be supposed that gold
Mill come from these countries to the United States, if the
o7
importer is one dollar in every sixteen that he
gold will remain v/ith us, v/hen an ex-
to lose
brings; or that our
porter can gain a dollar upon every fifteen that he carries
out. Such results would be contrary to the lav/s of trade, ancjl
therefore we must place the same value upon gold that other
nations do, if we wish to gain any part of theirs, or to re-
gain any part of our oYm."10
Mr. Benton, in his "Thirty Year's Viev/" explained his
9. Louis R. Ehrich, The Q.uestion of Silver
, p. 10
10. A, Barton Hepburn, op. cit ., pp. 38 & 39
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ratio in these words:
"At that time 15 5/8 was the ratio of nearly all v/ho seei-ied
best calculated from their pursuits to understand the su"b-
ject; "that" the thick array of speakers was on that side,
and the eighteen "banks of ITev/ York City, with Mr# Gallatin
at their head, favored the proposition; "that" the difficulty
of adjusting this value, so that neither metal should expel
the other had Tjeen the stumlDling block for a great many years,
and now seemed as formidable as ever; "that" there seemed to
be no way of getting to a concord of opinion either from the
light of science, the voice of history, or the result of cal-
culations;" and that he, "taking his stand upon the single
fact that equality and actuality of circulation had existed
for above three hundred years in the Spanish dominions of
Mexico a,nd South America, v/here the proportion was 16 to I9"
presented this v/ith much effect that "all the real friends of
gold currency soon rallied to it. •••and eventually the bill
passed (in the Kouse) by a large majority^ 145 to 35," Y/hile
"in the Senate it had an easy passage; Caliioun and Webster
supported it, Mr. Clay ojjposed it; and on the final vote
there were but seven negatives. "11
From the Report of the House Committee on the Bill of
1834 is taken the following statem.ent:
"The committee think the desideratum in the monetary system
is the standard of uniform value; they cannot ascertain that
both m.etals have ever circulated simultaneously, concurrent-
ly and indiscriminately in any country v/here there are banks
or money dealers, and they entertain the conviction that the
nearest approach to an invariable standard is its establish-
ment in one metal, v/hich metal shall compose exclusively the
currency for large payment ."12
On June 25, 1834, Congress passed "An Act regulating
the value of foreign silver coins ?;ith the United States."
The Act, is as follows:
"Be it enacted by the Senate and Kouse of Representatives of
the United States of America, in Congress assembled. That
from and after the passage of this act, the following silver
coins shall be of the legal value, and shall pass current as
money within the United States, by tale, for the payment of
all debts and demands, at the rate of one hundred cents the
dollar, that is to say, the dollars of Mexico, Peru, Chili,
and Central America, of not less v/eight then four hundred and
fifteen grains each, and those re-stam.ped in Brazil of the
11. Edward C, Tovme, The Story of Money, pp. 150 to 154
12. Carman F. Randolph, The Free Coinage of Silver, p. 9
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like weight, of not less fineness than ten ounces fifteen
pennyv/eights of pure silver, in the troy po.und of twelve
ounce of standard silver: and the five-franc pieces of
France, Y/hen of not less fineness than ten ounces and sixteen
pennyT,7ei£^hts in twelve ounce troy weight of standard silver,
and weighing not less than three hundred and eighty-four
grains each at the rate of ninety-three cents eacho
"Sec. 2 And be it further enacted, That it shall "be (the)
duty of the Treasury to cause assays of the aforesaid silver
coins, made current "by this act, to "be had at the mint of
the United States at least once in every year and to make re-
port of the result thereof to Congressol3
Approved, June 25, 1834»
14
This Act remained in force until 1857.
On June 28, 1834, President Jackson signed "An Act con-
cerning the gold coins of the United States and for other jjur-
poses," The Act, that became the lav/ of the land on that day
was:
"Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives
of the United States of America, in Congress assembled. That
the gold coins of the United States shall contain the follov/-
ing quantities of metal that is to say: each eagle shall con-
tain two hundred and thirty-two grains of pure gold, and two
hundred and fifty-eight grains of standard gold; each half
eagle one hundred and sixteen grains of pure gold, and one
hundred and twenty-nine grains of standard gold, each quar-
ter eagle shall contain fifty-eight grains of pure gold and
sixty four and one-half grains of standard gold, every such
eagle shall be of the value of ten dollars, every such half
eagle shall be of value of five dollars, and every such
quarter eagle shall be of the value of tv^o and one-half dol-
lars; and the said gold coins shall be receivable in all
payments, when of full weight according to their respective
values; and when of less than full weight, at less values,
proportioned to their respective actual weightSo"15
President Jackson signed the bill in order to put an end
16
to the bank, bring back gold into circulation, and aid the
17
North Carolina and Georgia gold mines. He, also, in 1836 to
13. United States Statutes at Large , June 25, 1834, Section 1
& 2
14. Sam.uel Leavitt, Our Money Wars
, p. 60
15. United States Statutes at Large , June 28, 1834, Section 1
16. Edward C. Towne, op. cit ., p. 95
17. J. Laurence Laughlin, W. G. Sumner, Francis A. Walker,
'""orth iunerican Review (June, 1885) Volume GXL, p. 485

aid the circulation of gold, directed that public officers
18
should receive on specie in payment of public dues.
MoYeinent to^ward Reduction in Y/'eights of Coins
In 1836, one thousand silver dollars were issued from
the mint. These were the first since 1806, when Jefferson
19
ordered them stopped. In the same year, a bill containing
thirty-eight sections was introducedo This bill was called
"An Act establishing a mint and regulating the coins of the
20
United States©" It passed January 18, 1837. The following
sections refer to the coinage of silver and gold:
"Section 8 And be it further enacted. That the standard for
both gold and silver coins of the United States shall there-
after be such, that of one thousand parts by weight, nine
hundred shall be of pure metal, and one hundred of alloy;
and the alloy of the silver coins shall be of copper; and
the alloy of the gold coins shall be of copper and silver,
provided that the silver do not exceed one-half of the whole
alloyo
40
"Section 9 And be it further enacted. That o
coins, the dollar shall be of the weight of
twelve and one-half grains; the half dollar
of two hundred and six and one quarter grain
dollar of the weight of one hundred and thre
grains; the dime, or tenth part of a dollar,
of forty-one and one quarter grains; and the
twentieth part of a dollar, of the weight of
and five-eighths of a grain and that dollar,
and quarter-dollar, dime and one-half dimes,
tender of payment, according to their nomina
any sums whatever.
f the silver
four hundred and
of the weight
s; the quarter
e and one-eighth
of the weight
half dime, or
twenty grains,
half-dollar,
shall be legal
1 value, for
"Section 10 And be it further enacted, That of the gold coins,j
the weight of the eagle shall be tv/o hundred and fifty-eight
grains; that of the half eagle one hundred and twenty-nine
grains; and that of the quarter eagle sixty four and one-
half grains, and that for all sums whatever, the eagle shall
be a legal tender of payment for ten dollars, the one-half
eagle for five dollars, and the quarter eagle for tv/o and one
half dollars.
19. John G. Carlisle, Speech on Ratio of 16 to 1
, p,
20. A. Barton Hepburn, op* cit ., p, 41
:l

"Section 11 And be it further enacted, That the silver coins
heretofore issued at the mint of the United States, and the
gold coins issued since the thirty-first day of July, 1834,
shall continue to be legal tenders in payment for their nom-
inal values, on the same terms as if they v/ere of the coin-
age provided "by this act©
"Section 14 And be it further enacted, That gold and silver
bullion brought to the mint for coinage, shall be received
and coined, by the proper officers for the benefit of the
depositor: Provided, That it shall be la\7ful to refuse at
the mint any deposit of less value than one hundred dollars,
and any bullion so base as to be unsuitable for the opera-
tions of the miinto And provided also; that v/hen gold and
silver are combined, if either of these metals be in such
sma.ll proportions that it cannot be separated advantageously,
no allov/ance shall be made to the depositor for the value
of such metal, "21
The following tables shov/ the difference in v/eight of
the gold coins under the Acts of 1792 and 1834, and the dif-
ference in weight of the silver coins under the Acts of 1792
22
and 1837:
"Gold Coins
Act of 1792
iiJagle 247 4/8 grains pure 270
Half-Eagle 123 6/8 " " 135
Quarter-Eagle 61 7/8 " " 67 4/8
Eagle 232
Half-Eagle 129
Quarter-Eagle 58
Act of 1834
grains pure 258
H It 2.29
" " 64 1/2
Silver Coins
grains standard
ii It
grains standard
It It
Dollar
Kalf-Dollar
Quarter-Dollar
Dime
Half-Dime
Act of 1792
371 4/16 grains "oure
185 10/16 " ~ «
92 13/16 " "
37 2/16 " "
18 9/16 " "
416
208
104
41 3/5
20 4/5
grains standard
H It
tt tl
n
21, United States Statutes at Large
,
January 18, 1837,
Sections 8, 9, 10, 11 and 14
22, David K. Y/atson, History of American Coinage
, p. 99

i2-
Act of lc.o7
Dollar 371 4/l6 grains -oure 412 l/^i grains standard
Half-Dollar 185 10/16 " ^ " 206 1/4 " . "
Quarter-Dollar 92 13/16 " 104 " "
Dime 37 2/16 " " 41 3/5 "
Half-Dime 13 9/16 " " 20 4/5 " "
Act of 1853
Because of these changes, the gold dolls.r was worth now
less than "before. The nev/ gold dollar wa,s Y/orth, at the 15.6
to 1 ratio which Y/as the true ratio according to the experts,
99o5 cents. Silver therefore went out of circulation. Al-
though the mint nas coining American silver dollar pieces,
none of them stayed in this country. All the Y;orn-dov<n
Spanish pillar pieces came here. The poorer people Y/ere
forced to use these, having a quarrel at almost every exchange
23
of them. They soon cane into unquestionable dimes. This
change in currency and the ruining of the United States Bank
24
"brought on the Panic of 1837, Very little silver was "brought
25
to the mint in 1840, because the exports began to exceed the
imports. A large amount of gold was coined that same yearo
26
After 1848, the amount of gold Y/as mere than that of silver,
due to the Californian and Australian Gold discoveries.
The Sub-Tre^usury Act Y/as passed in 1846. It provided that
nothing but sioecie should be received by the government on
any account, and Y/hen received should be held until disbursed
by -oublic officers, and should not be deposited in any bank,
27
hoping by this means to create a demand for bank money©
Silver fractional pieces were only kept in circulation
23o William G, Sumner, History of American Currenc;7, p. 110
24o Charles S. Ashley, The Financial Question, pp. 14 & 15
25. Helson Dingley, Jr., The Treasury Condition, p. 14
26o Arthur Burnham Y'oodford, op. cit., p. 25
27. James C-. Batterson, oj?» cito, p. 37
!i
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during these years, "because of the necessity of having small
change, and "because as they v/ere much handled they lost
28
weight.
In 1850, it became more difficult to keep these in cir-
29
culation, because they were Y/orth more as bullion than in
coins* Their worth still more increased in 1851 and 1852.
On I!arch 3, 1849, "An Act to authorize the Coinage of
Gold Dollars and Double Eagles" was passed, A portion of
this act is given below:
"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That
there shall be from time to time, struck and coined at the
mint of the United States, and the branches thereof, con-
formably in all respects to lav; (except that on the reverse
of the gold dollar the figure of the eagle shall be omitted),
and conformably in all respects to the standard for gold
coinso Nov/ established by lav/, coins of gold of the follov/-
ing denominations and values, vizJ double eagles, each to
be of the value of tv/enty dollars, or units, and gold dol-
lars, each to be of the value of one dollar, or unit,
"Section 2, And be it further enacted. That, for all sums
v/hatever, the double eagle shall be a legal tender for
tv/enty dollars, and the gold dollar shall be a legal tender
for one dollar, "30
IJo more gold dollars v/ere coined under this act after 1889,
31
because the people found that they v/ere too small to use,
Thomas Gorv/in, the Secretary of the Treasury, in his
Report of 1852, recommended the reduction of the amount of
silver in the subsidiary coins. The Finance Committee of
Llarch 8, 1852, introduced it into the Senate, lie, R, II#
28. John R, Jones, The Honey Q.uestion, -q, 207
29» Arthur Burnham 'ffoodiord, op. cit., p, 26
30o United States Statutes at Larg'e, March 3, 1849, Sections
1 6z 2
31o John Ao Grier, The United States Financial Lav/ of llarch
14, 1900, -D, 97
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32
Hunter made a report on it. In this report, he said: "The
great measure of readjusting the legal ratio "betv/een gold and
silver cannot "be safely attempted until some permanent rela-
tions "betYTeen market values of the tv/o metals sha.ll be estab-
33
lished." On the 29th of March, he said: "I believe there is
no objection to it, \7e can pass it this eveningo " It was
ordered engrossed for the third reading and passed v/ithout
discussion the next dayo It did not appear at the House of
Representatives until Hay 3rd, who then referred it to the
54
House '7ays and Means Committee*
The Secretary of the Treasury, Corv;in, in January 15,
1853, again, called attention to the disappearance of silver
coinso
"The inconvenience arising from the scarcity of silver
coinage still continues, and to such an extent as calls loudly
for some legislative action to remedy the evil.., .If, as I
believe is the fact, this difference in the relative value
of the tv;o metals arises from the immense and increased sup-
ply of gold v/hich has been furnished from California and
Australia, there can be but little doubt such difference will
continue to increase. This state of things has banished al-
most entirely from circulation all silver coins of full v/eight;
and what little remains in the hands of the community con-
sists principally of worn pieces of Spanish coinage of the
fractional parts of a dollar, all of which are of light weight,
and many of them ten or twenty per cent belov/ their nominal
value,, ,The natural and inevitable consequences of the pre-
mium which silver now bears have been to establish practically,
gold as the only legal tender© "35
Against the objection that the reduced weight currency
could not be made legal tender, without a violation of con-
tracts and that gold thereafter Y/ould be the only legal tender,
he said:
"It is true that heretofore the laws of the United States
32o David K. Y/atson, op, cit ,, p, 101
33» A, Barton Hepburn, op, cito , p^ 43
34o Arthur Burnhajn Y/oodford, op, cit ,, po 29
35o Hermon Craven, op, cit,
, p. 99
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have recognized the coin of either metal as a legal tender,
and if it was at the option of the creditor to select v/hat he
v/ould receive, there would he a very serious objection to
changing either the r/eight or standard fineness of any pro-
portion of the coin. But this is not the fact, as it rests
v/ith the debtor to pay v/ith which description of coin he will
pay his debts, and the natural and inevitable consequences of
the premium which silver now bears have been to establish,
practically, gold as the only legal tender. "36
The Committee of '.Tays and Ileans brought up the discus-
sion in the House of Representatives on February 1, 1853, It
37
was introduced in a speech by l£r. Dunliatoo In this speech
he said:
"Vfe propose, so far as these coins are concerned to make
silver subservient to the gold coin of the country. We in-
tend to do what the best writers on political economy have
approved; what experience, where the experiment had been tried,
has demonstrated to be necessary and proper, to m.ake but one
standard of currency and to make all others subservient to it<»
T/e mean to make gold the standard coin, and to make these
new coins applicable and convenient, not for large, but for
small transact ionso "38
In another part of the sejne speech, he said:
"Another objection urged against this proposed change is
that it gives us a stande.rd of gold only, . . .V.Tiat advantage is
to be obtained by a standard of two metals, which is not as
well if not much better, attained by a single standard, I am
unable to perceive; while there are very grea,t disadvantages
resulting from it as the experience of every nation which has
attempted to maintain it has provedo39o o . .The constant changes
the relative values of gold and silver has always resulted
in great inconvenience, and frequently in great loss to the
people. TiTaerever the experiment of a single metal sts.ndard
has been tried it has proved eminently successfulo . . .40
"Indeed, it is utterly impossible that you should long at
a time maintain a double standard.41, • . .The one or the other
36, A, Barton Eepburn, op. cit,, p, 44
37. Arthur Burnham Woodford, oid. cit., ri. 29
38, A. Barton Hepburn, op. cito, p. 45
39, James T. llcCleary, Against unrestricted Coinage of Silver,
p. 33
40» B. P. ITourse, The Silver Q.uestion, v 25
41o James T. r.cCleary, op. cit., "d. 33
;
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appreciate in value v/hen compared with the other, it villi
then command a premium v/hen exchanged for the other, vrhen it
ceases to "be currency and becomes merchandise o The committee
desire to obviate the double standard of gold and silver;
they desire to have the standard currency to consist of gold
only and these silver coins shall be entirely subservient to
the gold, "42, , , oG-entlemen, talk about a double standard of
gold and silver as a thing that exists and that we propose
to change, Y/e have had but a single standard for the last
three or four yearso That has been, and now is, goldo '.7e
propose to let it remain so, and to adapt silver to it, to
regulate it by ito"43
l.'Ir, Slielton, another member of the House, said in a part
of his speech:
"The main object of the bill is to supply small silver
change, half-dollars, quarter-dollars, dimes, and half-dimes,
xhe bill does not propose to change the value of the gold
currency, it does not propose to disturb the standard of value
now in existence throughout the country,. Gold is the only
standard of value by which all property is now measured; it
is virtually the only currency of the country, "44
It was discussed on the two following days, only in the
morning. It v/as not brought up again until February 15th,
when the amendments were dov/ned by large majorities. The bill
passed as it came from the Senate,
There seemed to be no opposition from the Bimetallist s»
The only opposition in the House of Representatives ca.me al-
most entirely from those who insisted that, in spite of the
limitation as to the amount to be coined, the bill depreciated
the standard and provided for the issuance of a new kind of
coin, which would complicate rather than simplify the mone-
45
ry system.
The TDrincipal oDponent of the bill \7as Andrew; Johnson
46
of Tennessee, who was in the House of Representatives,
On February 21, 1853, the Act passed in Congress, It was
42, B, F, Fourse, op, cit. , p, 25
43, Jam.es T, i.icCleary, op. c it., p, 33
44, David K, Watson, op. cit, , pp. 109
45, Arthur Burnham V'oodford, op, c it., po 29
46, A, Barton Hepb rn, op. cita^ i po 46 ^

called "An act Amendatory of Existing Lav/s relative to the
Half Dollar, Q,uart€r, Dollar, Dirne, and Half Dime and ]provided:
"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America, in Congress assemoled. That from
and after the first day of June, 1352 (though) the weight of
half dollar or piece of fifty cent shall be one hundred and
ninety-two grains, and the quarter dollar, dime, and half
dime, shall be, respectively, one half, one fifth, and one
tenth of the v/eight of said half dollar,
"Section 2, And be it further enacted, That the silver coins
issued in conformity with the above section, shall be legal
tender in payment of debts for all sums not exceeding five
dollars. "47
The lollov/ing table shows the weight of the silver coins under
the Acts of 1837 and 1853.
Silver Coins
Act of 1837
Dollar 371 4/l6 grains pure 412 1/2 grains standard
Half-Dollar 185 10/16 " " 206 1/4 " "
Quarter-Dollar 92 13/16 " " 103 1/8 "
Dime 37 2/16 " " 41 1/4 "
Half-Dime 18 9/l6 " " 20 5/8 " "
Act of 1853
Dollar 371 1/4 grains pure 412 1/2 grains standard
Half-Dollar 135 10/16 II ^ II 192 tf II
Quarter-Dollar 92 13/16 II II 96 ti II
Dime 37 2/16
9/16
11 ti 38 2/5 "
3/10 "
It
Ha If-Dime 18 ti It 19 » 48
Despite all the speec'aes for the gold standard, the silver
dollar remained in the law, with full legal tender pov/er. The
reason for this was that over a period of sixty years, only
2,506,280 silver dollars had been coined. Most of these had
been exported or withdrawn from circulation. It was not the
silver dollar that this Act sought to bring back. It sought
to retain the fractional silver currencj'- \7hich the country so
49
needed. This it accomplished. The Act had changed the weight
United States Statutes at Ijarfi-e, February 21, 1853,
Sections 1 8c 2
48o David K. Y/atson, op. cit ., p. 112
49, David K. V/atson, g-p. cit., p. 105

called "An act Amendatory of Existing Laws relative to the
Half Dollar, Quarter, Dollar, Dime, and Half Dime and provided:
"Be it enacted "by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress asseraoled. That from
and after the first day of June, 1852 (though) the weight of
half dollar or piece of fifty cent shall be one hundred and
ninety-two grains, and the quarter dollar, dime, and half
dime, shall be, respectively, one half, one fifth, and one
tenth of the v/eight of said half dollaro
"Section 2, And be it further enacted, That the silver coins
issued in conformity v/ith the above section, shall be legal
tender in payment of debts for all sums not exceeding five
dollars. "47
The lollov/ing table shows the weight of the silver coins under
the Acts of 1837 and 1853.
Silver Coins
Act of 1837
Dollar 371 4/16 grains pure 412
Half-Dollar 185 10/16 It II 206
Quarter-Dollar 92 13/16 ti 11 103
Dime 37 2/16 II II 41
Half-Dime 18 9/16 II It 20
Act of 1853
Dollar 371 1/4 grains pure 412
Half-Dollar 135 10/16 II ti 192
Quarter-Dollar 92 13/16 11 II 96
Dime 37 2/16 11 II 38
Half-Dime 18 9/16 II II 19 48
Despite all the speeches for the gold standard, the silver
dollar remained in the law, with full legal tender power. The
reason for this was that over a period of sixty years, only
2,506,280 silver dollars had been coined. Host of these had
been exported or withdrawn from c ircula,tion. It was not the
silver dollar that this Act sought to bring back. It sought
to reta,in the fractional silver currencj'" v/hich the country so
49
needed. This it accomplished. The Act had changed the weight
47. United States Statutes at Larige, February 21, 1853,
Sections 1 2 • - "
48o David K. Tat son, op. cit
., p. 112
49. David K. '//atson, op. "cit ., p. 105
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of the subsidiary silver coins about seven per cent.
The date fixed for beginning the subsidiary silver coinage
was changed, by the Act of March 3, 1853, to April 1, 1853,
The weight of the three-cent silver piece was also changed to
ireet the new standard. The three-cent pieces were made under
the law of March 1851o 'pl>000,000 had been coined and were
50
in use»
In the United States, up to 1853, the Government paid the
51
expense of manufacturing the currency. The return of free
coinage was not thought of or wished for by any one, frac-
tional silver became abundant. On February 21, 1853, an Act
was passed repealing all statutes perijiitting the circulation of
and giving legal tender power to foreign coins, excepting only
the Spanish-American fractional silver coins. These v;ere re-
ceived only at government offices at a greatly reduced rate.
These coins v/ere immediately bought up and only American
52
coins v/ere left in circulation© Upton says, that: "The
country had for the first time in the history of the country
(1776-1856) gold and silver coin circulating in harmony, side
by side, ample in amount, throughout the country, neither
driving the other from circulation or skulking because foreign
coins T/ere treated better in law than they v/ere,"
Civil 'Jar
At the beginning of the Civil Y/ar the government and all
the banks v/ere on a specie basis, A little later the people
lost confidence and runs on the bank followed. Specie pay-
50, A, Barton Hepburn, op, cit ., p, 47
51, John P. Jones, Resumption and the Double Standard
,
po 4
52, Edv/ard C, Tov/neT^p. cit ., p/98
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merits v/ere suspended on January 1, 1862o In two Y/eeks, all the
silver coins disappeared^
Early in 1862, Gon£,-ress a.uth.orized the issue of 150,000,
53
000 of legal tender "bills. There was much opposition to this.
One prominent Northern Senator even went so far as to say that
fiat money was a worse evil than slaverj'-. Its const itutional-
54
ity was doubted. Gold ceased to be used and so the entire
country except on the Pacific Coast where gold v/as used, v/as
55
flooded v/ith these noteso
In making small change, postage stamps v;ere used, \7hen
they became too sticky, they v^ere enclosed in tin cases and
56
passed in this way from, hand to hand.
Secretary Chase stated in a letter of July 14, 1862 to
Thaddeus Stevens that the depreciation of the currency had
led to the issue of coins, checks, and tokens, of denom.ina-
tion less than one dollar, by hotels and business houseso A
draft of a bill to prohibit such issues and allow the use of
stamps as currency was submittedo On July 17, Sam Hooper of
Massachusetts introduced a bill to carry this recommendation
into effect. It passed the House by a vote of 62 to 40© The
Senate passed the bill the sair^e day. The Act is called "An
Act to authorize payments in Stamps and to r)rohibit Circula-
57
tion of Notes of less denomination than one dolla^r." The Act
is given below:
"Be it enacted. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby directed to furnish to the Assistant Treasurers,
and such designated depositaries of the United States as may
be by him selected, in such sums as he may deem expedient,
53. Everett P, ^Theeler, Real Ei-ITetallism, p. 12
54 o Ko E. Ingalls, Greenbacks and Depreciated Currency
, p. 2
55. John G. Carlisle, Speech on Ratio of 16 to 1
, p. 7
56. Everett Po V/lieeler, ov» ~cit. , p. 12
57. MacDonald, Select Statutes and Other Documents,
-d. 53
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the postage and other stamps of the United States, to be ex-
changed by theiQ, on application, for United States notes; and
from and after the first day of August next such stamps shall
be receivable in payment of all dues to the United States less
than five dollars, and shall be received in exchange for
United States notes when presented to any Assistant Treasurer
or any designated depositary selected as aforesaid in sums
not less than five dollars.
"Section 2o And be it Further Enacted, That from and after
the first day of August, 1862, no private corporation, bank-
ing association, firm, or individual shall make, issue, cir-
culate, or pay any note, check, memo, token, or other obliga-
tion, for a less sum than one dollar, intended to circulate
as money or to be received or used in lieu of lawful money of
the United States; and every person so offending shall, on
conviction thereof in any district or circuit court of the
United States, be punished by imprisonment not exceeding six
months, or by both, at the option of the court, "58
Approved, July 17, 1862a
The greenbacks or legal tender notes dexDreciated and va-
ried greatly. Just before the battle of Gettysburg, green-
backs were worth forty cents on the dollar, and after the
battle sixty cents. On June 4, 1864, the day after Grant lost
10,000 men in twenty minutes at Gold Harbor, they went .down
to thirty-five cents. This was the lowest point that they
ever reached^ For the four months before the close of the War,
a dollar in gold v/as worth, on the average, ;'^2o06 in green-
backs; for the four months just after the close of the \7ar
59
.#1.42o
Congress kept on issuing more and more dollars. This is
shovm by these figures:
1860-lfumber of Dollars in Circulation ;!p435, 407, 252
1865- " " " " "
Many of these nev/ dollars \7ere of paper bearing on them these
words, "The United States v/ill pay." The date when payment
60
1,081,540,514
58« IlacDonald, Select Statutes and Other Documents
, pp. 53 & 54
59, Hermon \7, Cravan, op> cit ., pp. 17 & 18
60. llark Sullivan, Our Times
, p. 158
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51
was to "be raade v/as not specified; nor vThether payment v/ould
oe made in gold or silver. Those who were pleased with this
period of inflation had this as a sort of comic verse:
"You can say what you please of the fifty-cent dollar;
But I tell you, it beats none at all, all holler."
61
These legal tender notes became known as "Greenbacks,"
After the war, the Government tried to v/ithdra?/ these
notes, and on I'ebruary 4, 1868, Congress passed "An Act to
suspend further Reduction of the Currency^" It is as follows:
"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That
from and after the passage of this act, the authority of the
Secretary of the Treasury to make any reduction of the cur-
rency, by retiring or cancelling United States notes, shall
be, and is hereby, suspended; but nothing herein contained
shall prevent the cancellation and destruction of mutilated
United States notes, and the replacing of the same with notes
of the same character and amount, "62
During this time, the lav/s of 1864, 1865 and 1866 were
passed which authorized a smaller token coinage; such as,
63
coppers, nickels, and tv;enty-cent pieces.
The Director of the Hint ia his report of 1869 urged that
silver currency be restored "for change" instead of the sma,ll
note currency, rhis \'jb.s to be the first step toY/ard a general
resumption of specie payments. His plan v/as for a very much
more debased kind of coin. He said, in defense of his system:
"This is not a scheme for debasing the standard value. Its
only object is to restore silver on such a basis, under legal
sanctions, as will enable it to keep its subsidiary place,
whether the chief currency be paper as it is nov/, or gold,
as we hope it will soon be, "64 He thought also, that Nevada
and Colorado could produce enough silver to meet the demand,
"An Act to Strengthen the Public Credit" v/as the first
61, Ibid, p, 159
62, United States Statutes at Larr^e, Pebruarv 4^ j^8^^.^,Uj^j^i-,^-l^^
fj^^i^I^u"^ , ,r w ^ -4- -,-7 Schsol of Educatioa63, Arthur T3urnham Toodiord, otd. cit^, Po 13 Library ~
'
64o Arthur Burnham Vfoodford, _qp._c^ijt., p. 35 ^ -

Act passed by President Grant, after his inauguration. It
6 )
was passed in a special session of Congress, 6n ISarch 18, 1869a
The Act states, as follows:
"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of Araerica, in Congress assembled, That in
order to remove any doubt as to the purx)ose of the government
to discharge all Just obligations to the public creditors, and
to settle conflicting questions and interpretations of the lav/;i
by virture of v/hich such obligations have been contracted, it
is hereby provided and declared that the faith of the United
States is solemnly pledged to the payment in coin or its
(equivalent of all the obligations of the United States not
bearing interest, knov/n as United States notes, and of all the
interest-bearing obligations of the United States, except in
cases where the lav/ authorizing the issue of any such obliga-
tion has expressly provided that the same may be paid in law-
ful money or other currency than gold and silver). But none
of said interest-bearing obligations not already due shall be
redeemed or paid before maturity unless at such time United
States notes shall be convertible into coin at the option of
the holder, or unless at such time bonds of the United States
bearing a lower rate of interest than the bonds to be redeemed
can be sold at par in coin* And the United States also solemn'
>
ly pledges its faith to make provision at the earliest prac-
ticable period for the redemption of the United States notes
in coin. "66
I
Approved, TJIarch IS, 1869.
In 1869, a case came before the Supreme Court of the Unite<.
States concerning the legal tender clause in the Act of 1S62»
The opinion of the Court was given by Chief Justice Chase and
the dissenting opinion by Associate Justices, lliller, Sv/ayne
and Davis.
A portion of the Syllabus of the case to be found in 8
¥allace, 603, is as follov;s:
"The making of notes or bills of credit a legal tender in pay-
ment of pre-existing debts is not a means appropriate, plainly
adapted, or really calculated to cari'y .in effect any express
power vested in Congress, is inconsistent v/ith the spirit of
the Constitution, and is prohibited by the Constitution.
The clause in the acts of 1862 and 1863 v/hich makes United
States notes a legal tender in payment of all debts, public
65. Robert Schilling, The Silver Question, p. 7
66. Unit ed State s Sta tutes at Large
. Earch 18, 1869, Section 1

and private, is, so far as it applies to debts contracted lae-
fore the passage of those acts, unv/arranted "by the Constitu-
t iono
Prior to the 25th of February, 1862, all contracts for the
payment of money, not expressly stipulating otherwise, were
in legal effect and universal understanding, contracts for
the payment of coin, and, under the Constitution, the parties
to such contracts are respectively entitled to demand and
"bound to pay the sums due, according to their terms, in coin,
notY/ithstanding the clause in that act, and the subsequent
acts of like tenor, \7hich make Uni'ted States notes a legal
tender in payment of such debts, "67
V/hen this decision was made, there v/ere but eight judges on
the bencho Soon aftervra.rd, one of the judges resigned. The
tv/o vacancies were filled by Associate Justices \7illiam Strong
68
and Joseph P, Bradley, in the year of IBVOo
The decision in the above case v/as overruled in the
Cases of Knox versus Lee, and Parker versus Davis, in 12
\7allace, 457<> The reasons for overruling the first case v/ere
given by Hr» Justice Strong in the Opinion of the Court, as
follows
:
"But, without extending our remarks further, it will be
seen that Y/e hold the acts of Congress constitutional as ap-
plied to contracts made either before or after their passage.
In so holding, we overrule so much of v/hat v;as decided in
Hepburn versus G-risv/old (8 7/allace, 603), as ruled the acts
un¥;arranted by the Constitution so far as they apply to con-
tracts made before their enactment, Tha^t case was decided by
a divided court, and by a court having a less number of judges
than the law then in existence provided this court shall have©
These cases have been heard before a full court, and they have
received our most careful consideration,, The questions in-
volved are constitutional questions of the most vital impor-
tance to the government and to the public at large, '^e have
been in the habit of treating cases involving a consideration
of constitutional power differently from those which concern
merely private righto (8 Peters, 118), Briscoe versus Bank of
Kentucky, '^/e are not accustomed to hear them in the absence
of a full court, if it can be avoided. Even in cases involv-
ing only private rights, if convinced we had made a mistake,
we Y/ould hear another argument and correct our error. And it
67. United St a.tes Supreme Court, 8 'Jallace 603
68. "J, S, Groesbeck, Gold and Silver
, p, 5

is no unprecedented thing in courts of last resort, "both in
this country and in England, to overrule decisions previously
made. T7e agree that this should not be done inconsiderately,
"but in a case of such far-reaching consequences as the present,
.thoroughly convinced as we are that Congress has not trans-
gressed its powers, we regard it as our duty so to decide and
to affirm these judgments, "69
In the Opinion of Associate Justice Bradley concurring, as
follows
:
"Regarding the question of power as so important to the sta-
bility of the government, I cannot acquiesce in the decision
of Hepburn versus G-risv/oldo I cannot consent that the govern-
ment should be deprived of one of its just pov/ers by a deci-
sion made at the time, and under the circumstances, in which
that decision v/as made. On a question relating to the power
of the government, v/here I am perfectly satisfied that it has
the power, I can never consent to abide by a decision den^'-ing
it unless made with reasonable unanimity and acquiesced in
by the country, 7/here the decision is recent, and is only
made by a bare majority of the court, and during a time of
public excitement on the subject, when the question has large-
ly entered into the political discussions of the day, I con-
sider it to a further examination, if a majority of the court
are dissatisfied with the former decision. And in this case,
with all deference and respect for the foriiier judgment of the
court, I am fully convinced that it was erroneous, and pre-
judicial to the rights, interest, and Scifety of the general
governiTient , that I, for one, have no hesitation in reviev/ing
and overruling it. It should be remembered, that this court,
at the very term in which, and within a few v/eeks after, the
decision in Hepburn versus Griswold was delivered, when the
vacancies on the bench v/ere filled determined to hear the
question reargued. This fact must necessarily have had the
effect of apprising the country that the decision was not
fully acquiesced in, and of obviating any injurious conse-
quences to the business of the country by its reversal, "70
Chief Justice Chase, with Associate Judges Kelson, Clifford
and Pi eld dissented.
69, United States Supreme Court, 12 YTallace 457, p-o, 553 8:
554 "
~
'^Oo United States Supreme Court, 12 '.'allace 457, pp, 569 &
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CHAPTER V
SILVER EROM 1870 THROUGH 1875
In 1869, John Jay Knox, the Deputy Comptroller of the
Currency prepared a bill to revise the mint laws. The bill
did not contain any provision for the coinage of the silver
dollar of four hundred and tv/elve and one-half grains, but it
did provide for one equal to two half dollars, three hundred
and eighty-four grains.
After it was prepared, he sent copies of it to some
government officials v/hose duties made them familiar with
the mintage laws© He also sent copies to a great many ex-
perts on coinage, in different parts of the country. A
letter v/as addressed to each, asking that he examine and crit-
1
icize it. Most of these replied in favor of it©
Experts
A few of these opinions are quoted; the first, Robert
Patterson, formerly Director of the Mint, said:
"The silver dollar, half dime, and three-cent piece are
dispensed with by the enactmento Gold becomes the standard
money of which the gold dollar is the unit. Silver is sub-
sidiary, embracing coins from the dim.e to the half dollar;
coins less than the dime are of copper, and nickel. The
legal tender is limited to the necessities of the case;" and
second,
Eranklin Peale, formerly the Chief Coiner at the Phila-
delphia Mint, prai-sed the abolition of the half dime and
three-cent piece, and stated:
"E"either is the silver dollar desirable; its coinage
should be discontinued. It is not wanted for change, which a
1. David K# \7atson. History of American Coinage , pp. 123 &
124
2o Benjamin Carter, "The Crime of »73", Nation LXX (March 1,

proper silver coinage v/ould supply;" and third,
J. Ross Snowden, formerly Superintendent of the Llint at
Philadelphia, answered:
"I see it is proposed to demonetize the silver dollar*
This I think inadvisable, It is quite true that the silver
dollar, being more valuable than tv/o half dollars or four
quarter dollars, will not be used as a circulating medium, but
only for cabinets, and perhaps to supply some occasioned or
local demand; yet I think there is no necessity for so con-
siderable a piece as the dollar to be struck from the metal
which is only worth ninety four centso" and fourth,
Doctor Linderman, the Director of the I.Iint, said:
"Section 11, reduces the weight of the silver dollar
from four hundred and twelve and one-half to three hundred and
eighty-four grains, I can see no good reason for the proposed
reduction in the weight of this coin. It would be better, in
my opinion, to discontinue its issue altogether.
"The gold dollar is really the legal unit and measure of
value. Having a higher value as bullion than its nominal
value, the silver dollar long ago ceased to be the coin of
circulation and, being of no practical use whatever, its
issue should be discontinued. The judgment of nearly all the
experts being against the useless coinage of silver dollars
*only for cabinets* of curious coins, it v^s omitted from the
bill sent to Congress as before shown," and fifth,
Ernest Seyd, an English expert, in his letter, replied:
"You were kind enough to forward to lar, Alfred Latham a
copy of your coinage bill for the United States, to be sent to
me, and you expressed a wish to receive criticisms on its pro-
visions.
"Section 15, I now come to the most important part of the
bill, that of the valuation which, according to Section 15,
omits the coinage of the silver dollar, and confirms the de-
based silver coinage of half dollar and below, under the
tender limit of five dollars, I am av/are, of course, that
through the amendment of 1853 the same debased coinage was
already established; but, although the actual coinage of the
silver dollar had practically ceased, still that piece was not
abolished by lav/. As this new bill presumably repeals all
previous enactments, I suppose that the total abolition of the
silver dollar is contemplated.
*•
•
*
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"Permit me to "beg that you will first investigate the
question of doulole versus single valuation, •
"Apart from the theory, why should America have given up
her silver dollar? The cause of its disappearance from cir-
culation is due to the original error of there "being too much
silver in the piece. .That cause would have been removed if,
the dollar weighed four hundred grains, that being the true
proportion of 1 to 15 1/2 grains to silver, instead of four
hundred and twelve and one-half grains, as the old law.
should it not be introduced at its true full weight of four
hundred grains and become again one of the active agents of
coramerce?"3
On June 4, 1870, the House of Representatives passed a
resolution directing the Secretary of the Treasury to furnish
the House with copies of this correspondence. The Secretary,
on January 25th, sent "as far as practicable, copies of the
correspondence called for." This correspondence was not made
public until the publication of the report of the Director of
the Mint for 1896, It was published as part of the report
called "Documentary History of the Coinage Act of February
12, 1873."
Act of 1873
After the answers were received, another bill was pre-
pared, leaving out the dollar. Copies were sent to the same
people, most of whom approved.
Mr. Knox submitted the original bill to JiTr. George So
Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, with a letter explaining
the changes. He especially called attention to the fact that
the bill did not provide for the coinage of the silver dollar.
On this subject he said:
"The coinage of the silver dollar piece, the history of
3. James T. McCleary, Against Unrestricted Coinage of Silvers
pp. 31 & 32

which is given, is discontinued in the proposed "bill. It is
by lav/ the dollar unit, and, assuming the value of gold to he
15 1/2 times that of silver, being about the mean ratio for
the past six years, is v/orth in gold a premium of about three
per cent (its value being $1«0312) and intrinsically more than
seven per cent premium in our other silver coins, its value
being fl.0742. The present laws consequently authorize both
a gold dollar unit and a silver dollar unit, differing from
each other in intrinsic value* The present gold dollar piece
is made the dollar unit in the proposed bill, and the silver
dollar is discont inued. If, however, such a coin is author-
ized, it should be issued only as a commercial dollar, not as
a standard unit of account; and of the exact value of the
Mexican dollar, v/hich is the favorite for circulation in China
and Japan and other oriental countries*"
On April 25, 1870, the Secretary Boutwell addressed the
following letter concerning the bill to John Sherman, Chairman
of the Committee on Coinage in the Senate:
"Treasury Dep»t,, Apr, 25, 1870
"Sir:- I have the honor to transmit herewith a bill revising
the laws relative to the mint, assay offices, and coinage of
the United States, and accompanying report. The bill has
been prepared under the supervision of John Jay Knox, Deputy
Comptroller of the Currency, and its passage is recommended
in the form presented© It includes, in a condensed form, all
the important legislation upon the coinage, not now obsolete,
since the first mint was established in 1792; and the report
gives a concise statement of the various amendments proposed
to the existing laws and the necessity for the change recom-
mended. There has been no revision of the laws pertaining
to the mint and coiiiage since 1837, and it is believed that
the passage of the enclosed bill will conduce greatly to the
efficiency and economy of this important branch of the govern-
ment service,
"I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"George S. Boutwell,
"Sec, of the Treasury, "4
On April 2Sth, it was referred to the Sena,te Finance
Committee, On Tlay 2nd, five hundred copies were printed. On
5
June 25th, it was submitted to the House,
On December 19th, the Finance Committee reported the bill
4. David K, ¥atson, op, cit ,, pp, 124 8c 126
5, Rozel Weissinger, V/hat is ?Ioney? p. 134

to the Senate v/ith amendments. It came "before the Senate and
was debated for three days by Senators Sherman, Sumner, Bayard,
Stewart of Nevada, Williams, Gasserly, Morrill and others. It
was passed by a vote of 36 to 14, on January 10, 1871o
Senator Sherman said: "The bill was printed over and ovei|
again, finally reported and brought before the Senate, It was
debated there for three days» Every Senator from the Pacific
Coast spoke upon the measure o .The only yea and nay vote in
the Senate on" the passage of that bill occurred on the tenth
of January 1871. Those who voted in favor of the bill were
Messrs. Bayard, Boreman, Brownlov/, Gasserly, Gole, Gonklin,
Corbett, Davis, Gilbert, Hamlin, Herlan, Jewett, Johnston,
Kellogg, FcGreary, Morton, l^ye, Patterson, Pomeroy, Pool,
Ramsey, Rice, Saulsbury, Spencer, Stewart, Stockton, Sumner,
Thurman, Tipton, Trumbull, Vickers, Warner, 7/illey, Williams,
Wilson and Yale - 36. "7
It went back to the House January 13, 1871, and was or-
dered printed. It was then given to the Goinage Gommittee.
Nothing else was done with the bill in this session of Con-
gress. In the next one Representative Kelly of Pennsylvania
8
rexDorted it back from the Gommitteco In his opening speech
he said: "The Senate took up the bill and acted upon it dur-
ing the last Congress, and it received as careful attention
as I have ever known a committee to bestow upon any measure."
"We proceeded with great deliberation to go over the bill,
not only section by section, but line by line and word by word.
The attention of each member was brought to it at the earliest
day of this session; each member procured a co-oy and there has
9
been a thorough examination of the bill again."
He added an amendment. The bill was printed and reported
"back, on February 25, 1871. On March 9th, Mr. Kelly reported
back the original bill and it was ordered printed. On January
6. A. Barton Hepburn, A.History of the Coinage and Currency
in the United States
, p. 278
7o David K. Y/atson, op. cit ., pp. 127 to 129
8. A. Barton Hepburn, op« cit ., p. 278
9. James T. McGleary, op. cit., pp. 29 & 30
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10, 1872, the bill Y/as recommitted. On February 9th, it v/as
10
again reported from the Coinage Committee,
On February 13th, it was reported 'back "by Mr. Hoopero
It contained the following amending provision:
"Section 16. That the silver coins of the United States
shall be a dollar, a half dollar, or fifty cent piece, a
quarter, or twenty-five cent piece, and a dime, or ten cent
piece; and the weight of the dollar shall be three hundred and
eighty-four grains; the half dollar, quarter dollar, and the
dime shall be, respectively, one-half, one-quarter and one-
tenth of the v/eight of said dollar; which coin sliall be a
legal tender at their denominational value for any amount not
exceeding five dollars in any one payment." It was printed.
On April 9, 1872, it was debated and every section dis-
cussed in the House, by Mr. Hooper, then in charge of the
coinage revision bill, in a speech of ten columns. V/hen he
.
discussed the silver coins, he said:
"Section 16 re-enacts the provisions of the existing
laws defining the silver coins and their weights, respectively,
except in relation to the silver dollar, which is reduced in
weight from four hundred and twelve and one-half to three
hundred and eighty-four grains; thus making it a subsidiary
coin in harmony with the silver coins of less denomination, to
secure it concurrent circulation v/ith them. The silver dollar
of four hundred and tv/elve and one-half grains, by reasons of
its bullion or intrinsic value being greater than its nominal
value, long since ceased to be a coin of circulation, and is
melted by manufacturers of silverv;are» It does not circulate
now in commercial transactions v/ith any country, and the con-
venience of these manufacturers in this respect can better be
met by supplying small sta,mped bars of the same standard,
avoiding the useless expense of coining the dollar for that
purpose. "11
In another part, he said with regard to the object of
the measure:
"It declares the gold dollar of twenty-five and eight
tenths grains of standard gold to be the unit of value - gold
practically having, been in this country for many years the
standard or measure of value, as it is legally in Great Britain
and most of the European countries. The silver dollar, which
10. David K. ¥atson, op. cit., p. 130
11. James T. McCleary, op. cit., pp. 29 & 30

by laY/ is now the legally declared unit of value, does not
bea.r a correct relative proportion to the rold dollar, Being
v/orth intrinsically about ,?i,03 in gold, it cannot circulate
concurrently y;ith the gold coins."
In Mr. Stoughton's speech, he said:
"The silver coins provided for are the dollar, three
hundred and eighty-four grains troy, the half dollar, quarter
dollar, and dime; of the value and weight of one half, one
quarter and one tenth of the dollar respectively; and they are
made a legal tender for all suras not exceeding five dollars in
any one pajrment. The silver dollar, as nov/ issued, is worth
for bullion three and one-quarter cents more than the gold
dollar, and seven and one-quarter cents more than the two and
one-half dollar. Having a greater intrinsic and nominal value,
it is certain to be withdravm from circulation whenever v/e re-
turn to specie payments, and to be used for only manufacture
and exportation as bullion."
Mr. Potter, in discussing this part of the bill saidj
"Mr. Speaker, this is a bill of importance, \7hen it was
before the House in the early part of this session I took some
objections to it v/hich I am inclined now to think, in view too
of all the circumstances, were not entirely well founded, but
after further reflection, I am still convinced that it is a
measure which it is hardly worth while for us to adopt at this
time,,,, This bill provides for the making of changes in the
legal-tender coin of the country and for substituting as legal
tender coin of only one metal instead as heretofore of two. I
think myself, this would be a wise provision, and that legal-
tender coins, except subsidiary coin, should be gold alone;
but why should v/e legislate on this now when we are not using
either of those rnetals as a circulating medium?
The bill provides also for a change in respect of the
weight and value of the silver dollar, which I thinlc is a sub-
|
ject which, when we come to require legislation about it at
all, will demand at our hands very serious consideration, and
\Yhich, as we are not using such coins for circulation now,
seems at this time to be an unnecessary subject about v/hich
to legislate."
Mr. Kelly said, in part:
"I wish to ask the gentleman who has just spoken (Mr.
Potter), if he knov/s of any government in the world which makes
its subsidiary coinage of full value? The silver coin of Eng-
land is ten per cent below the value of her gold coin, and for
this reason; It is impossible to retain the double standard©
The values of gold and silver continually fluctuate. You can-
t
t;2
i
1
not determine this year v/hat will be the relative values of
gold and silver next year» They v/ere 15 to 1 a short time ago;
they are 16 to 1 now»
Hence all the experience has shown that you must have one
standard coin, which shall be a legal tender for all others,
and then you may promote your domestic convenience by having a
subsidiary coinage of silver, which shall circulate in all part
of your country as legal tender for a limited amount and be
redeemable at its face value by your Governmento But, sir, I
again call the attention of the House to the fact that the
gentlemen who oppose this bill insist upon maintaining a silver
dollar v/orth three and one-half cents more than the gold dol-
lar and worth seven and one-half cents more than two half
dollars, and that so long as those provisions remain you "can-
not keep silver coin in the country,"
In another part, he said:
"Every coin that is not gold is subsidiary* I repeat it
12
sir» Every coin that is not gold is subsidiary©
"
The bill v/as again called up on May 27, 1872, for the
purpose of amendments. It was amended and passed by a vote of
110-13, It, then, went back to the Senate, On May 29, 1872,
it was ordered printed and referred to the Finance Committee,
It was again reported back to the Senate by Senator Sherman
13
on December 16, 1872,
Mr, Boutwell made a report in December, 1892, An ex-
tract follows:
"In the last ten years the commercial value of silver,
has depreciated about three per cent as compared v/ith gold,
and its use as currency has been discontinued by Germany and
some other countries© The financial condition of the United
States has prevented the use of silver as currency for more
than ten years; and I am of the opinion that upon grounds of
public policy, no attempt should be made to introduce it, but
that the coinage should be limited to commercial purposes,
and designed exclusively for commercial uses with other na-
tions, " 14
It was again reported back to the Senate on January 7,
3
12» James T, McCleary, op. cit,, p, 31
13o David K, Watson, op. cit,, d, 131
14, lioutwell, Speech on k'int Bill oi 1873, vv, 9 8: 10

1873, with an amendment substituting a silver dollar of four
hundred and twenty grains for that of three hundred and
eighty-four grains and printed for the information of the
Senate, The four hundred and twenty grain dollar was to be a
"trade dollar," for use in China trade. It Y/as esioecially
15
made for the convenience of the people in California. This
hill finally passed the Senate on January 17, 1873o
The bill went back to the House on January 21, 1873, and
was again printed Y/ith the amendments, A Committee of Confer-
ence vfas then appointed by the House and Senate* The report
16
of the Committee was agreed to. The bill passedo It was
signed by the presiding officers of both Houses and by the
President© It became a law on February 12, 1873 in practical-
17
ly the original form as proposed three years previous.
The portion of the Act, that relates to coinage is given
below:
"Section 14. That the gold coins of the United States
shall be a one-dollar piece, which, at the standard weight of
twenty-five and eight-tenths grains, shall be the unit of
value; a quarter-eagle, or two-and-a half dollar piece; a
three-dollar piece; a half-eagle, or five-dollar piece; and an
eagle, or ten-dollar piece; and a double eagle, or twenty-dol-
lar piece. And the standard weight of the gold dollar shall
be tv/enty-five and eight-tenths grains; of the quarter eagle,
or two-and-a-half dollar piece, sixty-four and one-half
grains; of the three-dollar piece, sixty- seven and four-
tenths grains. of the half-eagle or five-dollar piece; one hun-
dred and twenty-nine grains, of the eagle or ten-dollar piece;
two hundred and fifty-eight grains, of the double-eagle or
twenty-dollar piece, five hundred and sixteen grains; v/hich
coins shall be a legal tender in all payments at their nominal
value ViThen not below the standard weight and limit of toler-
ance provided in this act for the single piece, and, v/hen re-
duced in weight, below said standard and tolerance, shall be a
legal tender at valuation in proportion to their actual weight;
and any gold coin of the United States, if reduced in weight
15o Robert S. Taylor, The Silver question
, p. 22
16. David K. YTatson, op. cit ., pp. I6b Z: 156
17. James T. McCleary, op. cit ., p. 29
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"by natural abrasion not more than one-half of one per cent
belov; the standard weight prescribed by law, after a circula-
tion of twenty years, as shov/n by its date of coinage, and at
a ratable proportion for any period less than twenty years,
shall be received at their nominal value by the United States
treasury and its offices, under such regulations as the Secre-
tary of the Treasury may prescribe for the protection of the
government against fraudulent abrasion or other practices; and
any gold coins in the treasury of the United States reduced in
weight belov/ this limit of abrasion shall be recoined.
Section 15« That the silver coins of the United States
shall be a trade-dollar, a half-dollar, or fifty-cent piece,
a quarter-dollar or twenty-five cent piece, a dime or ten
cent piece, and the weight of the trade-dollar shall be four
hundred and twenty grains troy: the weight of the half-dollar
shall be twelve grams (grammes) and one -half of a gram
(grammes), the quarter-dollar and the dime shall be respec-
tively, o.ne-half and one-fifth of the weight of said half-
dollar; and said coins shall be a legal tender at their nom-
inal value for any amount not exceeding five dollars in any
one payments
Section 16» That the minor coins of the United States
shall be a five-cent piece, a three-cent piece, and a one-
cent piece, and the alloy for the five and three cent pieces
shall be of copper and nickel, to be composed of three-fourths
copper and one-fourth nickel, and the alloy of the one-cent
piece shall be ninety-five percentum of copper and five per
centum of tin and zinc, in such proportions as shall be de-
termined by the director of the mint. The weight of the
piece of five cents shall be seventy-seven and sixteen one
hundredths grains, troy; of the three-cent piece, thirty
grains; and of the one-cent piece, forty-eight grains; which
coins shall be a legal tender, at their nominal value, for any
not exceeding twenty-five cents in any one payment.
Section 17, That no coins, either of gold, silver, or
minor coinage, shall hereafter be issued from the mint other
than those of the denominations, standards, and weights herein
set forth. "18
The Act of 1873 v/as printed separately eleven times and
twice in reports. Both made by the Deputy Comptroller of the
Currency. It v/as considered at length by the Finance Committee
of the Senate, and the Coinage Committee of the House, in five
different sessions of Congress. The debates on it in the
18. United States Statutes at Large
,
February 12, 1873,
Sections 15, 16 and 17
c*
c
Senate take up sixty-seven calurans of the Congressional GlolDe
19
and in the House, sixty-eight coluranso It also was i^rinted
20
and reprinted in every prominent newspaper of the country.
Proceedings Senate
Dec, 19, 1370
Jan, 9, 1371
Jano 10, 1371
"Su'bmitted "by the Secretary Apr. 25, 1870
of the Treasury
Referred to Senate Pinance Apr. 28, 1870
Committee
Five hundred copies printed May 2, 1870
Submitted to House
Reported, amended and
ordered printed
Debated
Passed, by vote 36-14
Senate bill ordered printed
Bill reported with substi-
tute, and recommitted
Original bill reintroduced
and printed
Reported and debated
Recommitted
Reported back, amended and
printed
Debated
Amended and passed by vote
of 110-13
Printed in Senate
Reported, amended and
printed
Reported, amended and
printed
Passed Senate
Printed Y/ith amendments Con-
ference Committee appointed-
Becarae a law
February 12, 1873, "21
l!ay 29, 1872
Dec. 16, 1872
Jan. 7, 1873
Jan. 17, 1373
House
June 25, 1870
Jan. 13, 1871
Feb. 25, 1871
Mar. 9, 1871
Jan. 9, 1872
Jano 10, 1872
Feb. 13, 1872
Apr. 9, 1872
Kay 27, 1872
Jan. 21, 1873
The reasons for this Act Y/ere that not one silver dollar
had been coined between 1805 and 1835, The commercial ratio
was 15.79 in 1805 and 15<,80 in 1835. The average coinage a
year was only 5173,466, The total form 1836-1873 was only
:|6, 591,721. The price of silver had never dropped below
19o Isaac Roberts, Wages, Fixed Incomes and the Free Coinage
of Silver
, p. 79
20. James G. Batterson, Gold and Silver as Currency
, p. 40
21, Rozel Weissinger, op, cit ., p. 34
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22
pl.19 an ounce since 1789. The Act of 1834 has undervalued
silver as compared v/ith gold, therefore, the silver v;as not
23
"brought to the mint. It was melted dovm and sold as "bullion
for the three loer cent profit. Those Yiho used it in manufac-
24
turing, had people everyv/here gathering it up. The mine
owners for these reasons were not interested in coinage.
Wlmt had gone on for a"bout forty years they hoped v/ould con-
25
tinue.
Y/hen speaking on another subject, a few months later, Mr.
Stewart, the Senator from ?Tevada said: "I vrant the standard
gold, and no paper money not redeema"ble in gold."
On Fe"bruary 29, 1874, he said:
"By this process we shall come to a specie "basis, and wher
the la"boring man receives a dollar it will have the purchasing
power of a dollar, and he will not "be called upon to do v/hat
is imxjossi"ble for him or the producing classes to do, figure
upon the exchanges, figure upon the fluctuations, figure upon
the gam"bling in Uew York; but he will know what his money is
worth. Gold is the universal standard of the world. Every-
body knov/s what a dollar in gold is worth, "26
On April 11, 1874, E. R. Hoar, of Massachusetts, offered
the following resolution as an amendment: "That from and after
the first day of September 1874, nothing but gold and silver
coin of the United States shall be a legal tender in the pay-
ment of any debt thereafter contracted. Later he changed the
date on which it v/as to become effective to April 14tho " This
amendment was lost by a vote of 71-70.27
Congress adopted a revision of the Statutes then in force
on June 22, 1875. It provided that "the silver coins of the
United States shall be a legal tender at their nominal value
22. EdY/ard G. Towne, The Story of Money^ p. 184
Boutwell, op. cit ., p-p. 4 & 5
24. Louis R, Ehrich, The Question of Silver
, pp. 20 & 21
25. Ibid, p. 20
26o James T. McGleary, op. cit ., p. 31
27. George M. \7eston. The Silver Q.uestion
, p. 186
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for any amount not exceeding five dollars in any one payment,"
In the Senate, on llarch 23, 1874, a bill providing for
the redemption and reissue of United States notes in coin or
bonds after January 1, 1876, was reported by Mr, Slierrian, It
passed the Senate on April 6th, and the House on April 14th,
but was vetoed by President Grant.
A Committee of Republican members of Congress prepared a
bill for the resumption of specie paymentso They submitted it
to the Senate Committee on Finance, It v/as reported by Mr.
Siierman on December 21, 1874, It passed the Senate on the
next day by a vote of 32 to 14, It v/as brought up in the
House of Representatives on January 7, 1875» The bill passed
28
that same day v/ith a vote of 136 to 98, 54 not voting.
The Act states:
"Be it enacted,,... That the Secretary of the Treasury is
hereby authorized and required, as rapidly as practicable, to
cause to be coined at the mints of the United States, silver
coins of the denominations of ten, tv/enty-f ive , and fifty
cents, of standard value, and to issue them in redemption of
an equal number and amount of fractional currency of similar
denominations, or, at his discretion, he may issue such silver
coins through the mints, the subtreasuries, public depositaries,
and post-offices of the United States; and, upon such issue,
he is hereby authorized and required to redeem an equal amount
of such fractional currency, until the whole amount of such
fractional currency outstanding shall be redeemed.
Section 2, That so much of section 3524 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States as provides for a charge of one-
fifth of one per cent for converting standard gold bullion
into coin is hereby repealed, and hereafter no charge shall be
made for that service.
Section 3, That section 5177 of the Revised Statutes of
the United States, limiting the aggregate amount of circulat-
ing notes of natural banking-associations, be, and is hereby,
repealed; and each existing banking-association may increase
28. MacDonald, Select Statutes and Other Documents
, p, 301
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its circulating-notes in accordance with existing law v/ithout
respect to said aggregate limit; and new banlcing-associat ions
may be organized in accordance v/ith existing lav/ v/ithout re-
spect to said aggregate limit; and the provisions of law for
the withdrawal and redistribution of natural-bank currency
among the several States and Territories are hereby repealed.
And whenever, and so often, as circulating-notes shall be
issued to any such banking-association, so increasing its
capital or increasing its circulating-notes, or so newly
organized as aforesaid, it shall be the duty of the Secretary
of the Treasury to redeem the legal-tender United States notes
in excess only of three hundred million of dollars, to the
amount of eighty per cent of the sum of natural bank notes so
issued to any such banking-association as aforesaid, and to
continue such redemption as such circulating-notes are issued
until there shall be outstanding the sum of three hundred
million dollars of such legal-tender United States notes, and
no moreo And on and after the first day of January, anno
Domini 1879, the Secretary of the Treasury shall redeem, in
coin, the United States legal-tender notes then outstanding
on their presentation for redemption, at the office of the
assistant-treasurer of the United States in the City of Hew
York, in sums of not less than fifty dollars* And to enable
the Secretary of the Treasury to prepare and provide for the
redemption in this act authorized or required, he is author-
ized to use any surplus revenues, from time to time in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, and to issue, sell, and
dispose of, at not less than par, in coin, either of the
descriptions of bonds of the United States described in the
Act of Congress approved July 14th, 1870, entitled, "An Act
to authorize zhe refunding of the national debt," v/ith like
qualities, privileges, and exemptions, to the extent necessary
to carry this act into full effect, and to use the proceeds,
thereof for the purposes aforesaid* And all provisions of law
inconsistent with the provisions of this act are hereby re-
pealed. Approved January 1, 1875.29
President Grant sent an approving message to Congress
on January 14, 1875. He said: "\7ith the present facilities
for coinage, it v/ould take a period probably beyond that
fixed by lav; for final specie resumption to coin the silver
30
necessary to transact the business of the countryo"
By this Act and the one of April 17, 1876, Congress
authorized the issuance by the Secretary of the Treasury of
silver coins of fractional denominations and of standard value
29 United States Statutes at Large
,
January 14, 1875,
Sections 1, 2 and 3
30o A. J. "iTarner, The Unlimited Coinage of Silver, p, 3

(59
V7ith which to redeem an equal amount of fractional paper cur-
rency. The issue v/as limited at $50, 000,000, The largest
51
amount ever in circulation at any time Y^as $49, 102, 600,27o
On liLarch 3, 1875, an Act v/as passed that provided for
the coinage of a tv/enty-cent piece v/ith exact pro-portion of
32
v/eight to the other subsidiary pieces*
In a very short time after 1873, nev/ mines of ITevada were
discovered. People began to interest themselves again in
silver because of specie resumption. These efforts led to an
attempt to again get silver made a standard with gold.
31, David K. Watson, op. cit., Vm 139
32, A. Barton Hepburn, op, cit,, t), 280
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CHAPTER VI
SILVER SITUATION 111 EUROPE A^JD ITS IITTLUE^TCE ON A}'3]RICA
The Early State of Affairs
1
England adopted bimetallism in 1717. She went on the
2
gold standard, legally in 1816, "but not in fact until 1821.
This caused the premium on gold to rise everywhere. In the
3
United States it rose from six to eight per cent.
The French adopted as their bimetallic ratio 15 1/2 to
1 in 1785. This was confirmed by the First Napoleon in the
famous law of 1803o The Spanish ratio was 16 to 1, during
most of this time. The United States adopted the Spanish
4
ratio in 1834,
The Latin Union
A Conference was held by France, Italy and Belgiiira in
order to find a way to protect their people from the light-
weight Swiss Coins. This conference lead to a monetary Con-
vention. At this convention the Latin Union was formed on
December 22, 1865. The members v;ere Belgium, Switzerland,
Italy, and France and her colonies. Greece came in in 1867,
The Union adopted, for fifteen years, the double stand-
ard. They accepted the French ratio, 15 1/2 to 1. Coinage
was to be free. The subsidiary coins were to be limited to
six francs per person, reduced in fineness and coined only on
government account. The coinage of the five franc silver
1. William Brough, The Natural Law of lloney
, p. 40
2. C-eorge i:. Weston, The Silver Question
, p. 2
3. Nathaniel P. Hill, Speeches and Papers on the Silver^ etc.
.
p. 69
4. Nathaniel P. Hill, Ibid .,

5
pieces and gold was to be unlimitedo
The Effect of the Franco-Prussian War
Germany had discarded the gold standard in 1857, due to
6
the great gold output of California and Australia. After the
Frs,nco-Gerraan V/ar, she received an enormous v/ar indemnity from
France of 5,000,000 francs of |965, 000,000 in gold. A unified
currency was adopted. The "banking system of England and its
gold standard were copied, and set in operation "by a decree to
take effect on July 9, 1873o The gold standard was adopted,
"because of fear of what the estimated amount of silver from
the nev/ly-discovered silver mines in America v/ould do to the
coinage of any nation holding silver. Germany then melted her
former silver currency and sold the greater part of it at a
7
loss of ten per cent of its value. The gold v;hen sold by
Germany, went to the mints of the Latin Union, The result was
that during 1873 about $53,000,000 of silver was brought to
the mints of France and Belgium for coinage, while in 1872,
8
only about .^6, 400, 000 v/as coined there.
France, in order to avoid being SY/amped, under this
German silver, stopped the free coinage of silver and made
coinage of silver only on government account the lav/o.ooThe
9
other nations of the Latin Union in 1874, did the same.
5. George M. Coffin, Silver and Common Sen se, p. 8
M. A. Miller. Gold or Silver? p-p. 55 A. 56
___________
6. Henry G. Hiiler, Silv e r Legislation of 1890 , 5
7. A. Barton Hepburn, History of Coinage and Currency in the
United States, p. 275
8. George LI. Coffin, op, cit ., p, 19
9. A, Barton Hepburn, op. ci t>, p, 277
r(
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Latter ITineteenth Century
In 1872, the Scandinavian Union, I^Torway, Sv/eden and Den-
mark, entered into a ironetarv Treaty v/hich made gold the stand-
10
ard, and the sulosidiary coins of silver. In 1873, Holland
stopped all coinage of silver and adopted the gold standard in
11
1875.
Disraeli (Lord Beaconsf ield ) in Glasgov;, on UovemlDer 19,
1873 in a part of the speech delivered when he was installed
12
as the Kector of the University of Glasgow, said:
"V/lien the various states of Europe suddenly determined to
have a gold standard, and took steps to carry it into effect,
it was quite evident that v/e must prepare ourselves for great
convulsions in the money-market; not occasioned by speculation
or any old cause, which has been alleged, but by a new cause
with which Y/e are not sufficiently acquainted, and the conse-
quences of Y/hich are very embarrassing. "13
¥^ny historians hold that the determination for a gold
standard and the placing of silver on the market for sale,
was one of the causes for reducing the price of silver.
The Critical Years
In 1875 Switzerland suspended the coinage of Silver.
In 1876 by a Spanish Royal Decree, the mints of Spain
were closed against private depositors. It declared, also,
that at the earliest possible moment, the government proposed
to demonetize silver for all sums over twenty-eight dollars.
In the Dutch Legislative Chambers, through a ministerial pro-
ject, the idea Y/as introduced of restricting the coinage of
10 « Hermon ¥. Craven, Errors of Populism, p. 107
llo James G# Batterson, Gold and Silver as Currency
, p. 65
12o Kenry G. Miller, op. c it., p. 5
13. George U. Jackson, Th e Present and Future of Silver
,
p. 64
~
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14
silver in Java. France ended the coinage of silver and
Russia also, except for Chinese Trade.
In 1878 Spain prohibited the free coinage of silver a.nd
the Latin Union stopped the coinage of silver.
Roumania in 1890 adopted the gold standard. She melted
15
down her silver coins and placed the bullion on the market.
The bankruptcy of the Baring Brothers of London in 1890,
brought its reaction in ilev/ York. The Bank of England took
over the Earing Brothers affairso It borrowed f^l5,000,000
in gold from the Bank of France. This borrowing v/as regarded
as a warning by the other nations of Europe, The banks began
to gather gold from everyivhere , but principally from the
United States, since the United States Treasury had no safe-
guards to protect it. By the end of 1890 over $54,000,000
v/orth of gold had been exported; thus began the drain of gold
from our Treasury that eventuallv produced the gold sta-ndard
16
in the United States.
In 1879, Austria and in 1892 Hungary prevented the free
17
coinage of silver and adopted the gold standard. India, on
June 26, 1893, v/hich for many years had been coining silver
at the average rate of p36,000,000 per year, stopped the
18
coinage of silver© The Rothschilds granted Austria a loan of
14«> ;7illiam Brown, Silver in its Rfilations- tj^ -Industry and
Trade, p. 32
15. Kermon W. Craven, op. cit., p. 107
16a A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit., po 364
17, James G. Batterson, op^. cit., p. 19
18. Herrnon V/. Craven, opo cito, p. 107

one hundred and seventy-five millions, on condition that she
change to the gold standard and convert her two and one-half
oillions of silver hasis bonds into gold four per cent bondo
Rothschilds, also, caused the British ministry to place India
19
on the gold standard. On the same day, the value of the
American silver dollar fell from sixty-seven cents to below
sixty cents in gold.
The steadily increasing use of gold as a standard and
20
the marketing of silver beginning YJith England »s adoption of
the gold standard, led to movement for Bimetallism or Free
Silver in the United States, because the price of silver went
21
lower and lower through these years.
19o Sidney Dell, Free Silver , p, 43
20 o I'lark Sullivan, Our Times , "Volume I, po 170
21
„ S. Dana Horton, Silvert An Issue of International
Politics, p, 8
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CIIAPTEK YII
MONETARY C01T]?ERE1TCES
First International Monetary Conference-1867
The Pirst International Monetary Conference was held at
Paris, June 17, 1867, on the invitation of the Government of
Franceo The United States of America and eighteen European
countries, Great Britain, France, Austria, Bavaria, Baden,
Belgium, Deranark, Spain, Greece, Italy, The Netherlands, Portu-
gal, Prussia, Russia, Sweden, ITorway, Switzerland, Turkey and
1 2
Wurteraburg participated. Prince Uapoleon (Jerome) presided.
There were seven meetings "betv/een June 17th to July 6tho The
main question was the possibility of minting a gold interna-
3
tional coin.
The invitation was accepted by the United States and
Samuel B, Ruggles, an active member of the Chamber of Commerce
of ITew York, then in Paris and John Sherman, then chairman
of the United States Finance Commission were appointed the
United States Representatives, They both acted to induce the
4
Conference to accept the gold standard.
At the session of June 20th, Mr, Ruggles said: "The leg-
islators and the people of the United States have sufficiently
learned, if not by study, at least by experience, that the
system of a double standard is not only a fallacy, but an
5
impoBsibilityo
"
,
!• James G, Eatterson« Gold and Silver as. Currency, n. 41
2, Shelby M, Cullona, Sound Money
, p, 10
3, Thomas Balch, Free Coinage and a Self-adjusting Ratio
,
p. 16
4, George M, Weston, The Silver Q.uestion
, p, 52
11
5, Plenry G, Miller, Chapters on Silver
, p, 44

llees, the President of the Bank of the ITetherland,
advised that each European nation should have a single stand-
ard, out not the same. In this '.va.y, both silver and gold would
6
iDe used. This was considered essential.
The result was an unanimous agreement for gold as the
7
standard. The Conference closed July 6, 1867o :'!"othiag was
done tov/ard establishing an International Coin. The -^Tations
of Europe v/ho took part at the Conference, did nothing after
the Conference was over tov/ard establishing gold as their
standards. The French Government, although given the power
8
to reopen the Conference, never did so.
Second International Monetary Conference-lS78
Congress, on S'ebruary 28, 1878, passed the Act knovra as the
Bland-Allison Act. Section 2 of this Act provided:
"That immediately after the passage of this act, the President
shall invite the governments of the countries composing the
Latin Union, so-called, and of such other European nations as
he may deem advisable, to join the United States in a con-
ference to adopt a common ratio betv/een gold and silver, for
the purpose of establishing, internationally, the use of bi-
metallic money, and securing fixity of relative value betv/een
those metals; such conference to be held at such places in
Europe or in the United States, at such time v;ithin six months
as may be mutually agreed upon by the executives of the
governments joining in the same, whenever the governments so
invited, or any three of them, shall have signified their
willingness to unite in the same.
The President shall by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, appoint three commissioners, v/ho shall attend such
conference on behalf of the United States, and shall report
the doings thereof to the President, who shall transmit the
same to Congress* *'9
After an invitation from Prance to hold the meeting at
6, George II. "'JTeston, op. cit ., -p» 1'''
7o James G* Batterson, op. cit., p. 41
Bo Shelby ¥• Cullom, oy, cit., p. 10
9. United States Sta.tutes at Large
,
February 28, 1878,
Section 2
M *
•
<»
r
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Paris, the Chief commercial nations v/ere invited by the Presi-
11
dent* Twelve ITations, namely; Great Britain, France, Austria,
Hungary, Selgium, Italy, the j?etherlands, Russia, Sweden, Xor-
way Switzerland, Greece and United States, sent delegates to
12
the Conference to "begin on August 10, 1878. Before the end,
13
other nations joined.
The United States was represented by Reuben E. Penton of
Uew York, V/. S. Groesbeck of Ohio, and Prancis A. YiTalker of
14
Massachusetts v/ith S. Dana Horton as Secretary.
Mr. Groesbeck, on behalf of the United States, laid two
propositions before the Conference:
"(l) That it v/as not to be desired that silver be excluded
from free coinage in Europe and in the United Sta.tes.
"(2) That the use of both gold and silver as unlimited legal
tender may be safely adopted by equalizing them at a ratio
fixed by international agreement . "15
These were discussed at all the seven sessions of the
16
Conferences. Belgium, Switzerland and Norway opposed these.
Mr. Fee-Herzog, the delegate from Switzerland, said: "In
Switzerland and Belgium it is hoped that silver after a period
of transition, during which it \i±ll only have legal tender for
a small sum, may be finally reduced to the simple role of
17
fractional moneyo
"
10. James G. Batterson, op. cit ., po 42
llo A. Barton Hepburn, History o f Coinage and Curre ncy in the
United States, p. 291
12. James G. Batterson, op. cit ., p. 43
13. I'laurice L. Iiluhleman, International Bimetallic Conference^
D> 152
14. A. Barton Hepburn, od. cit ., p. 291
15. R. Evlis, Uncle Sam^s Dream, p. 149
16. James G. Batterson, op. ci t.,"xi. 43
17o Louis R. Ehrich, The Q.uestion of Silver
, p. 90
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l-.r, Primez, one of the delegates from Belgium, held the
opinion that these I:Tations combined couldn^t safely enter
18
into an international agreement as to silver.
Great Britain and Germany* s delegates, along v/ith those
19
of some other countries, had no power to bind their nations.
Great Britain's delegates desired silver to be used because of
India, but couldn't favor the double standard©
France, while favoring bimetallic currency?' in theory, felt
,
it impracticable at the time.
20
Italy, alone, wanted the American proposals adopted.
The American propositions \7ere:
"1. It is the opinion of this assembly that it is not to be
desired that Silver should be excluded from free Coinage in
Europe and in the United States of America. On the contrary,
the assembly believe that it is desirable that the unre-
stricted Coinage of Silver, and its use as Honey of unlimited
Legal Tender, should be retained where they exist, and, as
far as practicable, restored where they have ceased to exist.
"2. The use of both Gold and Silver as unlimited Legal-Tender
Honey may be safely adopted; first, by equalizing them at a
relation to be fixed by international agreement and, secondly,
by granting to each metal at the relation fixed equal terms
of Coinage, making no discrimination between themo "21
The propositions of the European delegates, except those
of Italy, Y/ere presented bv the President, I.Ir. Leon Say and
22
were
:
"1. That it is necessary to maintain in the v/orld the mone-
tary functions of Silver as v/ell as those of Gold, but that
the selection for use of one or the other of the two metals,
or of both simultaneously, should be governed by the special
position of each State or group of States©
"2. That the question of the restriction of the Coinage of
Silver should equally be left to the discretion of each State
or group of States, according to the particular circumstances
in which they may find themselves placed; and the more so, in
18. Jacob H. Gallinger, Silver Coinage, p. 11
19. i.Iaurice L. l.-Ulcleman, op."'G it
.
,~ p. 132
20. A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit., -p. 294
21. A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit., p. 293
22o R. iiJvlis, OT). cit., p.*~149

that the disturbance produced during the recent years in the
|
Silver market has variously affected the monetary situation
of the several countries,
"3, That the differences of opinion which have appeared, and
the fact that even some of the States, which have the Double '
Standard find it impossible to enter into a mutual engagement
|
with regard to the free Coinage of Silver, exclude the discus-ii
sion of the adoption of a common ratio between the tv/o I
metalso "23
From the report of the Commissions of the United States
to the President comes the followings
"That Conference (1867), animated by a controlling desire to
secure a uniformity of money prices among the nations there
represented, and deeming that it sav/ in gold monometallism
the means of doing this, recommended that policy, with very
little consideration of the sacrifices it would require from
production and trade. By an almost unanimous vote, that
Conference pronounced in favor of gold, silver to be retained
as money of full pov/er only during the period of transition
to gold, '.Yhich might be longer or shorter in the case of
different states,
"Inasmuch as eleven years have been allowed for discussion and '
reflection since this memorable declaration v/as made; as the
rejection of silver as money of full power has in part been
carried out; and inasmuch as great loss has already been en-
tailed upon production and trade, as the initial cost of that !
m.ovement, the scheme for the general demonetization of silver,
throughout the civilized states, if indeed it were sound and
judicious in 1867, ought to stand more firmly still in 1878©
"Yet it "/as the unmistakable sentiment, of this Conference,
convoked by the United States, that the demonetization of
silver, had proceeded farther than Y/as compatible with the
interests of Europe and America; and while diplomatic con-
siderations prevented the formal declaration of any opinion
which would have been offensive to the minority, the Con-
ference did not hesitate to declare that the monetary func-
tions of silver ought to be maintained as Yiell as those of
gold, Monometallism, in the sense of the Conference, v;'as ad-
vocated in that of 1878 by only three delegations, none of
v;hich represented populus states,
"In this connection, the position of England is worthy of
especial remark. That nation had set the example of demone-
tizing silver, and after the Conference of 1867 recommended
the general adoption of gold monometallism.
23. A, Barton Hepburn, op. cit,, p, 294
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The Chancellor of the Exchequer, in Parliament, congratu-
lated the country that Europe was preparing to follow in the
same course. The Conference of 1878 v/as attended on "behalf
of Great Britain by a delegation eminent for experience and
economical authority, whose chairman, the head of the Parlia-
mentary Committee of 1876 on the depreciation of silver', de-
clared that universal gold monometallism v/as not only Utopian,
"but Y/ould prove a false Utopia; that the consequences of German
demonetization had "been greatly to derange trade, and disturb
international exchange; and that once the movement for ohe re-
jection of silver as money of full power to proceed from state
24
to state the results would not be less than disasterous»
"
As a result of the publication of the Report of the Com-
missions, there arose in the United States a district body of
conservative silver advocates, who favored bimetallism based
on international action of all the commercial nations. They
had relations with foreign bodies wishing the same. They,
with the gold standard advocates, of the two leading parties,
numbered enough to prevent the efforts of those who v:ished the
free coina.ge of silver by the United States alone. These bi-
raetallists labored for another conference because they con-
sidered that there v/as not enough gold to serve the world's
25
needs.
The Third International Monetary Gonference-1881
The conditions in Prance, Italy, India, and other coun-
tries, v/ere becoming serious because the gold supply was di-
24o George IT, Jackson, The Present and Future of Silver, pp. 38
& 39
25o Ao Barton Hepburn, op, cit»
, p, 294
••
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26
minishing and the price of silver was falling, England was
ready to offer free coinage of silver, exclusion of gold in
India, and a limited issue of Bank of England notes of silver
de-!3osited in England^ Germany had sto-o-oed selling silver on
27
May 16, 1877, The nations, that had held for the single gold
standard had changed their minds. France joined v;ith the
United States in an invitation to another Conference, It met
at Paris in April 19, 1881. Delegates v/ere sent from eighteen
Countries, The delegates from the United States v/ere ex-
Secretary of State, \7illiara 11, Evarts of iTew York, ex-Senators
Allen G, Thurman of Ohio and Timothy 0. Howe of v/isconsin, with
28
S, Dana Horton as exi^ert. Its purpose v/as to establish a
system for the use of silver and gold as 'blmetalliG money,
29
with a relative settled value oetv/een them©
The questions considered were:
"Has the fall of silver been hurtful to prosperity; is it de-
sirable tha.t the relation be made more stable?
"Has the fall been due to increased product or to legislation?
"Can stability be restored if a large group of states remone-
tize silver under unlimited coinage of full legal tender
prices?
"
"If so, what measures should be taken to reduce fluctua-
30
tions of the ratio to a minimum?"
The opinions of some of the foreign delegates were:
26« A> Barton Hepburn, op^ ci t, ^ 201
27, S, Dana Horton, Silver: An Issue of International Politics ,
p. 40
28o A, Barton Hepburn, op, cit,, po 301
29, Shelby H, Cullon, op, cTt , p, 11
30» A, Barton Hepburn, opl cit ,, p, 301
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luaynin, minister of Prunce and delegate for ii'rance said:
"In order that the rnetcil silver may recover its former
value it is indispensable that it should "be, as in the past,
freely coined side by side v;ith gold, and as no State v;ishes
to stand, or could stand, alone in resuming such coinace, it
is absolutely certain that we shall not find our way out of
the present difficulties until an international bimeta.llic
treaty shall have been concluded^"
]'Ir. Fierson, the delegate of the ^Tetherlands, said:
"G-resham*s Law is doubtless opposed to the establishjsent
of the bimetallic system in a small group of States, but not
to its establishment on a territory embracing the most civilizec.
countries of the v/orld,"
llr» Porssell, the delegate of Sweden, said:
"It is the opinion, even of the boldest bimetallist, that
the obligations corresponding to the salutary liberties of the
free mintage of both metals would henceforth be unbearable with<»
out the cooiDeration of all, or of most of the first-class
States; that the heedless States, v/hich v/ould undertake alone
the necessary efforts for rehabilitating and sustaining the
value of silver, vvould be crushed under the weight of the bi-
metallic system which v/ould at once fall to pieces; that it
would be suffocated by the silver flov/ing in from the whole
v/orldo "
Sir Louis Kallet, the delegate from British India, said:
"It is certain that if the depreciation of silver con-
tinues, and if by reason of the discovery of fresh deposits of
gold, or from some other cause, the opportunity should offer
itself, we should only be too ready to seize it, and to re-
turn, to the prop)Osals of the Commission which sat at Calcutta
in 1868 and to enter, though much against our wish, into the
struggle which is about to commence betv/een the nations of the
earth for the sole m-eta,l which will be left to us as the solid
basis of an international currency#"31
Long intervening recesses prolonged the Conference, In
July, France and the United States Joined in a declaration
ansv/ering the questions thus:
"That the fall of silver was injurious and establishing a
fixed ratio would be beneficial; international agreement for
free and unlimited coinage of both metals a-t a fixed ratio
would cause and maintain stability; the ratio IS-g- to 1 was most
31. Louis R, Elirich, op. cit ., pp. 84 & 85

suitable; England, France, Germany and the United States, v/ith
the concurrence of the others, could be consciencious secure
and maintain the stability of the ratio adopted© "32
France, United States, Austria, Italy, the Netherlands
and British India declared for Bimietallism, Belgimn, Switzer-
land, Greece, and the Scandinavian States declared against it.
England and Germany declared that no change could be made in
their systems of currency, but if the nations agreed, some-
thing might be done to increase the use of silver. The con-
33
vention on July 8, 1881 adjourned to April 12, 1882. This was
to give France and the United States time to \7ork out a plan,
34
but the convention was never called together in 1882.
The Fourth International Monetary Conference
Agita,tion continued at Cologne in October, 1882, a bi-
metallic Congress met, but the Pov/ers did not accept its reso-
35
lutions.
On November 22, 1892, the Fourth International Monetary
Conference met at Brussels, at the invitation of the United
36
States. Austria, Belgium, Hungary, Denmark, France, Germany,
Great Britain, India, Greece, Italy, Mexico, The Netherlands,
Nonmy, Portugal, Roumania, Russia, Sweden, Spain, Sv/itzerland,
37
Turkey and the United States sent delegates. ¥illiam E. Alli-
son, John R. Jones, Jam.es B. McCreary, Henry ^« Cannon, E.
32. A. Barton Hepburn, O'o. cit., 302
33. James G. Batterson, op« cit ., p. 43
34. A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit ., p. 302
35. James G. Batterson, opo cit o, p. 43
36. Shelby M. Cullom, op. cit. , p. 11
37. James G. Batterson, op. cit ., p. 44
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Benjamin Andrews, and Edv/in H. Terrell were the United States
delegates. A part of the instructions given by President
Earrison through the Secretary of State, John Foster v/ere:
"The main purpose which this Government seeks to accom-
plish by this Conference is to bring about a stable relation
between gold and silvero
"It is the opinion of the President, and, as he believes,
of the people of the United States, v*rith singular unanimity,
that a full use of silver as a coined metal at a. ratio to gold
to be fixed by an agreement between the great commercial na-
tions of the world would very highly promote the prosperity of
all the people of all the countries of the world, Por this
reason your first and most important duty will be to secure, if
possible, an agreement between the chief commercial countries
of the world looking to international bimetallism, that is,
the unlimited coinage of gold and silver into money of full
debt-paying pov/er at a fixed ratio in coinage common to all
the agreeing pov/ers»
"You should not lose sight of the fact that no arrangement
will be acceptable to the i)Sople or satisfactory to the Govern-
ment of the United States v/hich would by any possibility place
this country on a silver basis while European Countries main-
tain the gold standard,
"Failing to secure international bimetallism, the next
important duty will be to secure, if possible, some action
upon the part of European countries looking to a larger use of
silver as currency, in order to put an end to the further de-
preciation of that metal*"38
A committee proposed that the European States will buy in
each year 30,000,000 ounces of silver on condition that the
United States continue to purchase 54,000,000 ounces a year,
and that free unlimited coinage be maintained in British India
and Mexico. It was also proposed to withdraw the smaller
gold coins and bank notes less than five dollars from circula-
tion.
As these were not agreed on, the Conference turned its
attention to the bimetallic proposals of the United States,
38. Shelby M, Cullon, op, cit,
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The French delegate was against free coinage of silver unless
the monometallic states would do soo United States stood
39
alone for "bimetallism. Host of the representatives of the
monometallic gold states of Europe declared that the single
40
gold standard Y;as the only possible measure© Before this
Conference, India had asked for a committee of the British
Government to consider the proposal to close her mints to the
41
coinage of silver, v/ith a viev/ of adopting a gold standard©
The Conference adjourned in January until May, 1893, and again
42
to TToveraber 1893, "but never reassembledo
The "^ITolcott Coramission-1897
The Wolcott Commission of 1897 v/as an attempt made to
faring about a Fifth International Conference, Its failure re-
sulted from its attempt to plan the steps that should he taken
to put "bimetallism in practice. Proposals were, that the
ratio of 15t to 1 between silver and gold should be adopted
and that the United States, France, and India should agree to
open their mints to the unlimited coinage of silver on that
basis. England had offered to recommend to the government of
India, that India reopen her mints and to advise the Bank of
England to keep one-fifth of her metallic reserves in silver©
When it v:as brought before the government of India, it
was rejected. They said that it was a plan to introduce un-
heard of fluctuations in the rate of exchange, to throw all
business in^o confusion, to inflict enormous losses upon all
individuals and to undo all that they had gained since 1893.
39» James G# Batterson, op> cit ,, p. 44
40. Maurice L© Muiileman, q-q, cit.
, p, 132
41. James G, Batterson, op. cit. , p. 44
42o A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit©, p. 369
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When the Bank of England took some action on the recom-
mendation that the people construed as assent, the leading
financiers and merchants made so great a remonstrance that the
43
whole plan died.
The V/orld Monetary and Economic Conference-1933
At the ^orld Monetary and Economic Conference held in
1933 in London, the latest attempt v/as made to aid silver.
The silver question was introduced through the influence of
the United States through Senator Pittman of lTevada»
The agreement, signed by the five silver producing na-
tions, Australia, Cana,da, Mexico, Peru, and the United States
and by the three silver-holding nations, China, India and
Spain, is for four years. It is to raise the price of silver
by limiting the sales in the World Market, Indians agreement
was not to sell more than 35,000,000 ounces of silver a year,
but can sell to governments desiring silver to pay American
Y/ar Debt So Spain and China are sellers in name only. The
silver producing nations are to purchase or withdraw from the
market 35,000,000 ounces of silver yearly; the United States -
24,421,410 ounces, Mexico - 7,159,108 ounces, Canada -
1,671,802 ounces, Peru - 1,095,325 ounces, Australia - 652,355
ounces. The agreement must be ratified by the eight govern-
ments by April 1, 1934, Unanimous ratification is not neces-
sary, because if any silver-producing country withholds its
consent, it may still become effective, if those who do ratify
it, make new arrangements to take up the non-ratifying member's
43o Horace White, The History of the Gold Standard, pp. 4 & 5
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share. If one silver-producing country ratifies and agrees to
take the whole amount, and if the silver-holding countries
ratify, it Y/ould TDecome operative, so that this plan seems
44
fairly sure of adoptiono
44. The Silver Af3;reement, Foreign Affairs, XII (Oct., 1933),
pp. 160 & 161
r
CHAPTER VIII
PilECIOaS i-^TxiLS ni AIIEHICA AITD their iiXPLOITATION
ITorth Carolina and Georgia
In the "Chronicles of America" by Herrira, is found the
stateraent that Ponce de Leon in 1513 on his Plorida trip v/as
told by Indians that a neighboring Indian Chief had la.rj,e
amounts of gold. This is the oldest vrritten account of 'I'old
in South Appalachian region,
Diego Jliruelo, a Spanish sea-captain, while in ITlorida
trading v/ith the Indians received some goldo This seems to be
1
the first conclusive evidence of gold in that region^
In the 17th century, the Spanish did some raining of gold
in this regiono It v/as supposed that gold had been discovered
at Brewer Kine, before the Revolutionary ".7ar,
About 1799, a nugget of placer gold, the size of a small
smoothing-iron was found in Cabarus County, Uorth Carolina,
2
by Conrad Reed, a boy of twelve, in the bed of a small stream
on his father's farm. About 1825, vein gold was located in
3
Montgomery County and soon after in ileiklenburg County, In
Burlce and lilcDowell Counties, placers v/ere opened and traced
southv/ard into Georgia in 1829, and later traced into Alabama,
1, Richard Smith, Sediment3.ry Kaolins of the Coastal
Plain of Georpia^ Vo _26
2, William P. Blake and Charles T. Jackson, The Gold Placers
of the Vicinity of Dahlonga
,
po 5
3 , Reconnaissance of s ome ^Go 1d and
^
Tin Depo sits of the South
Ai3palachians> United States Geological Survey Bulletin,
Department of the Interior, ITo, 293, p, 58
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The first discovery in Georgia was made on Duke's Creek, in
Eabersham, nov; V/hite Countyo Either John Vitheroods of ITorth
Carolina, or Jesse Hogan of North Carolina took out the frag-
4
ment of gold»
In 1830 the v/ork of mining vvas carried out in many places
at a profit. In 1834, because of these recent discoveries,
5
the ratio was changed to 16 to lo
The California fields in 1850 and thereafter drew many
from the poorer deposits in North Carolina and Georgia, The
indirect result of the California fever was that it increased
mining also in the Eastern section. After the Civil '.7ar, the
conditions improved, but at the present time little gold is
6
produced in the Appalachian region.
The Californian Gold Discovery
The 24th of Janua.r^'-, 1849, Marshall, an employee of
Sutter, found some small pieces of yellow rock in the mill
race., He, a fexi days later, visited New Helvetia., and shovjed
the fragment to Suttero The two men tested these carefully
and at last convinced themselves that the yellow rock we.s gold.
This did not mean that a great discovery of gold had been
made, because the pieces found might be all that there vjas, so
they decided to say nothing about it. One of Sutter *e men
was sent out to hunt deer every day. He searched the stream's
edge as he went along. He finally decided that a great deal
of gold was there. In less than six weeks, there was not an
able-bodied man left at Sutter's Forto
4, Y/illiam P. Blake and Charles T, Jackson, op. cit,, p, 6
5, T, Egleston, Progress of the ITetallurgy of Gold and Silver
in the United States, p, 109
60 Reconnaissance, etc., op. cit., p. 58
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On March 15th, "The Caliiornian", a nev/spaper, announced
that there was a rurnor of a gold discovery at Sutter *s sav^naill.
The Editor visited the territory and returned to tell his pub-
lic that it v/as Just a rumor. A few weeks later, he had to
close up his newspaper office because all the men had left.
The news was limited to California for a while. Then the
ports of the Pacific recognized that a "find" had been made,
because of the amounts of gold dust they received to buy sup-
plies* Mexicans, Peruvians, Chilians and people from Oregon
began to arrive
o
Two reports v/ere sent to the SecretdTj of State, Buchanan,
confirming the greatness of the discoveryo Governor Mason
visited the mines and estimated the yield at twenty to thirty
thousand dollars a day. Many men found they did not need
picks, shovels or pans but could pry it out of the rocks with
a jack knife. These reports were given to the people. In
the spring the great gold rush began.
The gold yield in 1849 was $23,000,000 and in 1850 v/as
150,000,000 and in 1853, ]565, 000, 000. Then the placers began
to declineo
Despite this, after the war the mining industry was still
the m.ost important. The output from the quartz mines v/as
groY/ingo In 1866 and aga.in in 1867 the gold yield was more
than !?25, 000, 000. In 1895, the increase was greater than
7
ever, being 3205,000,000.
Congress passed, on March 3, 1851, Senator C-win*s bill,
7. Allen ITevins, The Emergence of Modern America
, p. 147
II

Y/hich protected the American rights in California and so de-
stroyed the claims of the original holders, Sutter *s grants, i
although v/orth millions, were absorlDed. In 1870, he had not
a dollar. The legislature of California voted him two hun-
dred and fifty dollars a month as a pension, but stopped it
v/hen he went to Y/ashington to ask for justice. He died in 1880
in poverty and v/as buried in Littiz, Lancaster County,
8
Pennsylvania,
The Australian Gold Discovery
In the days of Ilacquarie, it was said, that convicts had
reported discoveries of gold. The authorities at Sidney Yiere
very suspicious because the prisoners, v;ho claimed rewards,
never could find any more than their first few samples.
In 1840, Strzelecki, a Polish ITobleman, reported that he
was convinced that gold existed in the mountains around llount
Koscuisko, in Victoria, He v;as asked by the G-overnor, Sir
George Gipps, not to mention his theory because it would ex-
cite the convicts. He agreed.
Two years later, the Reverend W, B. Clarke, a clergyman
geologist, collected some specimens from near Kartleyo He
showed them at Sydney and stated his belief that in the Blue
Mountains Y/ould be found gold fields, Strzelicki took some
of the samples to England and in 1844, Sir Roderick llurchison,
a great English scientist, read a paper before the Royal
Geographical Society, In this paper was restated JITo Clarke *s
theoryo Again in 1846, he compared the Blue lIounta,ins V7ith
8. Gertrude Atherton, California
, pp. 116 to 129
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the Urals to show that they v/ere similar. Gold \7s.s in the
Urals, therefore it must be in the Blue liountains. He urged
the unemployed Cornish miners to go to Austra.lia and search
for gold.
It just remained for a practical discover^'- to "be made.
In 1850, an Australian, Edward Hargraves, went in the
gold rush to California^ He met only disappointment. As he
wandered around learning hov/ to mine for gold, the idea grew
that these mountains were like those near his home in Bathurst.
He determined to return to Few South Wales and see if gold was
there. February 11, 1851, he reached the remembered spot. He
placed some of the dirt in his pan, washed it back and forth
as he had learned to do in California, and found the first
fev/ specks of gold. He spent the next few days examining the
neighborhood and then went to Sydney. April the 3rd, he sent
a letter to the Colonial Secretary. He stated that, if the
Government would give him c^500, he v;ould point out the lo-
calities in Hew South Y7ales where gold was abundanto The
Colonial Secreta.ry^s reply sa,id that no rev/ard could be given,
but if he Y/ould point out the localities, he would afterward
receive compensation in proportion to the result. He accepted
these conditions^ He took llr. Stutchbury, the Colonial
Geologist, to the place. Mr. Stutchbury* s report was that
he was convinced that the district was rich in gold© Pive
days later the valley had four hundred people in it© A v/eek
later 1,000 people were at work. Hargraves received from the
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government ^^00 and later IJe^N South Y/ales voted himc^10,000,
to which T/as added t^2,381 from Victoria,
On July 1st, another Australian settler Y;ho had gone to
California YJith Ilargraves, Esmond by name, found jiOld in Vic-
toria near Ballart, A party of six men discovered gold at
Anderson *s Creek, near llellDourne about the same time. The
Victorian Parliament gave Esmond <^1,000<» A few months later
the Bendigo mines were discoveredo
By the end of August, a little more than three months
after the first work was done, more than c^70, 000 s * worth of
V
gold was exportedo In 1852, one hundred and seventy-four tons
were found, valued at (^14,000,000. During the next ten years
100,000,000s ' worth of gold was exported from Victoria.
The -.^'estern United States Silver IZines
In 1857, the two Grosh brothers discovered the silver
lode, by following it up the river from whose sands they had
10
found "washings". It v/as never v/orked.
On June 8, 1859, Pat McLaughlin and Peter O'Riley dis-
covered gold in their panso They pegged out claims. A trapper
and fur trader, Henry Comstock, took a claim near them and got
l.:claughlin and O'Riley to give him the black rock that they
thought was v/orthless. This black rock on assay was found to
contain !^2, 908.00 in silver and $848.00 of gold to the ton,
9. JoscDh Finney, Co;y,:ilcr, Historx the Australian Colo-
nies, -pp. 150 to 152
Flora L. Shav;, The Story of Australia, p. 102
Alexander and George Sutherland, The History of Australia,
and ITew Zealand from 1606 to 1890, pp. 90 to 98
10 « EdY/ard Suess, The Future of Silver, p. 38

11
This 'became the Comstock Lode of Nevada.
The first samples of the black silver ores reached either
the metallurgist, Moshammer of San Francisco, or IJlelville At-
viood of Grass Valley. The reports disagree as to i.vhich was
the first to recognize the value of the samples. The first
silver "bars v/ere carried through San Francisco streets and
v/ere placed on display in a "banking house's vrindov/s. Thousands
went from California into the new region.
The Indians had "been peaceably, even though their pas-
tures were taken and their fishing spoiled. But when two
Indians were killed, the Indians destroyed the killer *s house.
The miners marched out to battle v/ith the Indians and were
defeated at Pyramid Lake. All mining v;as stopped as terror
filled the minds of the people. Finally to restore order,
regular troops marched in and beat the Indians who fled.
The first furnace was set up on August 11, 1860, and the
12
silver exploitation was begun.
By 1865, the Gould and Curry, the largest mine of the
Com.stock Lode had a stamp mill costing almost a million dol-
lars. It also made a thousand foot shaft to reach another
vein, after the first was exhausted. Adolph Sutro success-
fully constructed the Sutro Tunnel, three miles in length
going into the mountainside. It was to drain all the mines,
and give cheap access to the river. In 1866, he had signed
up twenty-three of the m.ining companies to use the tunnel
and pay for services. In 1869, the tunnel was begun. By
11. Benjamin \7hite, Silver, pp. 23 & 24
12, Edward Suess, op, cit ., p, 38
(
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1877, it was finishedo Between 1859-1880 the Comstock Lode had
produced silver bullion valued at 3306,000,0000 The Belcher
mine gave about $26,000,000 while the Crovm Point mine gave
^^22,000,000, The annual production for the eight years after
13
the Civil v7ar was more than ^pl2,000,000.
In 1862, the Reese River llines, nearer Austin, were de-
veloped. The Buel l.Iine, one of the hundreds of veins found,
produced silver to $400 a ton. The TIanliattan, another one,
14
gave ;p800,000 in four years.
In 1873, the Big Bonaza v/as discovered. From this mine
it is said that for three years in succession the ore averaged
$34,062,000 a yearo Ore valued at •pl28, 949, 000 was secured up
to 1899.
The next worth-v/hile discovery was in Idaho Territory.
The tv/o mines, the Golden Chariot and Ida Elmore, were very
near together. Disputes arose. The miners had to go armed
to protect themselves as they v/orked. The Governor, at last,
sent a military force.
The Eureka Lead, V.Tiite Pine, Pioche, Plagstaff and Emma
Mines Y;ere discovered in succession. In Colorada, Iilontana,
Utah, Idaho, Arizona, ITew Mexico have "been found mines.
"The United States Geological Survey reported that the
sixteen principal silver producing mines of the United Ste^tes
to be in 1911, as follows; -
Ranlc Mine Location State
1. Anaconda IJines Butte Montana
2. Tonapah Belmont Tonapah ITevada
3. Tonapah Mining Company Tonapah !:Tevada
4. Iron Blossom Eureka Utah
13. Allan I'Tevins, op. cit., -op. 136 & 137
14. James Bonwick, The Mormons and the Silver Mining, pp. 334
& 335

xt.anic i'^i 1 nt; j-iO cd, u 1 on iD ua u e
• Iliac 6 anO- .ijuricc wa± J-u. c e Idaho
co • oi±ver iving jrax it L< X U liclXi
r;
( • opecuxaLor "Dl 1 + -f- £1
p O -v^ £5 T iriuoppci: iVing, JQX O UC C AX X /; O lid
Q iDunicer jiij.x ano. QUj.xivan ir cica Idaho
10, Gent ennial-Eureka jiur eica TT+ n Vlu uan
^ J. o Da Iv Ve c-, t Pfl T.V G i tv Utah
12. Hercules Burke Idaho
13. Montana Tonapah Tonapah Nevada
14. Old Jordan-Telegraph Bingham Utah
15. Holter (Elkiiorn) Jefferson Gity Montana
16. Tonapah Extension Tonapah ITevada"
In many of these silver mines gold and silver were so
closely joined that an assay of gold might be made from one
end of a sample and an assay of silver from the other. A
16
large amount of Colorado gold was found with copper deposits.
17
In Colorado, the richest deposits lay in the quartz lodes.
The hand drill v/as the only way to mine this silver until 1865,
During that year the power drill \j3.q invented and put into use.
Soon came the diamond drill. Later on, many ways of reducing
ores were found. Most of the silver obtained today is pro-
18
duced as a by-product of the reduction of copper and lead.
California received most of the ^Drofits from the silver
mines, because Galifornian money was heavily invested in these
mines, Galifornian managers ran the companies and Galifornian
19
cities were the centers in the trade of their stocks.
15. Benjamin ?7hite, op. cit., pp. 25 & 26
16. James Bonwick, od « c"i't
. , p^ 343
17o Allan I:Tevins, o^ c'it
. ,
p"^ 135
18. Mr. Boutv;ell»s, Sp'e'ech on the Hint Bill of 1873
. p,
19. Allan '>Tevins, o-o. cit.,"V. 137
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CHAPTER IX
PIGHT FOR SILVER IN THE UNITED STATES
Reaction against Act of 1873
The long-continued depression which followed the crisis
of 1873, made greater the demand for more money and higher
prices. The great fall in price of silver, beginning in 1873
and increasing in 1876, made silver, at the old ratio, a cheap-
er currency than gold. This caused the opponents of the re-
turn to specie payments to prefer silver to gold, as they
1
preferred paper to either.
The inflationists defeated in their try to obtain more
"Greenbacks" united with the owners of the silver mines, and
2
began the struggle for cheap silver money, helped on by the
conviction in the minds of the masses of the people that
3
there v/as not enough moneyo
They turned against what they called "The Grime of 1873"
and convinced many people that the failure to provide for the
coinage of silver was because of the greed of Eastern capital-
ists, who wished to receive the interest on their bonds in
goldo They also claimed the silver dollar had been sneaked
4
out of the Act©
There also arose a group that wanted the coinage of silver
and gold with full legal tender provided for by a definite ra-
tioo They called theroselves, "Bimetallists", and their theory
lo
p-
2.
3.
4.
¥• Taussig, The Silver Situation in the United States,
F. \1, Taussig,
JTorman Angell,
The Story S>1 Monej,
op. cit •
,
5
op. cit. P» 299
p. 299
/
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5
of coinage, "Biinetallicm" •
Some of those who voted for the Act of 1873, said that
they knev/ not what they had done.
On July 13, 1873, Mr, Holman said: "I have before me
the proceedings of this House in the passage of the measure
(Act of 1873), a record which no man can read without being-
convinced that the measure and the method of its passage
through this House was a colossal sv;indleo I assert that the
measure never had the sanction of this House and it does not
possess the moral force of lawo
"
Again he says: "The original bill v/as a bill to organize
a bureau of mines and coinage* The bill which finally passed
the House and which ultimated, became a law, was certainly not
read in this House, It was never considered before the House
as it was passed. Up to the time the bill ca,me before the
House for final passage, the measure had been simply a measure
to establish a bureau of mines, I believe I use the term cor-
rectly now. It came from the committee on coinage, weights
and measures. The substitute v^hich finally became a law was
never read, and is subject to the charge made against it by
llr. Bland of Missouri, that it was passed by the House Y/ithout
a knowledge of its provisions, especially of that upon coinage,
I, myself, asked the question of Mr, Hooper, who stood near
where I am standing now, 'TThether it changed the lav/ of Coin-
age?' And the ansv/er of Mr, Hooper certainly left the impres-
sion on the whole House that the subject of coinage was not
affected by that bill,"
General G-arfield said, that he had no knowledge that the
bill dropped the silver dollar.
On March 9, 1878, Mr. Kelly of Pennsylvania said in the
House:
"In connection with the charge that I advocated the bill
which demonetized the standard silver dollar, I say, that
though the chairman of the committee on coinage, I was igno-
rant of the fact that it would demonetize the silver dollar
or of its dropping the silver dollar from our system of coins,
as v/ere those distinguished Senators, Messrs, Blaine and
Voorhees, who were then members of the House, and each of
whom a few days since interrogated the other, *Did you know it
was dropped when the bill passed, • 'No', said Mr, Blaine,
'Did you?' 'Uo', said Voorhees, 'I do not think there were
three members in the House that knew it,"
5, S, Dana Horton, Silver; An Issue of International
li
Politics
, p, 8
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Again, on May 10, 1879, Mr. Kelly said: "All I can say
is, that the coimnittee on coinage, weights, and measures, who
reported the original hill, v;ere faithful and ahle and scanned
its provisions closely; that as their organ I reported it; that
it contained provision for both the standard silver dollar and
the trade dollar. Never having heard until a long tin:e after
its enactment into law of the substitution of the Senate which
dropped the standard dollar© I profess to knoY/ nothing of its
history; "but I am prepared to say that in all the legislation
of this country, there is no mystery equal to the demonetiza-
tion of the standard silver dollar of the United States. I
have never found a man v/ho could tell just hov; it came about
or v/hy."6
Commission of 1876
In March, 1876, a bill making certain appropriations was
under consideration in the House of Representativeso A
proviso for the redemption of fractional currency in silver
coin v/as added. Reagan proposed an amendment making the silver
dollar a legal tender up to fifty dollars, but not providing
for coinage. It ^'7as adopted 124 to 94. Sherman, in the
Senate, reported this bill from the Committee on Finance. He
changed the legal-tender power to twenty dollars and provided
for coinage, on government account. The ratio to be 16 to 1.
They v/ere to have legal tender pov/er for all purposes except
customs and interest on public debt. Later, Slierman made a
7
motion by which the provision and amendment v/ere stricken out©
The senior Senator from llevada, (llr. Jones), took seven
hours of the 24th and 25th of April 1876, in a speech© It
completely exhausted the facts, gave arguments and authorities
8
in favor of the restoration of silver.
Bland of Missouri, on Ju.ly 19^ 1876, reported a bill in
6 • A Single Standard of Silver, A Single Standard of Gold
,
A Joint Standard of Silver and Gold, V/hich?
, pp. 33 8c 34
7. A. Barton Hepburn, History of Coinage and Currency in the
' United States, pp. 211 & 212
8. George M. Weston, Tlje Silver Q,uestion, -p. 60

the House of Representatives, which provided for coin notes
to pay for unlimited deposits of gold or silver, repayable on
demand in kinds ("bar or coin), and for the coinage of a 412,8
grain silver dollar (16 to l); the notes to he receivable for
9
all public dues and the coins to be full legal tender.
On April 22, 1876, a "Joint Resolution for the issue of
silver coin" v/as passed. It is quoted below:
"Resolved, , That the Secretary of the Treasury, under such
limits and regulations as will best secure a just and fair
distribution of the same through the country, may issue the
silver coin at any time in the Treasury to an amount not ex-
ceeding ten million dollars, in exchange for an equal amount
of legal-tender notes; and the notes so received in exchange
shall be kept as a special fund separate and apart from all
other money in the Treasury, and be reissued only upon the
retirement and destruction of a like sum of fractional cur-
rency received at the Treasury in payment of dues to the
United States, and said fractional currency, when so substi-
tuted, shall be destroyed and held as part of the sinking
fund, as provided in that act approved April 17, 1876,
"Section 2, That the trade dollar shall not hereafter be a
legal tender, and the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby
authorized to limit from time to time, the coinage thereof to
such an amount as he may deem sufficient to meet the export
demand for the same,
"Section 3, That in addition to the amount of subsidiary sil-
ver coin authorized by law to be issued in redemption of the
fractional currency it shall be lawful to manufacture at the
several mints, and issue through the Treasury and its several
offices, such coin, to an amount, that, including the amount
of subsidiary silver coin and of fractional currency out-
standing, shall, in the aggregate, not exceed, at any time,
fifty million dollars,
"Section 4, That the silver bullion required for the purposes
of this resolution shall be purchased, from time to time, at
market rate, by the Secretary of the Treasury, with any money
in the Treasury not otherv/ise appropriated; but no purchase
of bullion shall be made under this resolution when the mar-
ket rate for the same shall be such as will not adm.it of the
coinage and issue, as herein provided, without loss to the
Treasury; and any gain or seigniorage arising from this coin-
age under existing laws relative to the subsidiary coinage;
9o A, Barton Hepburn, op, cit.
, p, 282
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Provided, That the amount of money at any one time invested
in such silver bullion, exclusive of such resulting coin,
shall not exceed tv/o hundred thousand dollars. "10
Approved, July 22, 1876
Kelly attempted to pass a free coinage "bill on July 24th,
but it Y/as defeated 119 to 66, vrith 99 not voting. Bland also
tried, but failed. A compromise measure was introduced and
passed on August 15, 1876, to appoint a commission to inquire
11
into the whole subject and report to Congress. This Commis-
12
sion is known as the Monetary Commission of 1876.
The commission was to consist of three senators, three
representatives, and not to exceed three experts, who were to
inquire:
1st, Into the change v/hich has taken place in the rela-
tive value of gold and silver; the causes thereof, whether per-
manent or otherv/ise; the effects thereof upon trade, commerce,
finance, and the productive interests of the country; and upon
the standards of value in this and foreign countries©
2nd, Into the policy of restoration of the double stand-
ard in this country; and if restored, what the legal relation
betv/een silver and gold should be.
3rd, Into the policy of continuing legal tender notes
concurrently v/ith the metallic standards, and the effects
thereof upon the labor, industries and wealth of the country
and
4th, Into the best means for providing for facilitating
the resumptions of specie paymentSo
10. United States Statutes at Large
,
July 22, 1876, Sections
1, 2, 3, and 4
11» A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit o, p. 282
12 o Hermon Craven, Errors of Populism , p. 17
ti
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Senator Jones (Repu'blica.n of ITevada), Bogg (Democrat of
Missouri), and ex-Secretary Bout-well; Representatives Giloson
(Democrat of Louisiana), Y/illard (Republican of Michigan),
and Bland (Democrat of Missouri); Y/, G, Groes"beck of Ohio,
Prancis Bowen of Ivlassachusett s, and George M. ?/eston of Haine
13
formed the Commissiono
On Decemloer 12, 1876, Mr. Ble.nd reported from the Com-
mission of Mines and Mining the follov/ing:
"Be it enacted, etc., That there shall he from time to
time, coined at the mints of the United States, silver dollars,
of the weight of four hundred and twelve and one-half grains
standard silver to the dollar, as provided for in the Act of
January 18, 1837, and that said dollar shall "be legal tender
for all dehts public and private, except where -payment of
gold coins is required by law."
This passed by vote of 167 to 53, on December 13, 1876,
over the opposition of Mr» Garfield and others.
In the Senate, the Finance Committee sent it back v/ithout
recQinmendat ion, because they wished to wait for the Commissions
14
Report.
In 1877, the Commission reported. Senator Jones, the
Chairman wrote the majority report. The l^Stjority consisted of
Messrs. Jones, Body, '.Millard, Bland and Groesbeck. These
favored the reraonetization of the silver dollar v/ithout delay,
based on bimetallism.
The following are excerpts from the Report:
"The supply of gold is diminishing, being now but little
more than one-half what it was in 1852, and is alv/ays so fitful
and irregular from the method of its production that it is
13« Ao Barton Hepburn, op. cit ., p. 283
Silver in the fifty-first Congress, p. 46
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ill-suited to "be a sole measure of value."
"The exchcinges of the world and especially of this coun-
try, are continually and largely increasing; while the sup-
plies of "both the precious metals, taken together, if not
diminishing, are at least stationary, and the supply of gold
taken "by itself, is falling off#"
"¥e believe that the remonet ization of silver in this
country will have a powerful influence in preventing, and prob-
ably will prevent, the demonetization of silver in France and
in other European countries in v/hich the double standard is
still legally and theoretically maintained©"
"It may be added that a legislative remonetization on the
relation to gold to 15.5 to 1 accomplishes without delay on
all the objects of the proposition for an international con-
ference, which is urged from various quarters. "15
Mr, Boutwell, one of the minority said, in part: That
the questions propounded were substantially answered as fol-
lows: -
That the change in the relative value of the metals v/ould
not be permanent unless general demonetization took place, in
which case the most serious consequences, social, industrial,
political and economical v/ould follow©
That the double standard should be restored in order to
avert the danger threatening the whole world*
That paper could not be maintained concurrently v/ith
coin unless its market value was made equal to coin by con-
vertibility©
That changeableness by means of resumption would be very
hard with coinage of both metals, and impracticable with gold
16
alone.
15o Boutwell, Speech on Mint Bill of 1873, pp. 14 & 15
16, A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit., p, 285
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"There can "be but one standard of value in any country
at the same time, and a successful use of gold and silver
simultaneously can be effected only by their consolidation
upon the agreed ratio of value, and by the concurrence of the
commercial nations of the v/orld*"
"The undersigned is also of opinion that it is expedient
for this government to extend an invitation to the commercial
nations of the v/orld to join in convention for the purpose of
considering whether it is wise to provide by treaties and con-
current legislation for the use of both silver and gold in all
such nations upon a fixed relative valuation of the metals;
and, finally, that, until such an agreement between this
government and other commercial nations can be effected, the
United States should pursue the existing policy in regard to
the resumption of specie payments,"
"It is to be apprehended that the remonetizat ion of
silver by the United States at the present time would be fol-
lowed by such a depreciation in its value as to furnish a
reason against the adoption of the plan by the rest of the
world, and that an~ independent movement on our part Y/ould in-
crease the difficulties rather than diminish themo"17
Ivlr. Bowen^s view, concurred in by Mr, Gilson, was that
the change in relative values was due to the fluctuation of
silver, which was caused by increased product and diminished
use, proof of its unfitness as a money metal; whether perma-
nent or not, v;as impossible to determine, lie regarded the
double standard an illusion; silver v/as further unfitted ex-
cept for subsidiary purposes by reason of bulk; the concur-
rent use of government paper would be unjust, since its re-
demption had been pledged; resumption was indeed practically
at hand. He recommended a subsidiary dollar 345«6 grains
pure silver (380ol6 grains standard) to be issued in exchange
for one dollar, tv/o dollar, and five dolla.r notes to be can-
celled; the coin to be legal tender to tYientj dollars, but
receivable in any amount for public dues other than customs;
17, Boutv/ell, op, cit,, pp, 16 & 17
i<
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small notes not to be legal tender after 1878; gold to be
coined at the rate of 22.6 grains pure to the dollar, so that
the half eagle v/ould be practically equal to the pound ster-
ling; legal tenders to be retired at the rate of .^,000,000
monthly; resulting deficits to be made up by the sale of
18
bonds.
Act of 1878
By the Acts of January 14, 1875, and April 17, 1876,
Congress a^uthorized the issuance of silver coins of fractional
denominations and of standard value to redeem an equal amount
of paper currency. The issue v/as limited to 'IpSOjOOOjOOO.
The largest amount in circulation at any time was $49,102,6000
19
27o
Bland again introduced his free coinage bill. It passed
under a suspension of the rules, Ivfovember 5, 1877, 163 to 34
(not voting 92) was the vote. The affirmative side included
Carlisle, Cox, Ewing, ilorrison (Democrats) and Foster, I^c-
Kinley, Cannon, Kelley and Keifer (Republicans).
The bill Y/as as follovfs:
"That there shall be coined, at the several mints of the
United States, silver dollars of the weight of four hundred
and twelve and one-half grains troy of standard silver, as
provided in the Act of January 18, 1837, on which shall be
the devices and superscriptions provided by said Act; which
coins together v:ith all silver dollars heretofore coined by
the United States, of like weight and fineness, sha,ll be a
legal tender at their nominal value for all debts and dues,
public and private, except when otherv;ise provided by con-
tract; and any owner of silver bullion may deposit the same at
any .United States mint or assay office to be coined into such
dollars for his benefit upon the same terms and conditions as
gold bullion is deposited for coinage under existing laws.
18o A. Barton Hepburn, op. cito, p. 286
i9. David K. ''Jatson, History of American Coinage, p. 139
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"All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the provi-
sions of this Act are repealedo"
Allison, on ITovember 21st, reported the "bill in the
Senate, He added an amendment instead of free coinage. The
amendment proposed that the government purchase of an un-
limited amount (not less than .;?2,000,000 or no more than
$4,000,000 monthly) of "bullioii and coinage on its ov/n account;
leaving the dollar full legal tender© This v/as adopted by a
vote of 49 to 22o Its opponents v;ere of course, the advocates
of free coinage.
President Hayes in the mean time, urged Congress in his
first message in December, to consider the implied breach of
faith involved in the proposed silver measure respecting the
public debt, and the interference with the pending reduction
of the interest rateo He recommended a dollar that would
come closer to the commercial value of silver and have a
limited legal tender power.
Secretary Sherman in his Report asked that the bonds is-
sued from 1373 to date, amounting to nearly ^593,000,000 be
exempted from the operation of the proposed silver law, be-
cause they had been paid for in gold. He declared that to
coin a dollar worth nine per cent less than gold would drive
out the gold, just as it was driven out under the Act of 1792,
and the same as silver was driven out under the rating in
1834; that a subsidiary dollar v/ith limited legal tender would
be an advantage, unlimited coinage an injury.
"iThen the Senate again took under consideration the Bland
*
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Bill, the proposed amendments to make the dollar heavier, in
order to make it more like the commercial ratio, were defeated
(49 to 18), The extreme and moderate silver advocates united
to accomplish this» Among the moderate silver advocates v/ere
Allison, Windom, Davis, Matthews, and Blaine, Morrill, Conkl-
20
ing. Hoar, Dawer and Bayard were among those against it,
Prom the Speech of Jsimes B, Blaine in the Senate in 1878|
this portion is taken:
"I believe gold and silver coin to be the money of the
Constitution - indeed, the money of the American people an-
terior to the Constitution, money ¥/hich the organic law of the
Republic recognized as independent of its own existence, Ho
power Y/as conferred on Congress to declare that either metal
should not be moneyo Congress has therefore, in my judgment
no more power to demonetize silver than to demonetize gold;
no more power to demonetize either than to demonetize both.
In this statement I eon repeating the weighty dictum of the
first of the constitutional lav/s, 'I am certainly of opinion^
said Mro 7/"ebster, *that gold and silver at rates fixed by
Congress, constitute the legal standard of value in this
country, and that neither Congress nor any State has authority
to establish any other standard or to displace this standard,'
Pew persons, can be found, I apprehend, viho Y/ill maintain that
Congress possesses the power to demonetize both gold and silvei^
or that Congress could be justified in prohibiting the coinage
of both; and yet in logic and legal construction it would be
difficult to shoYiT where and why the power of Congress over
silver is greater than over gold - greater over either than
over both. If, therefore, silver has been demonetized, I am
in favor of remonetizing it. If its coinage has been pro-
hibited, I am in favor of ordering it to be resumed. If it
has been restricted, I am in favor of ordering it to be en-
larged.
"What
It has the
to regulate
sary powers
occbi,sion ha
causes and
a great dis
of gold and
worth more
1873, v/hen
power, then, has Congress over gold and silver? -
exclusive power to coin them; the exclusive power
their vs^lue, - very great, very v/ise, very neces-
, for the discreet exercise of \7hich a critical
s now arisen. However, men may differ about
processes, all v/ill admit that within a few years
turbance has taken iDlace in the relative values
silver, and that silver is v/orth less, or gold is
in the money markets of the world in 1878 than in
the further coinage of silver dollars was pro-
107
JO, A, Barton Hepburn, op . ci t., pp. 288 & 289
c
hibited in this country. "21
An Amendment to make the dollar redeemable in gold, and
one v/hich made the dollar not a tender for customs or interest
on the public debt, v/ere defeated. An Amendment by Booth for
an issue of silver certificates on deposits of dollars in the
Treasury, and making such certificates receivable for all
public dues and reissuable, was adopted. An Amendment pro-
viding for an international conference on silver, and one de-
claring that the dollars were to be tenders only when not
otherwise expressly stipulated and not at all for redemption
of gold certificates were accepted©
The final vote on the Blaine Bill v/as 48 to 21, on
February 15, 1878. The House, on February 21, passed it, as
amended by the Senate, 203 to 72. President Hayes vetoed it
on February 28, 1878, but it xras passed over his veto on the
same day. The House vote was 196 to 73, the Senate, 46 to 19©
Representatives Butler, Charles Foster, William McKinley and
Kelley; and Senators Allison, l\£atthews, '<7indom voted for it©
Some of those against it were Representative Hall, Reed,
Garfield and Frye; and Senators Blaine, Gonkling, Daves, Hoar,
and Morrill.
In both the House of Re-oresentatives and Congress the
22
vote was sectional. Most of the Eastern members opposed it.
The portions of the Act referring to silver are;
"Be it enacted..... That there shall be coined, at the
several mints of the United States, silver dollars of the
weight of four hundred and twelve and one-half grains Troy of
standard silver, as provided in the act of January 18, 1837,
21. A, L. Fitzgerald, The Thirty Years* ^ar of Silver,
pp. 249 & 250
22o A. Barton Hepburn, op. c it., p. 290
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on which shall he the devices and superscriptions provided
hy said Act; \7hich coins together with all silver dollrrs
heretofore coined "by the United State's, of like weight and
fineness, shall he a legal tender, at their nominal value, for
all debts and dues public and private, except where other-
wise expressly stipulated in the contract. And the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to purchase, from
time to time, silver bullion at the market price thereof, not
less than two million dollars v/orth per month, nor more than
four million dollars \7orth per month, and cause the same to
be coined monthly, as fast as so purchased, into such dollars;
and a sum sufficient to carry out the foregoing provision of
this act is hereby appropriated out of any money in the
Treasury not otherv/ise appropriated. And any gain or seign-
iorage arising from this coinage shall be accounted for and
paid into the Treasury, as provided under existing laws re-
lative to the subsidiary coinage; Provided, That the amount
of money at any one time invested in such silver bullion, ex-
clusive of such resulting coin, shall not exceed five million
dollars: And provided farther. That nothing in this act shall
be construed to authorize the payment in silver of certificates
of deposit issued under the provisions of section 254 of the
Revised Statutes©
"Section 2© That immediately after the passage of this act,
the President shall invite the governors of the countries
composing the Latin Union, so-called, and of such other
European nations as he may deem advisable, to join the
United States in a conference to adopt a common ratio between
gold and silver, for the purpose of establishing, interna-
tionally, the use of bi-metallic money, and securing fixity
of relative value between those metals; such conference to
be held at such place, in Europe or in the United States, at
such time within six months, as may be mutually agreed upon
the executives of the governments so invited, or any three
of them, shall have signified their willingness to unite in
the sameo
The President shall, by and v/ith the advice and consent
of the Senate, appoint three commissioners, who shall attend
such conference on behalf of the United States, and shall re-
port the doings thereof to the President, v/ho shall transmit
the same to Congress©
"Section 3, That any holder of the coin authorized by this
act may deposit the same v;ith the Treasurer or any assistant
tressurer of the United States, in sums not less than ten
dollars, and receive therefor certificates of not less than
ten dollars each, corresponding v/ith the denominations of
the United States notes. The coin deposited for or represent-
ing the certificates shall be retained in the Treasury for
the payi-nent of the same on demand. Said certificates shall
be receivable for customs, taxes, and all public dues, and.
(
iiO
when so received, may be reissued.
"Section 4» All acts and parts of acts inconsistent v;ith the
provisions of this act are hereby repealed* "23
President Hayes's reasons for his veto v/ere chiefly that
making the dollars and certificates receivable for customs
would soon deprive the country of its gold revenues; that the
public credit was affected by making the debt payable in sil-
ver, thus practically scaling it eight to ten percent. Since
the Act of 1873, over ^580,000,000 of bonds, have been issued
and sold for gold. This Act, therefore, violated the obliga-
tion of the Governments He said: "It is my firm conviction
that if the country is to be benefited by a silver coinage,
it can be done only by the issue of silver dollars of full
value, which shall defraud no man. A currency v/orth less than
it purports to be v.'^orth v/ill in the end defraud not only
creditors, but all who are engaged in legitimate business, and
none more surely than those who are dependent on their daily
labor for their daily bread. "24
The opponents of the remonetization of silver may be di-
vided in a general way, into tvro classes: The first, or the
smaller class, was made up of all those that felt that silver
Y/as only good for subsidiary money and wanted a gold standard;
the second class held for an international agreement before
25
the United States returned to the double standard.
Until the Act of 1378 the Government had coined only gold
26
and silver that had been brought to it. In 1878, the Govern-
ment made its first purcha.ses of bullion. Checks in payment
23. United Sta^tes Statutes at Larp;e. R'fthrna.-rv 2fi, lR7fl^
Sections 1, 2, 3, and 4
24o Ao Barton Hepburn, op» cit,, p. 290
25, George Y/eston, o;2.» ^ i'"*^ » > P» 1^
26. '.William Brown, Silver in its Relation to Industry and
Trade, p. 15

were drav/n hy the Director of the Mint, payalDle in silver
dollars. The purchases were made mostly at San Francisco.
There, the payees, drew large denomination silver certificates
instead of silver dollars. Within ten days from the date of
issue, these large denomination silver certificates were back
in the Treasury. During the first year the Treasury Depart-
ment made no attempt to get out smaller silver cert if icateso
At the end of June, 1879, out of the total coinage of
36,000,000, the Treasury held in its values, not represented
"by certificates, no less than 28,000,000. By the end of
December 1881, the silver certificates in the hands of the
public amounted to over 62,000,000. The circulation of dol-
lars and certificates combined xiq.s v/ithin 7,000,000 of the
27
total amount coined.
The Silver men in Congress v/ere not satisfied with the
Bland-Allison Law. During the summer of 1878, the silver
question began in politics. The Republican platforms Y/ere
for "both gold and silver". The .7estern Democrats and "Green-
backers" favored free coinage. The Congressional Elections
of that year xieve favorable to the Silver men.
Hayes, in his second message of December 1878, said,
that although his views were unchanged, he had had the silver
law of 1878 carried out, to give it a fair trial. He recom-
mended that Congress let the people have a change to bring
about an enduring prosperityo
27. P. "97. Taussig, op. cit ., pp. 18 to 20
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The Report of Specie Resumption Act Enforced
The Secretary of the Treasury, Sherman, recommended legis-
lation limiting the coinage of silver or altering the ratio to
make the silver dollar Y/orth more. He believed in fixing a
ra.tio that would secure the largest use of both, without dis-
placing either. Therefore, the coinage of dollars at 16 to 1
should be limited until the price of silver assumed a definite
ratio to gold. This ratio should be adopted, 'JThile holding
the view that the resumption act contemplated redemption of
notes in gold, he would use either metal; that the holders of
the notes preferred, but holding the legal option to pay in
either.
At this time, the ratio of silver to gold was 17,92 to 1»
28
The bullion value of the silver dollar was 93,2 cents,
ITo preparation was made for specie payments until Er#
Sherman took his office at the head of the Treasury Department©
In a speech at Toledo, Ohio, on August 26, 1878, he said:
"My predecessors had ta.ken no steps under the provisions
of the Resumption Act, \7hen I assumed the duties of my present
office, after careful study of the v;hole question, I determined
that it would be necessary to accumulate, in addition to the
surplus revenue, the sum of 5100,000,000 of gold coin, and
that it ought to be accumulated at the rate of .j?5,000,000 a
month from the first of Kay, 1877, to the date of resumption,
\7e accumulated readily during eight months of that year, at
the rate of -^5,000,000 a montho This process was arrested by I
the debates in Congress; but was again resimied in the Spring
of this year, when it was found still more easy to accumulate
coin by the sale of four and one-half per cent bonds, and the
original plan was executed sooner than was anticipated. On
the tenth of this month, the Treasury of the United States
was supplied Y:ith ^209,011,753 in gold and silver coin and •
bullion,"29
283 A, Barton Hepburn, op, cit., p, 298
29. George H, 'jVeston, op, cit,, p. 65
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Specie Resumption began on the Pirst of January 1879,
under the Act of 1375, They, the Greenbacks, were redeemable
"in coin"o "In coin" was taken in practice to mean gold. The
Act set no amount of bullion that should be accumulated for
such redemption. It was left to his discretion. The only
approach to a statement of amount is to be found in an Act of
1882, in v;hich a section authorizing the issue of gold cer-
tificates is qualified by the proviso "that the Secretary of
the Treasury shall suspend the issue of such gold certificates
whenever the amount of gold coin and bullion in the Treasury
reserved for the redemption of United States notes falls below
30
one hundred millions of dollarso"
Free Coinage Again
In February, a bill to make gold and silver coin inter-
changeable, also one to pay out legal tender notes for any coin
brought into the Sub-treasury in Hew York, and one to redeem
trade dollars and recoin them into standard dollars v^ere all
defeatedo
In the first session of the next Congress, a free coinage
measure, reported by A, J, \Tarner passed the House of Repre-
sentatives by 114 to 97, A bill to limit the coinage to the
domestic product 7;as defeated 105 to 130, and one to provide
for a four hundred and sixty-grain dollar by 52 to 176© A
proposition to make gold a.nd silver certificates legal tender
was overruled by a vote of 73 to 135,
30, F, W, Taussig, opo cit ., p, 35

The Senate sent the free coinage "bill to the iUnance
Committee, The Committee reported against it, A resolution
of Senator Vest of Missouri declaring free coinage necessary
to supply the needed volume of money, v/as also reported against
hy the same Committee,
The House passed a resolution directing the Secretary
of the Treasury to pay out the silver dollars in the Treasury
the same as gold© The vote was 143 to 75o
On June 9, 1879, a bill was proposed, that provided for
the minting of a "goloid" dollar containing hoth metalso It
was favored by Stephenso It also, proposed to adopt for in-
ternational use a four-dollar pieceo This never got beyond
the committee*
Secreta,ry Sherman, in his report of 1879 repeated his
recommendations of 1878, Only 13,000,000 silver dollars were
in use out of a coinage of 45,000,000, It could be maintained
at par only by holding a great part of it in vaults of the
Treasury, He urged limitation of silver coinage in order to
preserve its parity v/ith gold.
President Hayes recommended that the Treasurer be given
the power to suspend the coinage of silver v/hen parity v/as
endangered. He expressed the belief that an international
agreement upon a ratio was possible and hoped no legislation
other than that recommended be undertaken, in order to avoid
disturbances©
Congress nov; provided that the Mints and Treasury of-
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fices distribute, free of expense, silver dollars* The cost
•v'Tas to be charged against, the "silver profit fund"; that is,
the amount representing the difference betv/een the cost of
i
the bullion and the nominal value of the dollars coined there-
fore. This is sometimes called "seigniorage"©
The Dem.ocratic Senate had a large enough number of 8,nti-
silver Democrats from the East to defeat any free silver
31
measure. 'Ho further attempts v/ere made to pass such bills.
•
31. Aq Barton Hepburn, op. cit., p. 300
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CHAPTER X
SIL^/ER EROM 1878 THROUGH 1892
Effect of Bland-Allison Act
On the 17th of Pe"bruary, 1878, an amendment was proposed
and defeated, "by a vote of 40-25, The amendment was:
"One hundred millions of such dollars should "be coined
during three years from this date, and if the average monthly
price of such silver bullion during the next t¥/elve months
thereof shall "be less than ninety seven one-hundredths of a
gold dollar, the Secretary of the Treasury may suspend such
coinage until further action "by Congress."
•This proves that. the Senate felt that there was no need,
at that time of stopping the coinage of silver.
An order of the Secretary of the Treasury showing that
owners of gold coin were allov/ed to exchange them at the mint
of IsTew York, establishes the fact that they were of a near
parity or parity*
"Treasury Dep»t.
,
Secretary's Office,
"Washington, D, C, Sept. 18, 1880.
"Until further notice the United States Assistant Treas-
urer at ITew York will pay out at his counter standard silver
dollars or silver certificates in sums of ten dollars, or any
multiples thereof in exchange for like units of gold coin or
gold bullion deposited with him.
"Upon the receipt by the Treasury of the United States,
in this city of an original certificate of deposit issued by
the United States Assistant Treasurer of New York, stating that
there has been deposited with him gold coin or gold bullion
in the sum of ten dollars or any multiple thereof, payment of a
like amount in standard silver dollars or silver certificates
at the counter of any United States Assistant Treasurer desig-
nated by the depositor will be ordered©
"John Sherman, Secretary,
"
Under this order so many exchanges v/ere made that the sil-
ver certificates disappeared. In November, 1881, this order
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had to iDe issued:
"Treasury Dep»t., Secretary's Office,
"Washington, D. C, l^Tovember 1, 1881.
"Until further notice the exchange of silver certificates
for gold coin deposited at the office of the United States
Assistant Treasurer at Uew York v/ill "be suspended, and Dept*s,
Circular #75, of Septemher 18, 1880, is herelDy modified ac-
cordingly.
1
H. E'rench, Acting Secretary."
In the Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury,
Mr. Folger, is found this recommendation;
"The most potential means of iDringing aloout any concert
of action among different nations, Y/ould appear to he for the
United States to suspend, for the present, the further coinage
of silver dollars© This is the decided opinion in both France
and America, of the highest authorities on "bi-metallism, and of
those who v;ish to bring silver into general cessation of coin-
age v/ould, at a very early day, bring about a satisfactory
consideration of the v/hole subject among the chief commercial
nations. "2
Since the Secretary of the Treasury had been able to in-
crease the dollars in use to ^34, 000, 000, the certificates to
$59,000,000 leaving in the Treasury some $11,000,000 net of
silver funds, there was more than we needed already. He felt
that if silver was coined further, the United States would
3
be brought to the single silver standard. He repeated the
4
above recommendation in his reports of 1882 and 1883.
Congress called for a report of the silver purchased on
January 1882. It found that the Treasury had bought only the
least amount possible for 1878 to 1882. The Treasury had ob-
1. Nathaniel P. Hill, Speeches & Papers on Silver, etc.^ pp^ 2.
3, 5 and 6
2. Derwin R. James, Silver not a Local Issue
, p. 1
3. A. Barton Hepburn, History of Coinage and Currency of the
United States
, p. 302
4. Darwin R. James, op. cit.
, p. 1
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tained 92,550,000 fine ounces at a cost of .|95, 119, 000, and
had made 105,380,000 silver dollars out of it»
Mr© Dingley, of Maine, introduced a bill to suspend the
coinage of silver. The bill failed.
The Secretary of the Treasury, S'olger, in 1882 v/as only
able to place into circulation about 1,000,000 silver dollars.
The silver certificates put into use were less than the year
before. The entire purchase of silver for the year, some
#27,000,000, vv-as therefore left in the Treasury.
A bill was introduced by the Silver men that the trade dol-
lars be redeemed and recoined into regular silver dollars.
5
This failed in the Senate.
In the 1882 Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, a
recommendation was made that silver should be coined only to
the extent necessary to meet the call for it at the Treasury.
Several bills were introduced in both the Senate and House,
6
using this idea, but all failed.
Mr. McCulloch, the Secretary of the Treasury, in his
Annual Report for 1884 said:
"The United States is one of the most powerful nations,
its credit is high, resources limitless; but it cannot pre-
vent a depreciation of silver unless its efforts are aided
by leading nations in Europe. If the coinage of silver is
continued in despite of the action of Germany in demonetizing
it and the limitation of its coinage by v/hat are known as the
Latin nations, there can be but one result; silver will prac-
tically become the standard of value.,,,
"The European nations which hold large amounts of silver
must sooner or later come to its rescue, and the suspension of
coinage in the United States would do much to bring about, on
their part, action in its favor©"?
5o A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit ., p. 303
6. Nathaniel P. Hill, op. cit. , p. 69
7. DarY/in R. James, op, cit.
, p. 2
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Ke, also, said that unless the coinage of silver was
stopped, there was a danger that the Treasury would he forced
to suspend gold payment and get on a silver "basis.
This last announcement probably brought in the panic of
1884. Foreign investors in United States Sonds did not like
the idea of being paid in a dollar worth eighty cents. All
holders began, at once, to try and sell. A sharp break follow-
ed in the Ix^ew York Stock Market. Many industries v/ere hit.
8
Unemployment and labor disputes increased.
YvTiile the depression lasted, the Treasury had another
period of slov/ circulation. The tendency toward depression
and falling prices was not checked by the regular issue of sil-
ver dollars. The silver money returned to the Treasury as tax
9
receiptso
The depression did not last long, yet it lasted long
enough for those who were affected by it to decide that it
was the government's fault. The blame for all the trouble was
10
put on the failure to pass a free-coinage law.
In February, 1885, the House of Representatives passed a
resolution. This resolution consisted of a number of ques-
tions on the subject. This was done so that the House might
know about the way the Treasury Department worked. Secretary
McCulloch replied and showed that as many of the dollars and
certificates v/ere paid out as was possible, that they returned
just as fast and sometimes in even greater number, that gold
was preferred and was kept when taxes were paid. Yet, the
8. Norman Angell, The Story of Money , p. 300
9. F. W, Taussig, The Silver Situation in the United States,
ppo 72 & 73
10. ITorman Angell, op. cit ., p. 300
"I
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House refused "by a vote of 118 to 152 to give utd the coinage
11
of silver*
The Joint Resolution, "That the President of the United
StL^tes is hereby requested i:o enter into negotiations v^ith the
States of the Latin Union, and such other foreign poY/ers as he
shall deera advisable, with the purpose of securing such treatie 3
with fchem as shall bind the nations agreeing thereto to open
their respective mints to the free coinage of silver v/ith the
full legal-tender povrer, at such upiform ratio to gold as shall
be agreed upono"
The American Banker's Association at Chicago, on Septem-
ber, 24th, resolved that the silver coinage law "should be
immediately suspended and remain inoperative until an interna-
tional agreement with leading commercial nations shall give sub-
stantial assurance as to the future relations of gold and sil-
ver as money"
#
llVo Kill opposed the above idea. He said:
"Professor //alker favors the abrogation of the silver coin
age lav/ of 1878 upon the sole ground that a bi-raetallic arrange
ment v/ith European n^^.tions is the indispensable condition to
the safe use of silver in this country,
"This is in plain contradiction of the experience of man-
kind. From time immemorial both gold and silver have been used
as' money without bimetallic treaties^ The relative value of
gold and silver, disturbed for a time by the disproportionate
yield of silver following the discovery of i\merica, finally
settled in 1650 to betv/een 15 and 16 to 1, and so remained for
tv/o hundred and twenty-five years, although the first case of
an international arrangement, the Latin Union treaty, did not
occur till 1865,
"The Y/orld has had a long experience, independently of in-
ternational treaties, of that steadiness of the relative value
of the two metals v/hich results from the magnitude of their
mass representing the accumulation of ages, v/hich is so vastly
in excess of their annual production,
"JTo cause of equal magnitude, tending to disturb the rela-
tive value of the metals, as the transition of Germany from the
single standard of silver to the single standard of gold, will
probably recur for centuries, "12
11, S, Dana Horton, Silver; An Issue of International Politics,
pp« 9, 10, 14 and 15
12, A, Barton Hepi.'urn, op. cit ,, p. 304

As the treasury was almost ready to go on a silver Tsasis,
President Cleveland and Treasurer Manning had to adopt vigorous
measureso They curtailed the issue of the small legal-tender
notes, thus making room for more silver dollars. Legal tender
notes were used in disbursements and "by avoiding when ever
possible the payment of silver certificates, a smaller propor-
tion of the revenues was received in that form. The gold re-
serve which in money was down to ^15,000,000 was increased.
The Hew York Banks gave Secretary Manning, nearly $6,000,000
in gold, for subsidiary silver coins. The Treasury also sus-
pended bond purchases. The gold, by December, had reached
$148,000,000 and the idle silver was over $76,000,000, These
schemes of the President and the Secretary of the Treasury,
kept things going until the next session of Congress*
In Secretary Manning's report of December, 1885, he re-
viewed the entire silver question. He urged a suspension of
the coinage of the silver dollar, so that the status of silver
might be determined. He said, that to continue the coinage
of silver would only bring disaster.
President Cleveland in his first message said that the
vital part of the Act of 1878 was that looking to an interna-
tional bimetallic agreement; that endeavors in this line had
failed,
.
This left the United States alone» An examination of
conditions abroad convinced him that no help v/ould be given as
long as the United States continued in its present policy.
The accumulation of these silver dollars made the chance for
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an agreement farther aY/ay. The supply now Y/as more than was
needed, l)ut by stopping the coinage of them they might gradual-
ly he absorheda
In Europe, at this time, there v/as a depression in trade.
The nations began considering the question of silver, England
appointed a commission to examine the subject.
Congress, again, called on the Secretary of the Treasury
for a full report, lie replied on liEarch 3, 1886, The questions
were concerned with: 1st, the gold loan by the New York Banks;
2nd, the amount of free silver in the Treasury; 3rd, number of
bonds subject to redemption not paid; and 4th, his future
policy. He replied that it was no loan, but just an exchange,
presumably permitted by Act of 1879<, He also stated that each
citizen was paid his choice of the currencies on hand, that
the silver dollar wouldn*t circulate if the one and two dollar
legal tender notes were used. The interest-bearing debt sub-
ject to call amounted to .'^174,000,000, but to force silver out
for this would bring on the silver basis. There v/as !^346,000,
000 of debt out as legal tender notes. The pajnnent of these
was pledged under the Act of 1869, but changed by the Act of
May 31, 1878, so that he was compelled to reissue when paid,
13
Silver certificates could be used for these.
He, on March 2, 1886, sent a letter to the Speaker of the
House, In it, he stated:
"It is now become plain, to all who take comprehensive and
practical views of public policy, that the United States can do
no better than return at the earliest possible date to a bi-
i
metallic unit of value, "By this I mean -
13, A, arton Hepburn, op, cit, , p, 305 - 307
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1» The Monetary unit embodied in coins, Tooth of silver
and goldo
2, The monetary unit of value embodied in the silver coin
to "be made and kept in that successive and simultaneous
equivalence with the present and prior unit of value
which has "been our honorable distinction ever since th^
Constitution was framed.
3, Open mints for the free coinage of gold and silver at
a fixed ratio, to every citizen of the United States
bringing either metal, and the right to have his coins
received in every sale and payment as full legal tendeij
dollars©
"Nothing less than this
lism that \ie are having now©
cessive subsidiary coinage of
a fictitious Treasury profito
bimetallism, Y/e lack the fre
to an amount unlimited by Gov
tender. We only maintain a f
to an amount unlimited by Gov
tender.
is bimetallism.
All our silver
Treasury purcha
V/e lack an ind
e coinage of everybody's silver,
ernment, into co
ree coinage for
ernment, into co
It is not bimetal'
coinage is but ex-
ses of silver for
ispensable part of
ins of full legal
everybody's gold,
ins of full legal
"It is the facts of our present situation, I would respect-|
fully reassert, that constrain us tov/ard bimetallism as our
goal,
"Our 1550,000,000 coined gold, our $220,000,000 coined sil'
ver, now make any policy save ultimate bimetallism for the
United Sts.tes, practically and politically a Utopian policy,
"Stopping the coinage of Treasury purchases of silver is
not a policy in which v/e can rest and be thankful. It is merelj
the first and indispensable step to ultimate bimetallism. It iS
also the only step to ultimate bimetallism, >To intelligent ex-
pert on either side the Atlantic has proposed or attempted to
defend any other step to ultimate bimetallism,
"It is a wise step in the interest of industries jeoparded
by doubt, to end the increasing risk of expelling our gold.
But it is a step necessary in the interest of silver ovmers be-
cause continued silver dollar coinage, after a long trial,
neither betters the price of silver nor narrows its fluctua-
tions, and tends to prevent rather than promote that interna-
tional concert which, by restoring open mints for silver in
three or more great commercial nations, can only restore its
price. ITo mint in the v/orld which gives free coinage to gold
now gives free coinage to silver. Except our own, no mint in
the world which gives free coinage to gold nov/ coins full
legal tender silver, V/e alone heap up the load. The sure out-

come is silver mononie tcdlism for us. llearnvhile vrtiat ooocL lias
eijht years of it done the silver omiers? ITot a dolla.r of
their coin or bullion crosses the sea and there brings its
former price. But silver rfionometallism in the United States
v/ill not restore silver to its old price any more than the
silver monometallism of India, China, and llexico do. It Y;ill
not even tend to restore silver to its old price, and so is
condemned as an incapable, unprofitable monetary policy. In
that respect, it is worse than our present limited coinage of
Treasury purchases, prior to the day of their outcome in sil-
ver monome tallismo It is even worse for the ultimate price of
silver than if v/e stopped such coinat;e and held on so, in-
definitely. The reason is plain© Silver monometallism in the
United States, in due time, and finally, will release to Eu-
rope the bulk of our •'i?550, OCO, 000 £old, and assist every once
bimetallic nation there to follow Great Britain and the
Scandinavian States in becoming and remaining a gold monome-
tallic nation, with but token silver for small change,
"Silver monometallism in the United States, in due time
and finctlly, will release the depreciated full legal tender
silver of European bimetallic nations to compete with the pro-
duct of our ovm mines for a passage through our mints© Assume
that we could exclude it by stringent laws - though it is a
strange assumption - foreign silver would distance ours in the
race for the Orient, v/ith which we have so little trade, but
Europe so much,
"The transfer and exchange of a part of Europe *s silver
stock -for the bulk of the United States gold stock might be
indirect in part, but it would be unavoidable. The open mint
for silver in Prance was all that Gemiany used or needed to ef-
fect the substitution of her silt^er for the gold of Prance,
That is Y^hat silver monometallism in the United States would at
last come to, undeniably - the exchange of European silver
against American gold; and that could not raise the rcitio of
silver to its old level, but \7ould fasten it dovm finally.
"Even were this indirect but ultimate exchan^je of our gold
for European silver hindered by any r)^esent tendency of coin
balances to continue in our favor, it is still but an affair
of time. There are other s,rguments, too complex to be met in-
cidentally; but whatever their force, the disuse of gold by the
United States would be compensated by its increased use in Eu-
rope, and thus prevent its loss of purchasing power. So our
increased use of silver, tending to enliance its purchasing pov/-
er, would be countervailed without benefit to the United States^]
by its diminished use in European nations, thus preventing its
gain of purchasing power, v^hether their legal tender silver
stocks were drained off to the V/est or East, The bimetallic
theory of an ever-balancing approximation of the tv/o metals
to a fixed ratio, whatever the variations in the natural in-
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crease from mines of either metal, has no application to the
case of substitution which Germany effected at the expense of
France* The emigration of our tjold to Europe would not re-
store the price of silver.
"There is
restored to its
concert upon a
that ratio.
one way, and on
old ratio and
common ratio wi
ly one, "by which
value, namely an
th open mints to
silver can "be
international
both metals at
"A concert of European po\7ers without the concurrence of
the United States is impossible, for this reason* The ratio of
gold at which most of the European silver stocks have coined is
15«5:1, Our ratio is 16:1» A merely European concert of na-
tions Y/ould make profitable the export of all our silver, and
v/e should be drained of the metal as v/e were, by the same dif-
ference of ratios, from 1834 onward, when our loss induced in
1853 our first subsidiary coinage of fractional silver.
"A concert of the European pov/ers together v/ith the United
States, until v/e stop coining silver, is impossible for the
same and another reason. It is impossible while ratios differ,
and while we persist in that which is not only different, but
which would both drain us of all except fractional silver, a,nd
inundate them with our coined $220,000,000 and whole future an-
nual product. But moreover, the step is one which no European
nation, now loaded v;ith a depreciated but full tender silver
coinage, will consent to take while the direct or indirect sub-
stitution of European silver for the United States gold seems
a possibility under the continuing operation of our present
lav/s, by those who control, with firm hand, the monetary policy
of foreign powers. So long as we do not stop, and stop uncon-
ditionally, our coinage of full legal-tender silver, we cannot
destroy foreign hopes of enlarging their stock of gold at our
expense. But I am equally Y;ell assured, that when we do stop,
and stop unconditionally, and destroy such hopes, such an inter-
national concert as I have described v/ill then become possible.
The situation of bimetallic European nations will then be no
better than ours, and, for the first time since the fall in
value of their full legal-tender silver, v/ill offer no other
remedy or outcome than an agreement, with suitable precautions,
upon open mints at a fixed and common ratio to which the assent
of the United States would be indispensable, "14
The following letter from the Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury was placed before Congress in llarch 26th,
"The last appropriation for this purpose (storing of sil-
ver) v/as •?100,000 made in 1883; of which there remains unex-
pended the sum of $1,707,28, In view of the fact the amount
of standard silver dollars required to be coined under existing
14, Darwin R, James, op, cit, , pp, 2-4
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law is a'oout $27,000,000 each year, and that the remaining
space availa'Dle in the vaults of the sulDtreasury offices other
than at ITev/ Orleans is not sufficient for the storage of the
coinage for the ensuing tv/elve months, it is deemed advisable
and prudent to ask that a suitable appropriation "be made to en-
aole the Department to erect vaults in some other of the sub-
treasury offices, leaving the vault at I^Tew Orleans free for
the storage of the accumulation of the coinage executed at the
mint in that cityo"15
The Issue of :!?1, .^2, and $5 Silver Certificates
The only thing done "by Congress to help the situation was
in an amendment put on an appropriation act. The act passed on
August 4, 1886. The amendment is:
"And the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and
required to issue silver certificates in denominations of one
dollar, tv/o dollars, and five dollars, and the silver certi-
ficates herein authorized shall be receivable, redeemable, and
payable in like manner and for like purposes as is provided for
silver certificates by the act of Pebruary twenty-eighth, 1878,
entitled "An act, to authorize the coimige of the standard sil-
ver dollar, and to restore its legal-tender character," and de-
nominations of one, two and five dollars may be issued in lieu
of silver certificates of larger denominations in the Treasury
or in exchange therefor upon presentation by the holders and
to that extent said certificates of larger denominations shall
be cancelled and destroyedo "16
This bill was vetoed by the President and passed over his
veto in the Senate by a vote of 46 to 19, and in the Plouse
17
by a vote of 196 to 73o
Retirement of Trade Dollar
On March 3, 1887, Congress passed "An Act for the retire-
ment and recoinage of the trade dollar"o President Cleveland
did not approve of this law, but he allov/ed it to become a law
15o Jacob H, Gallinger, Speech on Silver Coinage
, p, 9
16. United States Statutes at Large
,
August 4, 1886, Under
Printing and Engraving, Paragraph 4, p. 227
17. David K. T^atson, History of .^erican Coinage
, p. 154

18
without his sit;na':ure.
The Act provided:
"Be it enacted,.,,, That for a period of six months after
the i^assage of this act, United States trade -dollars, if not
defaced, mutilated, or stamped, shall "be received at the office
of the Treasurer, or a.n-y assistant treasurer of the United
States in exchange for a like amount, dollar for dollar, or of
standard silver dollars, or of subsidiary coins of the United
States,
"Section 2, That the trade-dollars received "by, paid to,
or deposited with the Treasurer or any assistant Treasurer or
national depositary of the United States shall not he paid out
or in any other manner issued, "but, at the expense of the
United States, shall be transmitted to the coinage mints and re
coined into standard silver dollars or subsidiary coin, at the
discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury: Provided, That
the trade-dollars recoined under this Act shall not be counted
as -p'lvt of the silver bullion required to be purchased and
coined into standard dollars as required by the Act of February
28, 1878,
"Section 3, That all laws and p)arts oi laws authorizing
the coinage and issuance of United States trade-dollars are
hereby repealed© "19
These trade dollars v;ere created for the China trade, but
the Chinese were used to the Mexican silver dollar and so did
not readily accept the trade dollar.
In sections of the United States v/here the exact purpose
of these dollars v/as not known, many dishonest people intro-
duced them. They passed them at their full value. In all,
there had been coined 35,959,360 of these,
'iTlien speculators heard of the above Act, they began to
import them from China, believing that the Government would
redeem them ai. their face value in gold. Probably 2,000,000
were held with this in viev/o Pressure came from these peoT)le
and the act v/as passed, 7,689,036 were redeemed in the six
18, J, Laurence Laughlin, The History of bimetallism in the
United States
, p, 258
19, United States Statutes at Large, Tarch 3, 1887, Sections
1, 2, and 3

months allov/ed "by the Governr/ient • The trade dollar then passed
SO
out of our history never to appear again.
The British Report
Secretary Fairchild deciding that the silver purchasing
could not he stopped, looked around for Y/ays and means to make
it saier» Silver dollars to the number of i)62,500,000 v/ere in
use, although v/hen things v/ere dull, it sank to about ?55,000,
000. The Treasury had only ,?53,000,000 in its vaults not held
in reserve, against nearly )94,000,000 in July, 1886<, The
small silver certificate issue had enlarged the total to
$161, 000,000. The bullion value of the silver dollar had
dropped to seventy-five cents. The ratio noYi stood in the
commercial markets as 21 to 1.
In 1888, the report of the British Commission Y/as given.
The tv/elve commissioners were unanimous as to the causes of
the fall in pirices. They said: -
"The action of the Latin Union in 1873 broke the link be-
tv/een silver and gold, vvhich had kept the price of the former,
as measured by the latter, constant at about the leg£il ratio;
and when this link was broken the silver market was open to the
influence of all the factors v/hich go to affect the price of
a commodity. These factors happen since 1873 to have operated
in the direction of a fall in the gold price of that metal, and
the frequent fluctuations in its value are accounted for by the
fact that the market has become fully sensitive to the other in-
fluences to which Yi?e have called attention above." (The great
increase in production of silver and diminution of the gold
product, increased use of gold and diminished use of silver,
resulting from changes in currency systems the sale of silver
by Germany and the removal of the steadying force of the Latin
Union)
.
The Commission was evenly divided as to the remedy. Lord
Herschell headed the half that refused to change the present
20. J. Laurence Laughlin, op. cit. , p. 257
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T5ritish System. They said: -
"In our opinion it mit^lit be worth while to meet the t;^reat
comir.erc ial nations on any ijroposal v/hich would lead to a more
extended use of silver, and so tend to prevent the apprehended
further fall in the value of that metal, and to keep its rela-
tion to tTold more stalole,
"Though una^ble to recommend the adoption of what is com-
monly known as bimetallism, we desire it to be understood that
we are quite alive to the imperfections ol standards of value,
which not only fluctuate, but fluctuate independently of each
other; and v/e do not shut our eyes to the possibility of fu-
ture arrangements betv/een nations which may reduce these fluc-
tuations,
"One uniform standard for all commercial countries would
no doubt, like uniformity of coinage or of standards of weight,
and m.easure, be a great advantage » But we think that any pre-
mature and doubtful step might, in addition to its other dan-
gers and inconveniences, prejudice and retard progress to this
end,
"Under these circumstances we have felt that the Y;iser
course is to abstain from recommending any fundamental change
in a system of currency under which the commerce of Great
Britain has attained its present development,"
The other half held that a system of bimetallism, based on
an agreement of all nations as to ratio would steady th'e market
just as the Latin Union *s a^^reeriienv had,
"Neither metal alone exists in sufficient quantity to
serve as a sole standard without causing such a change in the
level of prices as to amount to a financial and commercial rev-
olution; but we cannot doubt that if a sufficiently wide area
of agreem.ent between the leading comjnercial countries can be
secured this most important result m.ay be effectually attained
and a great international reformi successfully accomplished,
"Pailing any attempt to reestablish the connecting link
between the tv/o m.etals, it seems probable that the general ten-
dency of the commercial nations of the world v/ill be towards a
single gold standards
"An^'- step in thau ..x.-ection v/ould, ox co-.rse aggravate all
the evils of the existing situation, and could not fail to have
a most injurious effect u-pon the ^Drogress of the v/orld,
"A further fall in the value of silver might at any moment

Sive rise to further evils of great and indefinite magnitude in
India, while a further rise in the value of gold might produce
the most serious consequences at home.
">To settlement of the difficulty is, hov/ever, in our
opinion, possible Y/ithout international action.
"The remedy which we suggest is essentially international
in its character, and its details must "be settled in concert
with the other powers concerned.
"It will "be sufficient for us to indicate the essential
features of the agreement to be arrived at, namely, (1) free
coinage of both metals into legal tender money; and (2) the
fixing of a ratio at v/hich the coins of either metal shall be
available for the payment of all debts at the option of the
debtor.
"^e therefore submit that the chief commercial nations of
the world, such as the United States, Germany, and the States
forming the Latin Union, should in the first place be consulted
as to the readiness to join with the United Kingdom in a con-
ference, at which India and any of the British colonies which
may desire to attend should be represented, v/ith a view to ar-
rive, if possible, at a common agreement on the basis above
indicatedo
"
The report was ordered printed by Congress in 1889.
By 1888, there were nearly O£o0,crc,000 in silver certi-
ficates in existence, and about 60,000,000 silver dollars were
in circulation* The Treasury had only .^30,000,000 in free
silver. Yet, the Secretary of the Treasury, Pairchild, still
urged action to remove the danger of going on a silver basis,
lie stressed the need of an international agreement before the
crisis came. The gold reserve had been increased during his
term to more than .;?200, 000, 000.
The Sherman Silver Act
llhe-a Harrison became President, the Silver men thought
something would now be done for silver. Mr. Windom became
•*
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Secretary of the Treasury.
Silver was now at the ratio of 22 to 1» The silver dollar
was worth in "bullion value about seventy-tvro centso The United
States had coined 543,500,000 silver dollars. Only 60,000,000
silver dollars v/ere in use, hut 277,300,000 were represented by
silver certificates and so were held as reserve in the Treasury,
There was only 6,200,000 silver dollars free in the Treasuryo
Silver, although the United States had bought large amounts
had continued to fc»ll. Bimetallism could not be established
single handedo Silver v/as only held in circulation because
of the Goverrmient * s promise to redeem in gold. This could not
continue forever.
The solutions proposed Yfere: "1st, an international agree-
ment, which it had been urged would be brought about by distress
in Europe due to fanning prices, and v/ould be accelerated by
suspension of purchases by us (he did not favor such a dangerous
measure); 2nd, continuing the present policy of buying the mini-
mum of v2, 000, 000 v/orth a month, Y/hich was satisfactory to no
one; 3rd, increasing to the maximum of .|4, 000, 000 a month as
provided in the law of 1878, urged as proper to offset the con-
traction of currency erroneously supposed to be goin'g on, v/hen
in fact it had been expanded nearly ,'15600,000,000, or >^4,75 per
capita; (this policy would not raise the market price of sil-
ver); 4th, free coinage (this would surely banish gold, thus
causing contraction, and bring the country upon a depreciated
standard); 5th, coining heavier dollars, "honest dollars" (but
this would be impra-cti cable, as the ratio fluctuated too fre-
quently, and would indefinitely postpone international action);
6th, issue certificates for bullion at the rate of four hundred
and tv/elve and one-half grains to the dollar, \7ithout limit
(which was equivalent to free coinage and hence vyould be equally
disastrous ) o
"
He said in support of this that while it satisfied the
demand for continued use of silver, it also provided an issue
of sound notes v^hich could not depreciate; it would increase
the value of silver and so make free coinage possible; it would

prevent contraction of tlie currency "by supplying the place of
the banks notes which v/ere rapidly Leing withdravm; it v/ould,
if it was a success, show other nations the way to do the
same, >Tothing was to be feared from the European silver, be-
cause it v/as to be taken at market price.
President Harrison, in his message to Congress, stated
that he was in favor of doing something for silver. He had
not had time to study Secretary "/"indom's plan, but he approved
of its general scheme,
21
It was introduced into the House on January 20, 1890,
The McKinley tariff was before it. The ?ree Silver Senators
made it known that jLe Tariff Bill would not pass unless some
22
thing was done for Silver,
In June, after the Tariff Bill had passed, Congress got
ready to do something about the resolution on silver. They
found that the Committee on Coinage reported back a much al-
tered bill. It directed the purchase monthly of iil4,500,000
worth of silver with an issue of Treasury notes, which were
to be legal tender v/hen silver reached parity at 16 to 1,
Bland moved to recommit this bill and order the committee to
report a free silver billo This was defeated 140-116o
The committee *s bill passed the House with a majority
of 16, The Democrats did not vote for it. In the Senate
numerous am.endments v;ere proposed, Morrill suggested that the
legal tender feature of the notes be struck out. This v/as de-
feated 50-14, In the vote, Carlisle was for it and Sherman
21, A, Barton Hepburn, op, cit a, pp, 308-515
22, Charles S, Ashley, The financial Question, p, 11
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against it» The Silver men in the Sena,te sulDstituted a free
coinage "bill by a vote of 42 to 25, After a vigorous struggle
in the House, the Senate »s free coinage bill was defeated 152
to 135o The tv/o hills were sent to a conference of both
Houses* Under Sherman leadership, the House bill v/as made over.
This bill passed on July 14, 1890o The House voted 123 to 90,
23
the Senate 39 to 26. The Act is known as the Sherman Acto
It Provided:
"Be it enacted,,.,, That the Secretary of the Treasury
is hereby directed to purchase, from, time to tim.e, silver bul-
lion to the aggregate amount of 4,500,000 ounces, or so much
thereof as may be offered in each month, at the market price
thereof, not exceeding one dollar for three hundred and seventy-
one and tv;enty-five one hundredths of pure silver, and to issue
in pa3nTient for such purchases of silver bullion Treasury notes
of the United States to be prepared by the Secretary of the
Treasury, in such form and of such denomination, not less than
one dollar nor more than one thousand dollars, as he may pre-
scribe, and a sum sufficient to carry into effect the pro-
visions of this act is hereby appropriated out of any money in
the Treasury not otherv/ise appropriated©
"Section 2, That the Treasury notes issued in accordance
v/ith the provisions of this act shall be redeemable on demand,
in coin, at the Treasury of the United States, or at the office
of any a,ssistant treasurer of the United States, and when so
redeem.ed may be reissued; but no greater or less a,mount of such
notes shall be outstanding at any time than the cost of the
silver bullion and the standard silver dollars coined there-
from, then held in the Treasury i^urchased by such notes, and
such Treasury notes shall be a legal tender in payment, of all
debts, public and private, except where otherwise expressly
stipulated in the contract, and shall be receivable for cus-
toms, taxes, and all public dues, and when so received may be
reissued; and such notes when held by any national banking asso-
ciation, may be counted as a part of its lawful reserve » That
up)on demand of the holder of any of the Treasury notes herein
provided for the Secretary of the Treasury shall, under such
regulations as he may prescribe, redeem such notes in gold or
silver coin, at his discretion, it being the established policy
of the United States to maintain the two metals on a parity
with each other upon the present legal ratio, or such ratio
as may be provided by law.
23. A, Barton Hepburn, op, cit ,, pp, 315 & 316
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"Section 3« That the Secretary of the Treasury shall each
month coin tv/o million ounces of the silver "bullion purchased
under the provisions of this act into standard silver dollars
until the first day of July 1891, and after that time he shall
coin of the silver bullion purchased under the provisions of
this act as much as m.ay "be necessary to provide for the re-
demption of the Treasury notes herein provided for, and any
gain or seigniorage arising from such coinage shall he accounted
for and paid into the Treasury^
"Section 4. That the silver "bullion purchased under the
provisions of this act shall "be subject to the requirements of
existing la'v? and the regulations of the m^int service governing
the methods of determining the amount of pure silver contained,
and the amount of charges or deductions, if any, to be made*
"Section 5. That so much of the act of February 28, 1878,
entitled "An act to authorize the coinage of the standard sil-
ver dollar and to restore its legal-tender character", as re-
quires the monthly purchase and coinage of the same into sil-
ver dollars of not less than two million dollars, nor more than
four million dollars* v/'orth of silver bullion, is hereby re-
pealedo
"Section 6. That upon the passage of this act the balances
standing \7ith the Treasurer of the United States to the re-
spective credits of national banks for deposits made to redeem
the circulating notes of such banks, and all deposits there-
after received for like purpose, shall be covered into the
Treasury as a miscellaneous receipt, and the Treasury of the
United States shall redeem from the general cash in the Treasury
the circulating notes of said banks which may come into his
possession subject to redemption; and upon the certificate of
the Comptroller of Currency that such notes have been received
by him and that they have been destroyed and that no new notes
will be issued in their place, reimbursement of their amount
shall be made to the Treasurer, under such regulations as the
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe, from an appropriation
hereby created, to be known as "National bank notes. Redemption
account," but the provisions of this act shall not apply to
the deposits received under section 3 of the act of June 20th,
1874, requiring every National Bank to keep in lav;ful money
with the Treasurer of the United States a sum equal to five
percent of its circulation, to be held and used for the re-
demption of its circulating notes; and the balance remaining
of the deposits so covered shall, at the close of each month,
be reported on the monthly public debt statement as debt of the
United States bearing no interest*
"Section 7» That this act shall take effect thirty days
from and after its passage,24
Approved, July 14, 1890,
24. United States Statutes at Large
,
July 14, 1890, Sections
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7

President HarriLon signed the Sherman Acto Ke, also,
praised it by saying it was a "long and yet sstfe step toward
free coinage," Governor McKinley of Ohio also praised it. He
claimed for the Repulolican Party the rise in the price of sil-
ver v/hich follov/ed its passage. Both of these men used the
passage of the Sherman Act as campaign material for the elec-
tions in 1890.
Results of Sherman Act
The tariff bill reduced the revenue about $50,000,000
yearly© A pension bill was also passed that required an ex-
penditure annually of :i?50,000,000, • « .The inflation caused by
the Sherman Act would be at about :-350, 000, 000 yearly less the
reduction in bank-notes. This increased the Government's
gold liability, but gave no way to obtain any more reserve
25
gold.
In Hovember 1890, the crash of the English House of
Baring, produced a commercial crisis in the United States.
The Treasury v/as forced to pay out cash not only in ordinary
disbursements, but in payment of interest on bonds. Also,
a heavy export of gold at the same time was made because of
need in Europe. BetY/een Pebruary and July 1891, the export
was not less than |70,000,000. Most of it came from the sub-
Treasury in Uew York* The Treasury gained some gold, but
26
its net loss from all of this v;as more than ^70, 000, 000.
On June 30, 1892, because of a favorable trade balance
coming from exporting our crops to Europe, v/hose crops were
25. A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit ., p. 317
26. r, Y/o Taussig, op. cit ., ppo 63 8c 66
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poor that year; the United States shortage was only -pbOOjOOOo
In July, exports of gold "began again. The banks began paying
in notes and thus the gold was drawn from the Treasury, In
the next seven months more gold was drawn out than in the
thirteen years preceding.
A rise in the price of silver to §lo21 per ounce fine,
followed the passage of the Act, but soon after it began
dropping at a great rate. The party in power, the Democrats,
ivas blam.edo The Republicans began trying to pass some de-
cisive legislationo
A bill T/as reported in the Senate providing for an in-
creased purchase of silver, under the law of 1890, for the
period of one year, in order to absorb the surplus in the
market, v;hich seemed to keep doY/n the price. The silver Re-
publicans, and the silver Democrats united and passed a bill
for free coinage, by a vote of 39 to 27o The House refused
all such attempts. The Treasury department continued issuing
notes. Silver fell to ninety-six cents an ouncco
President Harrison tried for another international con-
ference. It, again, failed.
The silver men in the Senate, in the next session, 1891-
1892, were reenforced by Senators from the recently admitted
Rocky fountain States. They passed at free coinage bill at
2^
the ratio of 16 to 1 by a vote of 29 to 23. House defeated it»
Secretary of the Treasury, Foster, at a dinner given by
the Chs.mber of Commerce of New York, said, among other things,
27» A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit.
, pp. 364-367
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that the Government inte.nded gold payments even .if it should
28
becom-e necessary to sell government bonds to obtain the means.
On his return to v7ashington, he ordered the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing to prepare some neii bonds. This was on
February 20, 1893
o
He, then, went to Hew York and persuaded the banks to give
him a few millions of gold in exchange for legal-tender notes,
enough to carry him to I^Iarch 4th, This enabled Mr, Poster to
leave office with the $100,000,000 gold reserve intact, and
29
with a surplus of only $987,000* In the election, v;hich soon
followed, Cleveland, the gold advocate, v/as elected.
28. Horace IJhite, History of the Gold Standard and the Present
Attitude of the Currency Controversy
, pp. 9 10
29. r. v;. Taussig, op. cit ,, p. 149
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THE REPEAL BILL
The Condition of Silver Kining
The production of silver has increased as the demand in-
creased. Upon the passage of the Sherman Bill, the product
advanced from 45,000,000 ounces in 1888 to an average of
55,000,000 ounces from 1889 to. 1893, inclusive. 'yVhen the pur-
chase clause Y/as repealed, the product fell to 49,000,000
ounces in 1894o
The world *s annual production of silver from 1493 to 1865,
inclusive was 16,887,157 ounceso From 1861 to 1864 it reached
35,401,972 ounces, annually.
.
From 1866 to 1894, inclusive,
the annual average production was 114,326,397 ounces. In
1894, it was 167,752,561 ounces. This was ahout nine times
the annual production from 1493 to 1865. From 1876 to 1894
1
the business of silver mining had increased 147 percent.
The Financial Condition
On March 4, 1893, the eve of President Cleveland's
second administration, the condition of the Treasury was not
satisfactory. The cash "balance available for current payments
was about ^^24, 000, 000. The gold reserve was maintained above
^100,000,000, which had come to be thought of as the danger
line, only by extraordinary efforts, \7hen Cleveland left the
office of President in Inarch 1889, in the Treasury, there via.s
1196,245,980 gold reserve and #70,158,461 other available
1. ¥r. Eoutwell, Speech on the 'mint Bill of 1873, in the
United States, pp. 17 & IS

cash "balance.
The want of funds for current expenses v/ithout touching
the gold reserve and the pledge of tariff revision lessened
the revenueso Business interests that Yieve affected by custom
law were halted waiting for action from Congress, Manufac-
turing was diminished, labor unemployed, consumption reduced
and government revenue fell off.
The Treasury notes of 1890 were redeemable "in coin"«
The administration had not up to this time declared whether
"in coin" meant gold or silver© A reported decision of Mr.
Carlisle to use silver, caused great alarm. Cleveland de-
clared his purpose to redeem them in gold and to use all of
2
his power to continue to do so.
llTo Carlisle, the new Secretary of the Treasury, followed
Mr. Foster *s examples He v;ent to the hanks. The hanks gave
|>8,000,000 in gold in exchange for legal tenders. The gold
was soon exportedo Cn April 15th, the Secretary was obliged to
state that the |100,000,000 reserve fund had been drawn on.
A panic quickly followed. Runs on banks began at once.
The banks were compelled to curtail their loans and discounts.
The alarm spread to the saving bank depositors. They either
withdrew their savings or stopped depositing them. Both
private individuals and corporations failed© One hundred fifty-
eight national banks suspended operations. All, but five of
these, were in the Southern, Y/estern and Pacific States and
Territories. During the same period, there were 415 failures
2. A. Barton Hepburn, History of Coinage and Currency in the
United States , pp. 371 & 372
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of state and private banks. The number of business failures
3
during the year was 14,212,
During the panic, the Treasury suffered little. So great
was the demand for cash that great quantities of gold v;as im-
ported from Europe, The fact that the people v/ere not used to
gold in every day payments caused all forms of paper money to
be prised. Currency of any sort being in demand by banks and
individuals, gold was used in payments to the Treasuryo The
Treasury took in a larger proportion of gold coin than it had
for many years. During August and September, one half of the
custom payments in ITew York v/ere made in gold coino The panic
soon died downo In October and November, cash was over abun-
dant. The Treasury received no more gold, but instead it be-
4
gan again to pay it out.
Because of the Y/eakness of the Treasury, Europe feared
that the United States might go on to the silver basis. Every
express steamer brought over American securities and took back
goldo The net loss during 1893 was |87, 500,000, This fear
also aroused the banking and business interests to united
action. The banks, in a period of six weeks, purchased at
high rates and imported ^50,000,000 in gold.
The Repeal Act
President Cleveland called Congress together for an extra
session in August, He attributed, in his message, the finan-
cial condition to the silver lav/ of 1890 and recommended that
5
it be repealed. He said:
3, Horace White, The History of the Gold Standard and the
Present Attitude of the Currency Controversy, ppo 10 2: 11
4, W, Taussig, The Silver Situation in the United States,
pp, 142 ^c 143
5o A, Barton Hepburn, op. cit,, pp, 371 & 372
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"I earnestly recominend. the prompt repeal of the provisions
of the act passed July 14, 1890, authorizing the purchase of
silver bullion, and that other legislative action may put "be-
yond all douht or mistake the intention and the ability of the
govermnent to fulfill its pecuniary obligations in money univer-)
sally recognized by all civilized countries* "6
He pointed out that in three years the Treasury had lost
^132,000,000 of gold and gained $147,000,000 of silver. If
this continued, all of the funds would soon be in silver and
the parity between gold and silver would be impossible to
7
maintain.
The repeal bill was introduced into the House by IJr. Wil-
son, Chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means on August 11,
1893o
Mr. Bland offered a resolution governing the mode of pro-
ceeding while the bill was under consideration in the House, I1|
provided that the bill should be considered for fourteen days,
and that during such time night sessions might be held for de-
bate only. The daily sessions were to commence at eleven A.Mo
and continue until five P.M. Eleven days were to be given to
general debate on the bill and three days alloted to debate
on the bill and the amendments under the five minute rule of
the House©
Mr. Bland, then, offered a bill providing that all holders
of silver bullion to the amount of one hundred dollars or more,
of standard weight and fineness, should be entitled to have
the same coined into silver dollars; that the dollars should
consist of 412-|- grains of standard silver and should be a
legal tender for all debts, dues, and demands, public and pri-
6. Lev/is A. Hough, The Principles of Coinage and Currency»
p. 25
7. Ao Barton Hepburn, op. cit ., p. 372
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vate; that the holder of the silver dollars should loe entitled
to deposit the same and receive silver certificates and that
so much of the Act of July 14, 1890, as required the monthly
purchase of 4,500,000 ounces of silver he repealed.
On August 28th, after the expiration of the general de-
bate on the "bill, Mr, Bland offered an amendment like the one
stated ahove, excepting that the holder of bullion was required
to have only fifty dollars worth, A yea and nay vote v/as taken
on this. The result v/as 226 nays and 125 yeas»
Ivir, Bland, then, offered four amendments providing res-
pectively for coinage at the ratio of 17 to 1, 18 to 1, 19 to
1, and 20 to 1, These were defeated by the following votes:
1st, "by 101 yeas to 241 nays; 2nd, "by 103 to 240; 3rd, "by 104
to 238; and, the 4th, by 122 to 222.
Mr, Bland, then, offered a resolution reviving the Bland-
Allison Act of 1878. This was defeated by a vote of 213 to
136,
On August 28th, the vote was taken on the original bill
introduced by Mr, Wilsono The vote was in favor of it, 239
to 108o
The bill then went to the Senate and was referred to the
Pinance Coramittee* Mr, Voorhees, the Chairman, reported a
substitute which provided for the repeal of the purchase clause
of the Act of July 14, 1890, but also declared that it was the
policy of the United States to continue the use of gold and
silver as standard money, and to coin them into money of

equal intrinsic and exchangeable value, such equa,lity to "be
secured through international agreement, or "by such safeguards
of legislation to insure the maintenance of the parity and
value of the coins of the tv;o metals, and declared that the
efforts of the Government should "be steadily directed to the
establishment of such a safe system of bimetallism as v/ill
maintain at all times the equal power of every dollar coined
or issued by the United States in the markets and in the pay-
ment of debts. The substitute, as amended, was passed by the
Senate, after a prolonged debate* The vote was 43 to 32o
The bill was then returned to the House, Mr. Bland
moved to recommit the bill and add to the Senate amendment the
follov;ing: "and to provide for carrying into effect the policy
of the foregoing declaration; and that so much of the Act of
January 18, 1837, in regard to the establishment of a mint as
relates to and provides for the coinage of the standard silver,
is hereby revived and re-enacted in full force and effect,"
The question came up on the motion to recommit, and was
defeated by a vote of 176 to 109, It, then, came up on the
motion to concur in the Senate amendment. This passed with
8
a vote of 194 to 94,
The President had a hard time inducing his own party to
support this issue. The Act is:
"Be it enacted, ,. .That so much of the act approved July 14,
1890, entitled 'An act directing the purcht^se of silver bul-
lion and issue of Treasury notes thereon, and for other pur-
poses, ' as directs the Secretary of the Treasury to purchase
from time to time silver bullion to the aggregate amount of
four million five hundred thousand ounces, or so much thereof
as may be offered in each month at the market price thereof,
not exceeding one dollar for three hundred seventy-one and
twenty-five hundredths grains of pure silver, and to issue in
pajrment for such purchases Treasury notes of the United States,
8, David K, Watson, History of American Coinage, pp. 173 - 177
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"be, and the same is hereby, repealed. And it is hereby de-
clared to be the policy of the United States to continue the
use of both gold and silver as standard money, and to coin
both gold and silver into money of equal intrinsic and ex-
changeable value, such equality to be secured through inter-
national agreement, or by such safeguards of legislation as
will insure the maintenance of the parity in value of the
coins of the tv/o metals, and the equal pov/er of every dollar
at all times in the markets, and in the payment of debts.
And it is hereby further declared that the efforts of the
Government should be steadily directed to the establishment
of such a safe system of bimetallism as will maintain at all
times the equal dollar coined or issued by the United States,
in the markets and in the payment of debts. "9
Effect of Currency on Wages and Prices
On March 3, 1893, a subcommittee of the Committee of
finance of the Senate made a report on the course of prices
and wages in this country for a period of fifty-two years,
embracing the prices of almost every article of consumption
in common use among the people and the rates of wages in al-
most every industry carried on during that time.
The subcommittee was composed of five Senators, repre-
senting both political parties and both sides of the currency
question. The investigation lasted almost two years. The
following is a summary of the report:
"Congress, early in the year 1862, inaugurated the policy of
issuing legal-tender paper, gold v.-as driven out of circula-
tion, specie payments were suspended, the currency began at
once to depreciate, and before the close of the year, the
paper dollar was worth less than seventy-six cents in gold,
"Jrom the time the depreciation began the prices of commodities
and the v/ages of labor were paid in paper currency, and the
injurious effect upon the interests of the laboring man is
clearly shown in the report referred to. In 1862, The Wages
of Labor paid in Depreciated Paper, were less than three per
cent higher in paper than when paid in Gold, but the Prices
of the two hundred and twenty- three articles used by the
laborers and other people in the maintenance of their fa-
9. United States Statutes at Large , ITovember 1, 1893,
Section 1
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milies Y/ere nearl^-^ ei^'Iiteen jDer cent hit^'her than they T/ere
when paid in Gold; in 1863 the -wages of labor paid in de-
preciated paper -worth about sixtjr-nine cents on the dollar,
were ten and one-half per cent hi^jher than when xoaid in gold,
"but the prices of the articles the laborer had to "buy with
his wages were nearly forty-nine per cent hi^jher; in 1864
the wages of labor paid in depreciated paper dollars Y.'orth
forty-nine cents each had advanced twenty-five and one-half
per cent, but the prices of the necessaries of life had a.d-
vanced ninety and one-half per cent; in 1865 w^ages paid in
paper currency worth sixty- three cents on the dollar had a,d-
vanced forty-three per cent above the rates previously paid
in gold, or its equivalent, but the prices of cornLiodities
had advanced nearly one hundred and seventeen per cent -
that is to say, had more than doubled; and in 1866 Y/ages paid
in currency Y/orth seventy-one cents on the dollar had ad-
vanced a fraction more than fifty-two t)^- cent from the pve-
vious rates in gold or its equivalent, but the price of com-
modities had advanced ninety per cent.
"The rise in the rates of wages never correspanded with the
rise in the prices -of other things until the year 1869, four
years after the close of the war, when the value of our cur-
re-ficy was seventy-one cents on the dollar, and it was quite
certain that no further deprecia,tion would occur. In 1860
this country was on a gold basis and had been on that basis
for many years, under the operation of the acts of 1834 and
1837. 'i7ages were then paid in gold, or its equivalent, and
by reducing the wages paid in a depreciated currency to a
gold basis, and comparing them Y/ith the rates paid in gold in
1860, we shall have another demonstration of the injurious
effects of cheap money on the interests of the laborer* On
this basis the laborer received seventy-six cents and "two
mills in 1863, instead of the ^ola dollar he received in 1860;
in 1864 he received eighty cents and eight mills instead of
a gold dollar, and in 1865 he received sixty-six cents and tv/o
mills instead of a gold dollar. In Ouher v/ords, the wages of
labor, measured by gola, as they were in 1860, when we had
a -sound currency, had fallen about twenty-four per cent in
1863, more than nineteen per cent in 1864, and nearly forty-
four per cent in 1865, when we had a depreciated currency;
and, gentlemen, the force of this illustration is greatly
augumented by the facts that these reductions in the rates
of wages occurred at a time when several thousands of la-
borers had been v/ithdraY/n from the field of competition, the
Government was e-agaged in the prosecu;iion of a great v/ar and
was expending m.oney lavishly for all kinds of supplies for the
Arm.y and ITavy, and when the prices of all the products of la-
bor had largely increased. Surely, if tiiere ever can be a
tim.e when an abundance of cheap r^oney Y/ill increase the wages
and improve the corxdition of laboring men, these results
ought to have been accomplished under the combination of fa-
II
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vorable circumstances existing, especially in the great
centers of industry, from 1861 to 1865, and yet there ha,s
been no other period in our history ¥/hen the rates of wages
fell so rapidly or so low, "10
At this time the British Government closed the mints of
India to the free coinage of silver. Silver fell to seven-;:y-
eight cents per ounce, thus giving it a ratio of twenty-six
and one-half to 1, This further depression of the price of
silver added to the difficulties of the United States Treasury*
Government Loans
Carlisle, in his report to Congress, asked for authority
to make temporary loans to cover revenue deficits and also
for specific authority to issue "bonds for gold for the pur-
pose of increasing the gold reserve. He urged that so long
as the Treasury viSiS charged with the functions of a "bank of
issue, ample provision for the redemption of its notes should
11
be made. Congress disregt.rded his recommendation.
Senator Allen of Nebraska, on January 25, 1894, denied
that there was any such thing as a greenback redemption fund.
He said:
"The so-called reserve fund is one of the instruments
used in a gigantic system of buncoing the people. It is used
as the occasion and pretext for the unnecessary issuance and
sale from time to time of government bonds, with which to stop
the clamoring of Lombard and Y/all Street sharks, as the dismal
bark of Cerberus, the triple-mouthed dog that stood guard at
the gate of Hades was stopped by being fed with victims destined
for the weird and T/asteland of Plutoo"12
In January 1894, the gold reserve fell below )66,00,000o
There v/as but :?18,000,000 in other available cash. Under the
authority granted by the Resumption Act of 1875 he issued
lOo John G. Carlisle, Carlisle on the Ratio of 16 to 1
,
pp. 11 & 12
11, A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit ,, pp. 377 o: 378
12» Horace \'/hite, op. cit.
, p. 12

350,000,000 worth of ten-year five rjer cent "bonds, I-Ie tried to
float the loan hy popular suloscriptions, but failed. He then
v/ent to the Uexi York Bankers. He told them, that less than
35,000,000 had been subscribedo A brief summary of what he
said to the bankers is given:
"Unless you take this loan, it will be a failure. Just what
effect its failure will have upon the business interests Y/hich
you represent, you gentlemen, are better able to judge than
I am. 7/hat the political effect will be I can perhaps better
judge than you» All business interests and all classes of
people are suffering, and ha,ve been for many months. The
silver purchasing provision of the law of 1890 was denounced
as the cause, and its repeal advocated as a rem.edyo You
gentlemen, joined if you did not lead in this sentiment. The
President convened Congress, the law v/as repealed - not
promptly, as it should have been, but it was repealed, never-
theless. The troubles seemed to continue without abatement.
Then it was proclaimed that the gold reserve v/as impaired,
hence the credit of the government endangered, and must be
restored in order to restore confidence and credit generally,
and bonds should be issued for that purpose. 'Jell, Yie offer
you the bonds. If you take them and give the government gold,
I think the situation will be relievedo If you refuse, the
bond issue is a failure. In that case, I think an act to
coin the seigniorage in the Treasury, or issue silver certi-
ficates against the same will pass both houses of Congress
almost immediately,. The friends of silver will then say to
the President: *You have tried Y/all Street's remedy twice,
and each time it has failed© Uow try ours.* Under the cir-
cumstances I very much fear that the President in his poverty
will be compelled to sign such a bill© If this bond issue
is taken, the situation will be relieved, and should a bill
to coin the seigniorage reach the President, he v/ill certain-
ly veto it."
John A. Stewart replied: "Of course v/e v/ill take the loan
Yie have knovm all along that in the end you. v/ould have to come
to us; we have anticipated this interview, and are prepared
to take the loan©"
The loan v/as promptly taken xx^o A large sum of gold
cavae from the banks to the Treasury.

lis
In Gon(2;ress the Secretary's -gorier to issue the bonds "v/as
questioned. A resolution v/as introduced to stop the payment
of interest on these bonds. A labor organization brought ac-
tion against the Secretary for breach of authority in the
Federal Courts. The court ruled in Secretary Carlisle's
favor.
From some quarters of the countrj/-, there came severe
criticisms of Carlisle, for not issuing bonds before. It
would have prevented the feeling of distrust. That this dis-
trust still remained may be seen by the fact that by September
first, ;:?75, 000,000 of gold had been exported. The gold re-
serve was do-^m to s?55,000,000.
Congress passed, in April, a bill to issue silver cer-
tificates on the seigniorage on the silver bullion held in
the Treasury. Cleveland vetoed it. A tariff bill was passed,
but it added little to the revenue.
In Kove:nber, a further issue of '^SO, 000, 000 five per
cent bonds again became necessary. Carlisle in his report,
urged that the greenbacks be retired. He also formulated an
elaborate currency scheme, whose principal features were the
keeping in the Treasury of legal tender notes as part security
for national bank notes and permitting state banks to issue
13
notes under certain restrictions. This second loan increased
the trouble. The jjublic, in Europe and America, v/ere now
thoroughly alarmed. They believed that the government would
not be able to continue payments long. They rushed to the
13» A, liarton Hepburn, op. cit. > pp. 377 - 381
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Treasury to get gold while the supply lasted. They "began to
present notes at the rate of Ol>000,000 per day. This soon
went to .'']>3,000,000. Ey Pe"bruary 1, 1895, the reserve was down
14
to the lo7/est point it ha,d ever reached.
A Repuhlican House and Senate were elected in 1894<, On
January 9, 1895, Cleveland sent a sijecial message to Congress.
He asked for authority to issue a three per cent fifty-year
gold "bond, the proceeds to he used to retire and cancel the
legal tender noteso He "believed that the time had come when
the Treasury should "be relieved from "the humiliating process
of issuing "bonds to procure gold to "be immediately drawn for
purposes not related to the "benefit of the government or our
people.
"
Congress, having failed to act in the next month, e,nd ex-
ports of gold having reduced the reserve to less than (*p42,000,
000 Cleveland told Congress that, in order to maintain gold
payments, he had "been compelled to authorize a special con-
tract with a syndicate to procure gold under the old law of
1862 continued as section 3700 of the Revised Statutes. The
contract called for the purchase of gold to the vclue of
;!!;65,116,244 hy the sale of .!p62,315, 400 four per cent, thirty-
year coin "bonds at 104.496. But if Congress v/ould authorize a
three per cent gold "bond, the "bond would he ta.ken at par and
would result in saving .1^16,000,000. Congress "by a vote of
167-120, refused.
Under the contract, the syndicate not only undertook
14, Horace Y/liite, op. cit ., pp. 13 & 14
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to furnish the [;;old, "but to tcJce none from the Treasury with
United States Fetes, to actually import one-half of it and to
do all in its pov/er to prevent gold from being exported during
15
the period of the contracts The syndicate, of several hundred
members, which included mostly banking houses of the United
States and Europe, beside Rothschilds was managed by Jo P,
Morgan,
Their method was to sell European exchan{;^.es at a cheaper
rate than the gold could be taken out of the Treasury and
shipped to Europe* Because of this, no gold was shipped after
February, 1895.
The Syndicate, for their omi interest, began to promote,
in every possible way, the return of confidence and business
activity. They soon had restored the popularity of American
securities and made large sales. Among others, they sold
over $35,000,000 v/orth of bonds issued by the Elevated Railv/ay
System of TTew York. They, also, put powerful pressure on the
banks to remove all the causes of the financial disturbances,
such as railway rate wars and the like. Mr. J. Pierpoint
Morgan, it is said, gave a dinner at his house to the Presi-
dent of a number of the great railY/ays v/hich were indulging
in rate wars. He impressed upon them the absolute necessity
of their helping to keep things in order. He is said to have
conveyed the intimation, in no indistinct terms, that any rail
way manager who failed to do this might expect to have to look
for another position*
15« A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit. , pp. 382 & 383
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Deducting tiie heavy ex-oenses of tlie synv..ic-- be, according
16
to Mr, Erayton Ives, they made a.tout six per cent on the loan.
The syndicate furnished .^16,000,000 in gold more than their
contract. -hey exchanged this t^old for other liinds of money.
The administration's o\7n pc>.rty, in Congress, severely cri-
ticised ito The Senate appointed a com.mittee to investigate
the sulDject, The result v^as unim.portant except that it fa-
vored the basis for political speeches. The business of the
country approved of the measure. The exporting of gold stopped
at once. By the end of February, the reserve stood a,t
17
1)84,000,000. In June, it had increased to $107,500,000.
In Decem.ber 10, 1895, the Secretary of the Treasury in
his annual report said of this bond sale:
"Confidence in our securities as safe and profitable in-
vestments v/as a,t once restored to such an extent that they
ceased to be returned to our market for sale, and a, very con-
siderable demand for them was created abroad; but the most
gratifying evidences of improvement in our condition v/ere af-
forded by the prompt revival of business among our ov;n people,
the increased activity and extension of our domestic, indus-
trial and commercial operations, the rise in the prices of our
principal agricultural j^roducts, and the general feeling of
relief and security Y/hich became apparent in every part of the
country. These encouraging indications of increasing prosperity
still continue .
"
Just a Y7eelc later, tlie Venezulean J^^sccz-e of the President
v/ith iws iiasty endorseiiient by Congress ha^.. been m-.de. Con-
fidence vanished. American securities v;ere again returned.
Eusiness activity stopped. Enterprise becam.e tim.id. Prices
fell. Loaniutj money nearly ce£i,sed. The rate on call loa,ns
advanced to eighty per cent per year. Gold vias hoa,rded and
exported. The Uevr York Clearing House Association authorii^ed
16. Charles S. Ashley, The Financial Q.uestion, pp. 95 ^: 96
17. A. Barton Hepburn, op. cio., -p-p. 382 cj 383
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its Loan Goininittee to assist those "banks of the Association
that might ask for help, TTone needed, but it encouraged the
people. The hanks, through carefully loaning their raoney,
did not alloiv their surjplus res?:rve to go heloY/ "^^IB, 939, 000,
The Treasury, on the other hand, v.'as losing its goldo
In five or six v/eeks, it was doYm to ,1544,563,000, During the
same time the banks had added to theirs. They now had
$40, 182,0 00
o
Popular clamor prevented the fourth issue of "bonds from
"being the same as the third issue, oe cause of the profit to he
18
made by the bankerso The bonds issued was thirty-year four per
cent coin bonds. The loan was placed at one hundred and eleven
and one-eighth, bringing in over 1568,000,0000 The net loss
of gold by export in 1894 was over )4>500,000; in 1895,
;|531,000,000 and in 1896, •;^80, 500,000o
The Director of the Mint, R. S, Preston, on June 14th,
gave to the press a statements It appea,red in the Chicago
Tribune, on June 15, 1895 ;> It was:
"The Director of the }:int, R, E, Preston, estimates the
world's production of gold for the calendar year 1894 to have
approximated 8,870,518 fine ounces of the value of '^181,510,100.
against $158,836,000 for 1893, showing an increase during the
year of •;p22, 674,000, The greatest increases in the production
of gold during the year were: Africa, 'oil, 400, 000; Australia,
$6,073,000; United States, $3,500,000; Mexico, $3,195, OOOo
Kro Preston estimates the v/orld's production of silver for 1894
at 165,918,338 fine ounces of the coining value of $214,318,000;
the bullion value of the same at the average price (viz: sixty-
three and one-half cents) of silver for 1894 v/as $105,348,135,
showing a difference between the coinage and bullion value of
$109,132,965, The incr ea se in the production of silver in |
1894 over 1893 was 722,000 ounces. The greatest increase in
the production of silver was: Bolivia $10,800,000; Mexico,
$3,500,000; Peru, $2,000,000; Chili, $1,400,000; Greece,
18. J, Eov/ard Gowperthwait
,
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^1, 400, 000, Eoth the production of gold and silver in 1894 ex-
ceeded that of any prior year in the \7orld*s history. Mr,
Preston is of the opinion that his estimate of ^^old and silver
production for 1894 is a conservative estimate, and he is of
the opinion that were the exact facts kno^TO they would show an
increase even greater than stated, "19
The feeling toward a gold "basis was growing along with the
increase in gold, as is shovm hy Austria and Russia going on
the gold standard,
Carlisle's Report for 1895 showed a growing cash "balance
from, the sale of bonds. He urged Congress to provide for the
cancellation of bhe legal-tender noteso Cleveland argued that
the governiTient notes should "be funded into "bonds, not only to
further expenses to procure gold, but to save the people from
these crises.
Comptroller Eckel's report said that only sixty-nine new
national banks had been established in 1894 and 1895. Bank
circulation in October was the same as in 1893, ;pl82, 000, 000,
The per capita circulation in July, 1895, vras '^22,93, and
in 1896 was $21,10, This lessening of circulation, lower
prices, and hard times produced throughout '.he country a con-
dition favorable for the free silver rnoverr.ent. The movement
vTas lead by able men, Pam.phlets, books, speeches, and news-
papers were given out in large numbers. Every phase of the
question vras discussed with ability and arguments well fitted
to impress the public.
In Germany and England the opinion had apparently changed,
so that an international agreement looked certain. In March,
Congress axopointed oi^ree members of each xiouse, as a delegation,
19, Charles S, Ashley, op. cit ,, p. 82
1
to confer v;ith European representatives. Nothing came of
this.
The idea of independent action by the United States "be-
came so strong that the internationalists soon "became con-
20
vinced, that the question would "be settled at election©
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CHAPTER XII
SILVER AS A POLITICAL ISSUE
BETYifEElT 1884 Al-ID 1890
The Democrat Party Platform in 1880 said: "Honest money
consisting of gold and silver and paper convertible into coin
on dem.and.
In 1884 and 1888, they said: "V/e believe in honest raoney,
the gold and silver coinage of the Constitution, and a circula-
1
ting medium convertible into such money without loss#"
Y/hen the Republican Convention met at Saratoga, lTe\7 York,
on September 23, 1885, they adopted: "The restoration of sil-
ver to its former position through equality v/ith gold before
the lav; in a majority of commercial nations must remain, until
2
accomplished, the chief aim of our monetary policy."
Mr* E. A, Elliott, the Mining Editor of the Post-Dispatch,
thought he would test the feeling of the people on t'-^e oueEtion
of free coinage. So many replys viere received, that a movement
3
was made to hold a convention.
The first !:Tational Silver Convention was held at St. Louis
on ITovember 26th, to :^Tovember 29th, 1889.
A letter was sent to A. Singer, the Secretary of the "Ma-
tional Silver Convention by the Industrial Congress, and a
similar one by the V/oman*s National Industrial League of America
A copy of the first letter follows:
"A. Singer, Esq,,
"Secretary of the National Silver Convention,
"Assembled at St, Louis, Missouri,
•
1, George P. Hoar, Gold and Silver, p. 14
2o So Dana Horton, Silver: An Issue of Interna 1: ional Politics,
p. 13
3* A T'^ining Engineer, An UnansweraTile Argument, Silver, i.itd, 1
& 2
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"Sir: The follo\ving resolutions ^vere unanimously adopted
at the last meeting of the Industrial Congress in V.'ashington,
vo\Ying the sentiments of the wealth producers of the United
States: '.7hereas, It is manifest that the people should have
a larger volume of money to carry on industrial pursuits,
therefore, Resolved, That this Industrial Congress urges the
unlimited free coinage of silver and gold, as a step in the
direction of securing a sufficient volume of money for the uses
of the people of the United States Amended; and the coinage of
;;^4,000,000 per month of silver dollars now authorized "by law.
Unanimously approvedo
"Resolved, That it is the duty of this Industrial Con-
gress to use every legitimate effort to defeat any aspirant
for the speakership of the I'ifty-first United States Congress,
who is opposed to the full and free coinage of silver and gold.
"Resolved, That we hail with the greatest joy the onward
inarch of true civilization, and in clasping hands with our
sister, Republic of Lrazil, we cordially extend to her our
warmest congratulations.
"]?<, E, vferren,
"Secretary,
A, E, Reelstone,
Pre sident ,4
The national Silver Committee passed a resolution and
appointed a comjiiittee to prepare a memoria.l a^ddress to Congress
and the people. The resolution adopted was:
"Resolved, That the Pifty-First Congress be requested by
this Convention to provide at its first session, for opening
the mints of the United States to the fi'ee and unlimited coin-
age of standard silver dollars, of the present weight a.nd
fitieness, to be a legal tender for all debts, public and pri-
vate, equally Yvith gold, and that until such provision is made
the Secretary of the Treasury be required to coin the maximum
of 'i"'4,000,000 A¥orth of Silver -oer month, as now authorized by
law, "5
These concessions were granted to try to please the Alli-
ance men. The Alliance was composed of two organizations,
a north-western and a southern, m.ade up mostly of farmers.
They had stood for, beside other things, more money, papei* or
silver, or both. It had alY/ays encouraged its members to vote
for the party or ma,n Y/ho urjheld the interests of the Alliance.
4o A, J, Warner, Proceedings of the First I'Tational Silver
Convention, p, 49
^» I-Iemorial Addres s o f the jTational Si lver Committee, p» 5
I—
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The Eirth of Populism
On June 12, 1890, a r;roup of county !:Torth.' Y/e stern Alli-
ance Presidents - at a convention, held at Topeka, Kansas,
decided that the Alliance ^/7ould (^et further if it formed as a
separate organization a third party. This ne\^ party they
called the People's Pa.rty or Populist.
The South Dakota "Independent" held their first conven-
tion in June, the 7th, five days "before the Torjeka Convention.
They claim that South Dakota was the "birthplace of the Populist
Partyo
In the Sou-x., a third party movement -.vas not thought of.
Their goal v;as to get control of the Democrat Party of that
section.
This third party idea v/as not adopted immediately "by the
entire !Torthern section either. The group there Y/ere divided
into the fusionists, the ant i-fusionists and the mid-roaders.
In the election of 1890, the farmers loegan to unite and
nominate their ovm candidates for state, local, and Congress,
In the South they sought to capture the whole Democratic
Party machine.
They were very successful and the agitation grew stronger
for a third party along national lines. In December, 1890,
at Ccala, Florida, the third p-irty advocates went to attend
a meeting of the Southern Alliance,
Doctor E. \Y, Ilacune proposed that as the South had no
desire for a third party, the matter should "be left until a
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little before the next national campaign to decide the third
party idea. The convention adopted this, but it did not
satisfy the extremists©
The extremists held a Convention at Cincinnati on ICay 18,
1891, The resolutions announced the iranediate formation of
the People *s Party ivith a national executive committee. This
committee v;as directed to attend the proposed St. Louis Con-
ference and if possible unite v/ith the others. If this can not
be done, it v/as to call a IsTational Convention not later than
June 1, 1B92, to name a presidential ticket, A third party
v/as thus secured.
In the irountain States, interest in the third party grew,
because it v/as the only party in favor of free silver. The
People *s Party drew the miners for this reason. In the cam-
paign of 1892, the Populist Party did very little, but the
reason v/as because it was a Presidential Campaign and old party
6
loyalties were still stronger than the nev/ one.
The portions of the Party Platform for 1892 that dealt
with silver was first, The National People's Party Platform:
"We demand free and unlimited coinage of silver and gold- at the
present legal ratio of 16 to 1": 2nd, the National Prohibi-
tion Platform: "The m.oney of tlie country should consist of
gold, silver and paper and be issued by the general govern-
ment only, and be of sufficient quantity to meet the demands
of business and give full opportunity for the emplojrment of
labor, "7: 3rd, The Republican Platform: "Silver - The
American people from tradition and interest fa^vor bimetallism,
and the Republican Party demands the use of both gold and sil-
ver as standard money, with such restrictions and under such
provisions, to be determined by legislation, as v/ill secure
the maintenance of the parity of values of the tv/o metals, so
that the purchasing and debt-paying power of the dollar,
v/hether of silver, gold, or paper shall be at all times equal.
j
6. John D. Hicks, The Populist Revolt, pp. 140, 156, 157, 206,
& 255
7o "How Silver l.lay be Restored," The Arena, iCXI (June 1899),
p, 757
8. George Hoar, op. cit,, p, 14
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The interests of the producers of the country, its farmers and
its workingmen demand that every dollar, paper or coin, issued
"by the Government shall be as good as any other; 8 and, 4th,
the Democratic National Platform, shall endorse the fulfillment
of these principles,
"Section 7, T-e denounce the republican legislation knov/n as
the Sherman act of 1890 as a cov/ardly makeshift, fraught v/ith
the possibilities of danger in the future Y/hich should make all
of its supporters, as xiell as its author, anxious for its
speedy repeal, lie hold to the use of both gold and silver as
the standard money of the country, and to the coinage of both
gold and silver v/ithout discriminating against either metal
or charge for mintage; but the dollar unit of coinage of both
metals must be of equal intrinsic and exchangeable value or be
adjusted through international agreement or by such safeguards
of legislation as shall insure the maintenance of the parity
of the tvjo metals and the equal povrer of every dollar at all
tim.es in the markets and in the payment of debts; and we de-
mand that all paper currency shall be kexDt at par vrith and re-
deemable in such coin© Y'e insist upon this policy as especial-
ly necessary for the protection of farmers and the laboring
classes, the first and most defenceless victim.s of unstable
money and fluctuating currency,"
On February 10, 1891, Mr, Cleveland v/rote a letter that was
published all over the United States, The extreme silver men
declared that it would defeat LIr, Cleveland for renomination.
The Democratic JTational Convention at Chicago in June, 1892,
nominated him for President after voting dovm a motion to com-
mit the party to the free coinage of silver, A portion of 1-lTo
Cleveland's letter follov/s:
"I have this afternoon received your note inviting me to attend
tomorrow evening the meeting called for the purpose of voicing
the opposition of the business men of our city to the free
coinage of silver in the United States,...
"It surely cannot be necessary for me to make a formal ex-
pression of my agreement v;ith those who believe that the
greatest peril would be invited by the adoption of the scheme
em.braced in the measure noxi pending in Congress, for the un-
limited coinage of silver at our mints,
"If we have developed an unexpected capacity for the assimila-
tion of a largely increased volume of this currency, and even

if vie have demonstrated the usefulness of such an increase,
these conditions fall far short of insuring us a.gainst disastei
if, in the present situation, v/e enter upon the dangerous s.nd
reckless experiment of free, unlimited and independent silver
coinage,
"
The only party \7ith a nlatform that declared for free and
9
unlimited coinage of silver at 16 to 1 v/as the Populist Party,
The People's Party ran James B, Weaver, the former Green-
"back candidate for 1892, for President in 1892« He atts^ined
over a million popular votes and tv/enty-tY/o electoral votes
from Colorado, Kansas, Idaho, Nevada, LTorth Dakota and Oregon,
The "carty achieved first or second place in thirteen of the
10
forty-one States, It had popular votes from every State©
In the Mountain States, local "silver clubs" were formed.
State Convention of silverites v;ere held, A great National
Silver Convention was called for I'ay, 1892, in Washington, D. C«
to make sure that silver was not forgotten in the coming cam-
paign. Republicans, Democrats, and Populists adopted free
silver' platforms.
The Democrats of ITevada officially served notice that
"in the event of the Chicago ITational Convention failing to
nominate who is unequivocally in fs.vor of the free coinage of
Silver and upon the free-coinage platform, the Democrats of
Nevada are hereby absolved from all obligations to support
nominees of the National Democrat Party,"
^jThen the Republican and Democratic Parties decided not
to go to the extreme demanded, most of the members of the
Mountain State promptly joined the Populists,
9, Hoke Smith, Speech
, pp, 21 - 23
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In Nevada, a silver convention met at Reno, nominated
presidential electors, and sent delegates to the national
dominating Convention of the Populist Pa,rty at Omahao At a
later convention the electors were instructed to vote for
Y/eaver, the Populist Candidate.
The only troulDle with this change T/as that the Itlountain
States were not interested in Populism, hut only in Silver
u
They supported the Populist ticket "because it was the only
party that stood for free-silver coinageo
The Populist Governor elected in Colorado, Davis H. 77aite,
called the legislature into special session in December 1893,
so that it might enact a law declaring "all silver dollars,
domestic and foreign, containing not less than four hundred and
twelve and one-half grains nine-tenths fine silver, .legal
tender for the payment of dehts, puhlic and private collectable
?/ithin the State of Colorado© " He defended this measure on the
ground that the fate of the debtor class of the nation would
be sad indeed if its only hope of free coinage was what Con-
gress might do» He also defended it as constitutional because
Article 1, Section 16, of the Constitution of the United States
by forbidding the States to make anything but gold and silver
coin a tender in payment of debts, recognized by implication
the right of the states themselves to make gold and silver
coin legal tender. The legislature of Colorado refused to vote
for this, and most of the Populists also rejected it,
".Then Cleveland's repeal bill was introduced, it v/as met
1•
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by a united front of silver men of all pa.rties. In the House,
they v/ere led "by 77illiarn Jennings Bryan, a Democrat, and in
the Senate by '^illiarfi V, Allen, a Populist. At five o'clock
in the afternoon of October 11th, TIr. Allen began to speak
against the Repeal Bill and he continued until eight o'clock
the follov/ing morningo It had lasted fifteen. hours and was
the longest speech made up to that time©
The Interested Ones
All of this discussion over the repeal, attracted the at-
tention of the public and brought many converts under the sil-
ver banners© The people began to feel as if silver was the
cure for a,ll their ills.
An organization called the American Bimetallic League,
which had held its first convention at St. Louis in Uoveraber,
1889, accepted the job of v^inning votes for silver. It v/as
strongly backed by the silver miners. After the election of
1892, the League redoubled its efforts. It held three con-
ventions in 1893 at Washington in February, at Chicago in
August 3-nd at St, Louis in October. The Chicago meeting came
just before the Special Session of Congress that repealed the
Purchase Clause. More than eight hundred delegates came.
They included vVilliam Jennings Bryan, T. Y. Powderly, Davis H.
V7aite, and Ignatius Donnelly. The resolutions which were
adopted were probably T/ritten by Donnelly© They set forth the
doctrine that the prevailing economic distress was in no sense
due to the Sherman Silver Purchase Act, but rather to the

"Grime of 1873", v/hich, in the interest of the creditor class,
had outlawed silver, had forced upon gold an unY/anted "burden,
and had raised the value of the dollar to intoleraljle heights.
This doctrine was echoed at the St. Louis Convention,, It was
also taken up Toy hundreds of journalists and Toy thousands of
11
oratorso Donelson Gaffery of Louisiana in the Senate of the
Uniuea States on January 30, 1896 aLout the "Grime ox 1873"
said:
"The 16 to 1 orators in denouncing the act of 1S73, assert
that half the money of the country v/as destroyed, and hold out
the idea that our money has "been contracted to that extent. In
1872 our population v/as 40,596,000, and our per capita of money
was $18o79. In 1894, after the country had "been suffering with
gold standard for twenty-one years, our poijulation is 68,275,00fl)
and our per capita of money is |»35.44, and we have much "better
money now than we had then. The adoption of the gold standard
as a measure of value did not increase the demand for gold for
use to any great extent. "12
James G. Batterson in the same papers a"b'Ove referred to.
said
:
"The claim of concealment and fraud v/hich these men set
up regarding the passage of that bill, if it proves anything,
proves that they v/ere grossly neglectful of what v/as going on
in the Congress where they had seats, and v/ith v/hose acts they
are charged with knov/ledge and responsihility^ If they did not
knov/ v/hat the bill contained, it is a she.meful confession of
neglect of public duty. If they did knovr, then their present
claim is a still more shameful imposition upon the people v/hom
they seek to deceive. "13
John G, Carlisle, in an address in Boston said that a
recent editorial in the Chicago Tribune describing the fall of
silver said:
"Those who "demand" the free coinage of silver at the ra-
tio of 16 to 1, or fifty cents to the one hundred cents dollar,
assert that the fall in the commercial value of silver was due
to "The Crime of 1873", v;hich forbade the coinage of silver
dollars when none was being coined, nor had been for many years.
11. John D. Hicks, oy, cit o, pp. 264, 265, 291, 292, 312 - 314
12o Donelson Gaffery, Alclredi-:e on Tree Coinage of Silver , p.
8
13. James Go Batterson, Silver and Gold as Currency , p. 40
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They have nothing to say about the action taken hy Germany
prior to 1873, when that nation stopped silver coinage and
adopted the gold standard. And they never mention the fact of
France and the Latin Union following German's example tv/o or
three years later,
"They are silent ahout these limitations in countries num-
"bering 130,000,000 enterprising people, or more than twice the
population of this country at the last census© They have not
reviled Holland, Scandinavia, and Austria-Hungary for adopting
the gold standard - enterprising countries containing nearly
60,000,000 people. They are not atusing Russia, Y.'ith her
120,000,000 people, for putting her currency on a gold-standard
basis. They seem to think that V7hat 300,000,000 Europeans
have done cuts no figure in the case of silver, and that the
"future of silver" depends solely on that fiat of the American
Congress for the 16 to 1 ratio of fifty-cent dollar,
"The chief cause of tx.e immense cec^peniri^- of silver since
1875-76 is not legislation, either that of Europe or of America
or both taken together. The principal effective cause is over-
production of silver in proxjortion to uhe demand for it. The
mines have turned out more of that metal than the world needed
or was able to use for coinage and other purposes, and as an
inevitable consequence the price went down,
"The comi-nercial world has always determined the relative
value of the precious metals to suit itself. It has never p-aid
any attention to statutory ratios of any nation, but has ex-
ercised its own judgTnent as to values, just the same as it does
about copioer, iron, wheat, corn, and cotton. If the production
of silver were to stop that metal Y/ould gradually become scarcer
The old stock would be consumed, so to speak, and the commercial
world, without waiting for a law, woula rate it at a higher
value every year after a cessation of its extraction from the
mines, "14
John Sherman, for his share in the "Crime of 1873" was
called the "arch fiend". Secretary Carlisle \7as branded as
"an apostate".
Neither the Bland-Allison Act nor the Sherman Purchase
Act satisfied the silver mines. They want free coinage at the
ratio of 16 to 1, The only reason, according to their minds,
for the depreciation of silver was tnat in 1873 the coinage
right and privilege was taken from silver,
14, John G, Carlisle, Silver and \1a.^es , p, 17
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"In 1890", so a silver pamphlet proclaimed, "on the
strength of a mere rumor that Congress would pass a free coin-
age act and that Harrison v/ould sign it, silver v/ent in London
to $1,21 an ounce, or within eight cents of gold* Had the
act passed, sixteen-ounce silver v;ould have been equal to one
ounce of gold in ten minutes, and in the Banlc of England,"
The Silverites said that the t^vo rjurchase acts v.'ere "but
thinly disguised frauds to conceal tiie ^^urpose of those v/ho
wished to absolutely demonetize silver, to redupe it to the
level of a mere commodity and to make this a monometallic gold
15
country.
Nelson Dingley of lilaine in his speech before the House
of Representatives on I'ebruary 5, 1896, referring to the ratio,
said
:
"Mr. Chairman, it is also argued with great confidence
that the open mints of France alone maintained the relative
value of gold and silver at the ratio of near 15-2^ to 1 for the
first seventy-four years of this century, and therefore that
the opening of the mints of the United States alone to free
coinage of silver at 16 to 1 would also change the commercial
ratio of silver and gold bullion to 16 to 1, notwithstanding
it is nov/ 32 to 1»
It is sufficient to say in reply that v/hen Prance adopted
the coinage ratio of IS-^- to 1 this v;as the commercial ratio of
silver and gold bullion; that not only France, but every country
in Europe maintained substantially the same coinage ratio; that
during the first sixty years of this century the annual produc-
tion of silver never rose above 29,000,000 ounces per annmn;
and that soon after 1865 the annual production of silver began
to rise abnormally, reaching 55,000,000 ounces in 1874, xihen
not only France, but the other countries of the Latin Union,
to wit, Belgium, Switzerland, Italy and Greece, which had joined
France in opening their mints to silver nine years before, were
forced to close them, and have kept them closed against the
free coinage of silver ever since.
Surely what France aided by the other countries of the
Latin Union, v/as unable to do in the face of the rise in the
annual production of silver from 29,000,000 to 55,000,000
ounces, and a decline of only three cents per ounce in the
price of silver, it v;ould be absurd to expect the United States
could do single-handed in the face of a rise of the annual
15, John D, Hicks, opo cit.
, pp. 314 & 315

production of silver from 55,000,000 ounces in 1874 to 160,000,
000 in 1893, and a decline of fifty cents per ounce in its
price, "16
The debtor classes of the Y7est, mainly farmers, favored a
silver dollar, because it v/ould produce a cheaper dollar. They
argued that as gold had been appreciating for years until now,
its purchasing pov/er v/as nearly double© Gold had, therefore,
proved a failure. Gold was too dear and there was not enough
of it. Silver on the other hand, was increasingo If silver
was coined it might pull dovm gold from its height. A double
sta,ndard could be thus obtained. But, if this did not happen,
let the gold be exported as it had jproved unsuccessful. These
felt that the repeal of the Sherman Act was a calamity, because
if it remained the Government vjould have been soon forced on to
17
a silver basis. One of the arguments of the silver advocates is
"Because silver and commodities have declined together - cause
and effect in his mind - therefore, if you advance the price of
18
silver, you \7ill advance the price of comraoditie So
"
In a series of papers v^ritten for the Traveler *s Record,
James G* Batterson argues against this statement. He said:
"The claim that free coinage and unlimited tender would
make m.oney plenty for every man*s use is squarely against the
experience of ages and opposed to well-known principles of
economic science. If it is true that the price of silver would
rise by reason of the unnatural pressure of law and artificial
demand, it cannot possibly be true that the price of wheat and
cotton would higher be in the same proportion, for Russia, India
Egypt, and the Argentine Republic control the price of wheat
and cotton in this country by making the price in Liverpool, anc
this cannot be prevented by acts of Congress neither by the
rise or fall of silvero"19
John G. Carlisle, in his Speeches on 'Free Coinage was
16. Nelson Dingley, Jr., The Treasury Condition, ppo 12 & 13
17. John D, Hicks, op. cit., pp.~^315 & 316
18. J. Howard CowperthwaiT, Honey
, Silver and finance, p. 43
19. James G. Batterson, op. cito ,"-p. 17
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against it. He remarked:
"If, therefore, the favorite argument of the advocates of
free coinage - that the free coinage of silver at the ratio of
16 to 1 v/ould double the prices of all products - is correct,
the wages of the laboring man would purchase under that system
only one-half what they purchase now. This would undoubtedly
be the case unless wages should also be doubled, which, accord-
ing to the uniform experience of the past, is a most improbable
thing,
_'or more than a quarter of a century the v;orking peopl
of the United States have struggled earnestly and persistently,
through their labor organizations and otherwise, to increase
their Yrages to a point vjhich would enable them to live decent-
ly and comfortably by expending their earnings for commodities
at their present prices, and how long do you think they would
have to struggle in the future to raise their r-'ages to a
point which \7ould enable them to purchase the same articles
when their prices have been doubled? "20
John P. Jones, in his speech before the Senate of the
United States on April 24, 1878, said concerning the farmers:
"So much has been ss,id by free- silver orators to mislead
farmers into the idea that everything was prosperous with them
before 1873 and nothing has been since, that I submit now
paragraph that I have copied from the Report of the lov/a State
Agricultural Society for 1873, It is from an address delivered
by Go H, Rogers at the Harrison County Fair, and gives a faith-
ful picture of the situation at that time in that mighty State©
*Proud of these aspects and of her progress in practical
agriculture, still the condition of the laboring man and
farmer is far from what is desirable. They have worked, watch-
ed and waited for an adequate rev/ard until v/eariness has well
nigh turned to hopelessnesso Farming has been a financial
failure for the past three years. Hard toil has opened up fine
farms and brought to the bins 'the products of unexampled har-
vests, but the sales have hardly paid expenses and bought
cheap clothing until the coming harvest© There is no surplus
to improve buildings, purchase thoroughbred stock, and fur- 2
nish the home with any of the luxuries of art and literature o *
"
The Populist felt that money was money not because it had
any value of its ovm but because of the fiat of the Govern-
ment, He wanted an elastic currency. Senator Allen said:
"'*7e believe it possible so to regulate the issue of money as
to make it of approximately the same value at all times. The
value of money ought to bear as nearly as possible a fixed
e
I
20o John G, Carlisle, The Free Coinage of Silver, top. 16 & 17
21-, John P, Jones, Resumption and the Double Standard, td, 14
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relation to the value of coinmodities» If a man should borrow
a thousand dollars on five years* time today, -.'.hen it would
take two bushels of wheat to pay each dollar, it is clear that
it ought not to take any more v/heat to pay that debt at the
time of its maturity, except for the accrued interest. "22
James G, Batterson refutes the arguments for silver in
the paper referred to oefore. He said:
"The strong reasons in favor of a single standard are: -
"First. It is one of the great products of the country, and
we v/ant to sell it. In this respect it occupies the same po-
sition as wheat, corn, cotton, tobacco, and all other productsj
the surplus of which we are compelled to sell at the market
price, whatever it may be. The silver farmer cannot sell his
crop in Europe because the markets are overstocked and the
price is lov/, therefore he goes to Congress and asked the
government to buy his product and take the risk of holding it.
This gives the silver producer and him only, an advantage
which no other producer enjoys, and is unfair to every other
industry v:hich takes the risk of its ovm production.
"Second. 'If silver is m.ade the standard measure of all values
in this country then the demand for its use as money would be
so largely increased that the price would go up immediately
to par with gold, * v/hich means an advance of fifty per cent
in the price of silver.
"If, that is true, then the cotton planter, and the
v/hea,t raiser, would have to pay in their products double price
for their dollars, because tfie government cannot use its
pov/er to put the price of wheat and cotton as well as silver
up. It will be observed that the plan for a silver standa.rd
means also that the silver producer can exchange his surplus
product for gold, while all other industries must exchange
their surplus products for silver. The silver producer does
not care to exchange silver for silver, unless the silver he
gets in return is made a legal tender for all amounts - and
in that condition he can exchange it for gold.
"It is a great fallacy, however, to suppose that the
increased use of silver for currency will materially advance
the price unless all other nations adopt the same standard,
for it is certain that even a small advance in the price v/ould
bring to the United States a sufficient supply from Europe to
force it down againo
]?ree Coinage
Jill do no harm unless silver is made a legal-tender for all

amounts; limit the legal-tender to ten dollars and no one v/ill
waste breath on free coinageo
nothing can be permanent which gives, anj'' one product an
unjust advantage over all other products at government expensso
It is purely a question of economics and just trade, and not a
question of party politics.
The cry for "cheap money and plenty of it," is a catch
phrase, and a bait to the unv;ary, V/hen business is good, good
money aboundso '.Then business is bad, bad money does not make
it bettero The laborer cannot obtain even bad money for idle-
ness; but when his labor is in demand he has no trouble in
getting the best, "23
The lilain Issue
The Silver Issue, as its popularity increased, became
more and more the main issue of the Populist creed. Under the
Populist Banner the free silver people gathered. The old party
politicians began to devise means for holding their voters©
"Bimetallism" was offered as a substitute for free coinage©
Some suggested putting more silver into the dollar so to make
it equal to the gold dollar o This plan was ox^posed by the
silver miners v/ho wanted the price to go up, and from the
debtor farmers who wanted cheap money. International Bi-
metallism was again raised, A conference was held at Brussels,
but failed© Senator Allen said: "This wliole talk of interna-
tional bimetallism is a subterfuge by which the Republican part|r
hopes to deceive the people in 1396©"
The Campaign of 1896
The American Bimetallic League continued its efforts,
after the election of 1894, It sent lectures over the country
and sent petitions to Congress, Pree silver bills appeared in
23, James B, Batterson, op, cit,, pp. 21 & 22
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Clon£;ress "becauDe of these demands.
In June, 1895, at Memphis, Tennessee, ci g^^at convention
v/as held to plc'.^ eir camxjai^:n and to try to get enough
Democrats for silver, so that they would get control of the
Democratic Party. The southern delegates united v^ith the
v/estern to pledge themselves zo v/ork Y/ithir, p party iCold for
the enactment of a free -silver laY^,
The southern anti-fusionist wanted the conventions "before
either the Rei^ulDlicari or Democratic Parties. Texac edi^"or
wrote: "The sooner v/e ^et into line and march upon the enemy,
the better will le our chances of scoring a victory." The
Populist national comrittee at their January meeting, decided
that after both parties had had theirs would he the "better*
They thought the gold advocates would rule Loth and they, by
Tueetin,'^' last, v/ould have the "easy task of gathering up all
" " 24
the colting silverites." July 22nd, v;as the date chosen.
The Republican convention cam.e first. ^<7illiam TcKinley
and some others sought to avoid the money issue by stressing
tariff. The delegates would not have ito '.hiey avoided adopt-
ing a gold plank, but the plank adopted was only slightly
modified. It read: "Y/e o.re opposed to the free coinage of
silver except by international agreement Y;ith the leading com-
mercial nations of the world, which we pledge ourselves to
-promote, and until such agreement can be obtained the existing
gold sta^ndard must be preserved." The silver delegate, after
this was approved, left the convention.
At the Democratic convention, the first clash betv/een the
t_;old ^,nd silver delegt^tes cam.e in the votes in the organization
24„ John D,. Micks, op. cit., pp. 318 - 320, 342, 543, and 350

of the convention. It resulted in the silver delegates
taking over the control of the convention. The '.Testern and
.
Southern Leaders, knowing the strength of the Populist Party
allied the party v/ith the agricultural interest So The next
clash v/as over the platform* The delsate "began. Senator Hill
of ?Te\7 York, Senator Vilas of \7isconsiri, and ex-Governor Rus-
sell of Ilassachusett s made speeches in favor of gold©
"Then, to make the closing speech, came Bryan,
unforgetable picture "by Harry Thurston Pecko
There is an
"Until no\7, there had spoken no man to v/hom that riotous
assembly v/ould listen with respect. But at this moment there
apjpeared upon the platform llr, 'i/illiam Jennings Bryan, of
IJehraska, , . . As he confronted the 20,000 yelling, cursing,
shouting men before him, they felt at once that indescribeJole,
magnetic thrill which beasts and men alike experience in the
presence of a master. Serene and self-possessed, and with a
smile upon his lips, he ic.ced the roaring multitude with a
splendid consciousness of pov/er. Before a single v/ord had
been uttered by him, the pandemonium sank to an inarticulate
murmur, and when he began to speak, even this v/as hushed to
the profoundest silence, A mellow, penetrating voice, that
reached, apparently without the slightest effort, to the
farthermost recesses of that enormous hall, gave utterance to
a brief exordium, , o .The repose and graceful dignity of his
manner, the courteous reference to his opponents, and the
T)erfect clearness and simplicity of his language, riveted the
attention of every man and v/oman in the convention hall, , •
•
He spoke with the utmost deliberation, so that every word was
driven home to each hearer*s consciousness, and yet with an
ever-increasing force, which found fit expression in the
v/onderful harmony and pov/er of his voice. His sentences
rang out, now with an accent of superb disdain, and now with
the stirring challenge of a bugle call, .The great hall
seemed to rock and sway with the fierce energy of the shout
that ascended from 20,000 throats, •• .The leaderless Democracy
of the Jest was leaderless no more. Throughout the latter
part of his address, a crash of applause had followed every
sentence; but not the tumult Y;as like that of a great sea
thundering against the dikes, Tv/enty thousand men and women
went ma,d with an irresistible enthusiasm. This orator had
met their mood to the very full. He had found magic words
for the feeling which they had been unable to express. And
so he had played at will upon their very heart-strings, until
the full tide of their emotion v/as let loose in one tempestu-
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ous roar of passiorio
"There was a pause. Then occurred a v/ild and hysterical
uprising; waves of deafening cheers and yells swept from end
to end of the building and oack again, unceasing in their
tumult* Delegates stood on chairs, uncontrollahle, frenzied©
A Georgia delegate suddenly tore away the State »s blue-tipped
rod, raised it high aloft, and started to rush tovra-rd the
^Tebraska delegation<, Indian Territory raced down to follow
him with its stick, Illinois, South Dakota, Tlissouri, Vir-
ginia, Alabama, Kentucky, Ohio, Iowa, Tennessee, Uississippi,
llichigan, Utah, ITevada, California followed until thirty-one
States were thereo A grand procession of State rods and dele-
gates started around the delegates' enclosure. Bryan was
hoisted upon the shoulder of his follov/ers and carried with
it 9. a 9 It Y/as fully thirty-five minutes before quiet was re-
st or edo "
Bryan's orc.tion, the celebrated "Gross of Gold" speech,
is as follov/s:
"I would be presumptuous, indeed, to present myself
against the distinguished gentlemen to whom you have listened
if this were a mere measuring of abilities; but this is not a
contest betvTOen persons. The humblest citizen in all the land,
when clad in the armor of a righteous cause, is stronger than
all the hosts of erroro I come to speak to you in defense of a
cause as holy as the cause of liberty - the cause of humanity,
'.Then this debate is concluded, a motion v;ill be made to
lay upon the table the resolution offered in commendation of
the administrai:ion, and also the resolution offered in condemna-
tion of the administration, '.^e object to bringing this questio i
down to the level of persons© The individual is but an atom;
he is born, he acts, he dies; but principles are eternal; and
this has been a contest over a principle
o
Jlever before in the history of this country has there been
witnessed such a contest as that through which we have just
passed, iTever before in the history of American politics has a
great issue been fought out as this issue has been, by the vo-
ters of a great party. On the fourth of Llarch, 1895, a few
Democrats, most of them members of Congress, issued an address
to the Democrats of the nation, asserting that the money ques-
tion was the paramount issue of the hour; declaring that a ma-
jority of the Democratic party had the right to control the
action of the party on this paramount issue; and concluding
with the request that the believers in the free coinage of
silver in the Democratic party should organize, take charge of,
and control the policy of the Democratic party. Three months
later, at Memphis, an organization was perfected, and the sil-
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ver Democrats v;ent forth openly and courageously proclaiming
their belief, and declaring that, if successful, they v/ould
crystallize into a platform the declaration \7hich they had
made. Then began the conflict, '.Tith a zeal approaching the
zeal which inspired the crusaders who followed Peter the Her-
mit, our silver Democrats went forth from victory unto vic-
tory until they are noxi assembled, not to discuss, not to de-
bate, but to enter up the judgment already?- rendered by the
plain people of this country. In this contest brother has been
arrayed against brother, father against son« The warmest ties
of love, acquaintance and association have been disregarded;
old leaders have been case aside when they have refused to
give expression to the sentiments of those whom they would lead
and new leaders have sprung up to give direction to this cause
of truth. Thus has the contest been waged, and we have as-
sembled here under as binding and solemn instructions as were
ever imposed upon representatives of the people©
We do not come as individuals. As individuals v;e might
have been glad to compliment the gentleman from ITew York
(Senator Hill), but we knov/ that the people for whom we speak
would never be willing to put him in a position vrtiere he could
thwart the will of the Democratic party, I say it was not a
question of persons; it was a question of principle, and it is
not with gladness, my friends, tha,t we find ourselves brought
into conflict with those who are not arrayed on the other side.
The gentleman ¥;ho preceded me (ex-G-overnor Russell) spoke
of the State of l!assachusetts; let me assure him that not one
present in all this convention entertains the least hostility
to the people of the State of Ilassachuset uS, but we stand liere
representing people v/ho are the equals, before the lav:, of the
greatest citizens in the State of Massachusetts, V/lien you
(turning to the gold delegates) come before us and tell us that
v/e are about to disturb your business interests, v/e reply that
you have disturbed our business interests by your course,
'.7e say to you that you have made the definition of a busi-
ness man too limited in its application. The man v/ho is em-
ployed for wages is as much a business man as his employer,
the attorney in a country tovm is as much a business man as
the corpors.tion counsel in a great metropolis; the merchant at
the cross-roads store is as much a business ma^n as the mer-
chant of ITew 'i:ork; the farmer who goes forth in the morning and
toils all day - who begins in the spring and toils all summer -
and who by the application of brain and muscle to the natural
resources of the country creates wealth, is as much a business
man as the man who goes upon the board of trade and bets upon
the price of grain; the miners v/ho go down a thousand feet
into the earth, or climb t¥/o thousand feet upon the cliffs, and
bring forth from their hiding places the precious metals to be
poured into the channels of trade are as much business men as
1^ «>
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the fe\i financial magnates v/ho, in a back room, corner the
money of the \/orld., 7/e come to speak for this broader class
of business men.
Ah, ray friends, v/e say not one v/ord against those who
live upon the Atlantic coast, but the hardy Tpioneers who have
braved all the dangers of the wilderness, who have made the
desert to blossom as the rose - the pioneers away out there
(pointing to the 'Jest), who rear their children near to Na-
ture *s heart, v/here they can mingle their voices \7ith the
voices of the birds - out there v/here they have erected school-
houses for the education of their young, churches where they
praise their Creator, and cemeteries Y:here rest the ashes of
their dead - these people, we say, are as deserving of the
consideration of our party as any people in this country. It
is for these that 7/e speak» ''le do not come as aggressors. Our
v;ar is not a war of conquest; we are fighting in the defense of
our homes, our families, and posterity, lie have petitioned,
and our petitions have been scorned; we have entreated, and
our entreaties have been disregarded; we have begged, and they
have mocked when our calamity came, 7/e beg no longer; we en-
treat no more; vie petition no more, "Je defy them.
The gentleman from Wisconsin has said that he fears a
Robespierre, Ily friends, in this land of the free you need not
fear that a tyrant y/ill spring up from among the people. 7/hat
we need is an Andrew Jackson to stand, as Jackson stood, againsij
the encroachments of organized wealth.
They tell us that this platform was made to catch votes,
V7e reply to them that changing conditions my.ke nev/ issues; that
the principles upon which Democracy rests are as everlasting
as the hills, but they must be applied to new conditions as
they arise. Conditions have arisen, and we are here to meet
these conditions. They tell us that the income tax ought not
to be brought in here; that it is a new idea. They criticize
us for our criticism of the Supreme Court of the United States,
My friends, v/e have not criticized; v;e have simply called at-
tention to what you already know. If you v/ant criticisms,
read the dissenting opinions of the court. There you will find
criticismso They say that we passed an unconstitutional lav/:
we deny it. The income tax law was not unconstitutional when
it was passed; it was not unconstitutional when it went before
the Supreme Court for the first time; it did not become un-
constitutional until one of the judges changed his mind, and
we cannot be expected to know vrhen a judge will change his
mind. The income tax is just. It simply intends to put the
burdens of government justly upon the backs of the people, I
Sim in favor of an income tax, 'jVhen I find a man who is not
v/illing to bear his share of the burdens of the government
which protects him, I find a man v;ho is unworthy to enjoy the
blessings of a government like ourso
174

They say that v/e are opposing national 'ba.nk currency; it
is true. If you v/ill read v/iiat Thomas 13enton said, you v;ill
find he said that, in searching history, he could find "but one
parallel to Andrew Jackson; that v;as Cicero, who destroyed the
conspiracy of Cataline and saved Rome, I^enton said that
Cicero only did for Rome what Jackson did for us when he de-
stroyed the bank conspiracy and Sc ved Air.erica, ',7e say in our
platform that we "believe that the ri^ht to coin and issue monej
is a function of government, \7e believe it. Y'e believe that
it is a part of sovereignty, and can no more with sa,fety be
delegated to private individuals than vie could afford to dele-
gate to private individuals the pov/er to make penal statutes oi
levy taxes. Hro Jefferson, v/ho was once regarded, as good Demo4
cratic authority, seeiiis to have differed in opinion from the
gentleman v/ho has addrest us on the part of the minority.
Those who are opposed to this p)roposition tell us that the is-
sue of paper money is a function of the bank, and that the
Government ought to go out of the banking business. I stand
with Jefferson rather than v/ith them, and tell them, as he did.
that the issue of money is a function of government, and that
the banks ought to go out of the governing business.
They com/plain about the plank Y/hich declares against life
tenure in office. They have tried to strain it to mean that
which it does not m.ean. ".That we oppose by that plank is the
life tenure v/hich is being built up in \7ashington, and Y/hich
excludes from participation in official benefits the humbler
members of society.
Let me call your attention to tv/o or three important
things. The gentleman from ITew York sa\^s that he will propose
an amendm.ent to the platform providing that the proposed change
in our monetary system shall not affect contracts already made
Let me remind you that there is no intention of affecting those
contra,cts Y7hich according to present lav/s are made payable in
gold; but if he means to say that we cannot change our monetary
system v/ithout protecting those v/ho hs.ve loaned money before
the change Y/as made, I desire to ask him where, in laY/ or in
morals, he can find justification for not protecting the debtors
when the act of .1873 v/as passed, if he no\i insists that Y»e must!
protect the creditorso
He says he Y/ill also propose s.n amendment Y/hich Y/ill
provide for the suspension of free coinage if \ie fail to main-
tain the parity v/ithin a year, "le reply that Y;hen we advocate
a policy Y/hich we believe Y/ill be successful, Y/e are not com-
pelled to raise a doubt as to our oYm sincerity by suggesting
what we shall do if we fail. I ask him, if he Y/ould apply his
logic to us, Y/hy he does not apply it to himself. He says he
Y/ants this country to try to secure an international agreement,
':ihy does he not tell us Y/hat he is going to do if he fails to
secure an internationa.l agreement? There is more reason for
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him to do that than there is for us to provide against the
failure to maintain the parity. Our opponents have tried for
twenty years to secure an interna tiona-l agreeraent, and those
are waiting for it most patiently v/ho do not want it at all.
And noYi, my friends, let me come to the paramount issue.
If they ask us v;hy it is that we say rfiore on the money question
than we say upon the tariff question, I reply that, if protec-
tion has slain its thousands, the gold standard has slain its
tens of thousandso If they ask us why we do not emhody in our
platform all the things that v/e believe in, Yie reply that when
v/e have restored the money of the Constitution all other neces-
sary reforms will "be possible; but that until this is done there
is no other reform that can be accomplishedc
Y7hy is it that v/ithin three months such a change has come
over the country? Three months ago, when it was confidently
asserted that those who believe in the gold standard would
frame our platform and nominate our candidates, even the advo-
cates of the gold standard did not think that we could elect a
President, And they had good reason for their doubt, because
ihere is scarcely a State here to-daj'' asking for the gold
standard which is not in the absolute control of the Republican
party. But note the change, llr# McKinley vra,s nominated at St,
Louis upon a platform which declared for the maintenance of the
gold standard until it can be changed into bimetalism by inter-
national agreement, Mr, lIcKinley ms the most popular man
among the Republicans, and three months ago everybody in the
Republican party prophesied his election. How is it to-day?
\7hy, the man who was once pleased to think that he looked like
TTapoleon - that man shudders to-day when he remembers that he
was nominated on the anniversary of the battle of "'aterloo.
]>rot only that, but as he listens he can hear v/ith ever-increas-
ing distinctness the sound of the waves as they beat upon the
lonely shores of St, Helenao
Y/hy this change? Ah, my friends, is not the reason for
the change evident to any one who will look at the matter? ^To
private character, however pure, no personal popularity, how-
ever great, can protect from the avenging wrath of an indignant
people a man who will declare that he is in favor of fastening
the gold standard upon this country, or who is willing to sur-
render the right of self-government and place the legislative
control of our affairs in the hands of foreign potentates and
power So
We go forth confident that \ie shall win, llhy'l Because
uiDon the paramount issue of this campaign there is not a spot
of ground upon which the enemy v/ill dare to challenge battle.
If they tell us that the gold standard is a good thing, we
shall point to their platform and tell them that their plat-
form pledges the party to get rid of the gold standard and sub-
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stitute bimetal ism. If the gold standard is a good thing, vriiy
try to get rid of it? I call your attention to the fact that
some of the very people who are in this convention to-day and
who tell us that we ought to declare in favor of international
"bimetalism - thereby declaring that the gold standard is wrong
and that the principle of bimetalism is better - these very
people four months ago were open and avowed advocates of the
gold standard, and were then telling us that we could not
legislate tv/o metals together, even v/ith the aid of all the
world. If the gold standard is a good thing, we ought to de-
clare in favor of its retention and not in favor of abandoning
it; and if the gold standard is a bad thing why should v/e wait
until other nations are willing to help us to let go? Here is
the line of battle, and we care not upon v/hich issue they force
the fight; we are prepared to meet them on either issue or on
both. If they tell us that the gold standard is the standard
of civilization, we reply to them that this, the most enlighten-
ed of all the nations of the earth, has never declared for a
gold standard and that both the great parties this year are de-
claring against it. If the gold standard is the standard of
civilization, why, my friends, should we not have it? If they
come to meet us on that issue we can present the history of
our nation, ITore than that; we can tell them that they v/ill
search the pages of history in vain to find a single instance
where the common people of any land have ever declared them-
selves in favor of the gold standard. They can find where the
holders of fixt investments have declared for a gold standard,
but not where the masses have,,
I.Ir. Carlisle said in 1878 that this was a struggle between
'the idle holders of idle capital' and 'the struggling masses,
v/ho produce the wealth and pay the taxes of the country'; and,
my friends, the question we are to decide is: Upon which side
\7ill the Democratic party fight; upon the side of 'the idle
holders of idle capital' or upon the side of 'the struggling
masses'? That is the question which the pc.rty must answer
first, and then it must be answered by each individua.l hereaf tei .
The sympathies of the Democratic party, as shown by the plat-
form, are on the side of the struggling masses who have ever
been the foundation of the Democratic ^;y.rty. There are tv/o
ideas of government. There are those Y^ho believe that, if you
will only legislate to make the well-to-do prosperous, their
prosperity will leak through on those below. The Democratic
idea, however, has been that if you legislate to make the
masses prosperous, their prosperity will find its way up
through every class which rests upon them.
You come to us and tell us that the great cities are in fa-
vor of the gold standard; we reply that the great cities rest
upon our broad and fertile prairies. Burn dovm your cities
and leave our farms, and your cities v/ill spring up again as if
by magic; but destroy our fams and the grass will grow in the
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streets of every city in the country,
T.Iy friends, we declare that this nation is able to legis-
late for its oxm people on every question, vrithout waiting for
the aid or consent of any other nation on earth; and upon that
issue we expect to carry every State in the Union, I shall
not slander the inhabitants of the fa,ir State of llassachusetts
nor the inhabitants of the State of ITev/ York by saying- that,
when they are confronted with the proposition, they v/ill de-
clare that this nation is not able to attend to its ov/n busi-
ness. It is the issue of 1776 over again. Our ancestors, when
but three millions in number, ha,d the courage to declare their
political independence of every other nation; shall we, their
descendants, when Yie have grown to seventy millions, declare
that we are less independent than our forefathers? ITo, my
friends, that will never be the verdict of our people. There-
fore, we care not upon what lines the battle is fought. If
they say biraetalism is good, but that we cannot have it until
other nations help us, we reply that, instead of having a gold
standard because England has, Y/e will restore bimetalism, and
then let England have bimetalism because the United States has
ito If they dare to come out in the open field and defend the
gold standard as a good thing, v/e v/ill fight them to the utter-
most. Having behind us the producing masses of this nation
and the v/orld, supported by the commercial interests, the la-
boring interests, and the toilers everywhere, we will a^nswer
their demand for a gold standard by saying to them: You shall
not press dovm upon the brow of labor this crovm of thorns,
you shall not crucify mankind upon a cross of gold,"
The silver platform v/as adopted by a vote of 2 to 1, It
demanded the free and unlimited coinage of both silver and
gold at the existing legal ratio of 16 to 1 vrithout v/aiting for
25
the aid or consent of any nationo
The Democrats chose 'Jilliam Jennings Bryan of 'Tebraska
for President, and Arthur M, Sewall of llaine, for Vice-
26
Presidents
llr, Sryan, on the day of his nomination, sent the follow-
ing telegram to the l!Tew York Y/orld:
"Chicago, July 10
"To the Editor of the \7orld:
"The restoration of silver to its ancient place by
the side of gold will, in my judgment, restore the parity,
25, Harold R, Bruce, op. ci t», pp. 98 & 99
26, John D, Hicks, op« cit., p. 362

betv/een both kinds of money and thus permit a general
return of prosperity.
"The t7"orld, Y^hich did such effective work in "behalf
of an income tax, will find a still larger field of use-
fulness in supporting the gold and silver coinoge of the
Constitut iono
J, 3ryan."27
On July 23rd, the i'ree Silver Convention held in St. Louis
endorsed Sryan's nomination© I'heir platform for 1896 Y/as for
unrestricted coinage, and demanded the payment of all coin
obligations of the United States in either gold or silver coin
28
at the option of the government. The Democrats urged the Popu-
lists that there be only one silver candidate. The Populists
had alv/ays professed that the principle should be placed ahead
of personal or party advantage.
Compromises v/ere proposed and refused s/t trie Populist Con-
vention* Sev/a,ll became the stumbling blocl:. He Y/as a na-
tional banker, director of a railroad, head of one Trust and
part ovmer in others, an easterner, and a man of wealth. All
the things that the Populists opposed, he Y/as. Sutler a/ad
others urged the Democrats to drop Sev/all, Jones, the dele-
gate of the Democrats refused to consider it.
The Populists decided to elect the Vice-President first.
\7ith a Populist candidate actually named, probably the Demo-
crats could yet be persuaded to Ydthdraw Sev;a-ll and a,ccept the
Populist candidate. The Populist could in this viB.y preserve
their ov/n organization and Y/ould be in less danger of being
sv/alloY/ed up by the Democrats.
V/hen Jones learnt that the Populists were /-oin.': to elect
27. Robert S. Taylor, The Silver Q.uestion, p. 16
2Bo Henry W. Peabody, Address in Opposition to Bimetallism,
p. 5
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their Vice-President first, he telegraphed, to Bryan, "Populists
nominate Yice-President first. If not Sewall, what shall we
do? I favor your declination in that case. Ansv/er quick."
Bryan promptly replied: "I entirely agree v/ith you. \Tithdra\7
my name if Sev/all is not nominated,"
'Jatson, a man from Georgia, was elected as a candidate
for Vice-President. Bryan was elected as a candidate for
President. Bryan never accepted or officially rejected the
Populist nomination.
The Democrats, under Bryan's leadership gave the country
the liiost spectacular campaign up to that time. Bryan himself
traveled over 13,000 miles, visited two-thirds of the States,
and m.ade during fourteen weeks no less than four hundred
speeches.
The whole campaign was marked "by an earnest study of the
money question. Professor ".'oodburn of Indiana University said
that: "On the streets, in the school house ii^eeting, in the
debating club, wherever severa.1 are gathered together, the
money question has "been seriously discussed. Voters have
sought anxiouslj^ to know the truth, lien who have never thought
about the money question before have given it their earnest at-
tention." Professor llacy of C-rinnel noted the same: "intense
and unusual interest in the debate. Hen and women sat for
hours listening to a presentation of facts and statistics....
V'henever men meet in shop or by the \7ay they engage in finan-
cial discussion."
Tons of literature v;as given out, much of which was care-
fully read. "Goings Financial School," by 'Jilliam H. Harvey,
first published in 1894 was the most popular booko It was the
great silver classic. Extracts v/ere reprinted by newspapers
and thus extended the range of the book. The most successful
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imitation was Ignatius Donnelly*s, "The American People's
29
Money", published in 1895o
These "books v;ere, of course, refuted by the gold advo-
cates. They published such books as, "Silver or Gold, Bug*s
Financial Kindergarten" by A Ilining Engineer published in 1896;
"Honest IToney or Coin's Fallacies Exposed" by Stanley ";fe,terloo
published in 1895; ''Real Bimete-lliEin or True Coin versus
False Coin, A lesson from "Coin's Financial School" by Everett
P. "Theeler published in 1895; and "The Official Book. Answer
to "Coin's Financial School" by Stanley '^''ood, published in
1895,
The IJational Sound Honey League was under the leadership
of such men a.s Henry Y'illard, J. Sterling "orton, John K. Cov;enj
E. Ingalls, George Foster Peabody, Horace \7hite, J. Kennedy
Tod, H. P. Robinson, John Bo Jackson, James L. Blair, Louis R©
Ehrich, E, V, Smalley, A. B. Hepburn and others. They publishec
in Chicago, a paper known as "Sound Honey". "The Honest Dollar'
a Broadside was also published. Another Broadside Y/as publish-
ed in Boston by the Silverites. It was called "Silver and
Goldo
"
These v;ere given free and contained 3.s much of the data,
speeches, and newspaper articles that had appeared on their
30
subject, as the editors could collect,.
The Results of the Election
The election results v/ere a great disappointment. Bryan's
vote in the South and '.Vest was very good, but even so, he lost
29. John D. Hicks, op. cit., tdtd, 340, 359, 362 - 365. 369.
373, 2: 374
30. A. Barton Hepburn, History of Coinai.e and Currency in the
United States, vVo 380 & 381
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some of these States. The Populists had given up everything
for a joint campaign and had lost, llany members had voted
v/ith the Bemocre.ts, The Democrats gave it out that they had
adopted the Populists Principles, so these people, stayed -/ith
the Democrats©
They blamed Butler, Bryan, the Democrats a,nd lastly
themselves. The leaders knew that the Populist Pa.rty v/as done.
The anti-fusionists tried to reorganize the group. At
the convention they gave up free silver in favor of legal ten-
31
der money.
One Reason for Downfall of Silver
"/liile Bryan v/as carrying on his silver campaign, nature
was at Y/ork destroying his best arguments. The production
of gold which for nearly thirty years had been sli£;:ht, began to
increase. The cys.nide process, ha.d been discovered in 1890,
It made possible the extraction of gold from the poorest ores
and caused more gold to be extracted from the richer ores.
Beside this, nev/ fields \7ere also opened up, in Australia,,
32
South Africa and in the Klondike
»
In the cyanide process, the ores v^ere finely crushed,
concentrated, were bleached in vats, with a dilute solution
of pota.ssium cyanide, containing 0,05 to 0,3 percent of po-
tassium cyanide, or sodium cyanide. The crushed ore remained
in this solution for from twelve to tv/enty-four hours dis-
solving the gold. The cyanide solution was then run off into
zinc precipitating boxeso The gold precipitated by clean
31, John D. Hicks, op. cit,, top, 375, 379 & 380
32, Ibid, pp. 38 & o9
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zinc shavings or by electrolysis. About one and one-half
grains of gold per ton was left in the solution.
This greater abundance of gold helped the debtor class to
pay their debts. In the early 1900 *s, the causes of discontent
33
being removed, silver was a dead issue.
On Janua.ry 6, 1896, a popula,r loan \/as started. The
Governrnent asked for bids on the thirty-year four percent
bonds to the extent of 5100,000,000. Gold coin vras receivable
in payment. The bids v/ere open for thirty days. Bonds to the
extent of 5568,269,000 v/orth were demanded, Uearly 4,700
separate bids were made. The prices ranged upward to 119 (,323
The bonds were given to the highest bidder, bringing in $111,
34
378,836 in gold.
The exports of gold continued in large volume during
January and July, 1896, After this, imports exceeded exportso
The Treasury v/as drawn on in excess of the exports. This con-
tinued even when the exports stoppedo The people feared the
election of Bryan and so they hoarded gold© ITearly $50,000,000
of gold was taken from the Treasury because of this. The gold
reserve was risen to •ii>129, 000, 000 in llarch, fell to less than
.#101,000,000 in August. After the election of IvlcKinley, the
gold reserve increased.
The average price of silver was below sixty-three and one«
half cents an ounce in 1894, went up to sixty-seven and one-
half cents in 1896. After the election, it started dovmv/ard
35
again©
33. Marh Sullivan, Our Times» p. 299
34. Ja.mes G. Batterson, Gold" and Silver as Currency
, p. 213
35. A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit,
,
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CHAPTER XIII
THE GOU) STALDARD
Gold Standard Proposed
Many of the gold standard advocates thought that McKinley
v/ould use his influence to o'btain legislation adopting the
gold standardo The very large vote cast for Bryan ';7as evidence
of the strength of the Silver it es» This the RepulDlican
leaders knew and feared,
McKinley made one more try to secure an international
agreement, because in England and Europe many discussions Y/ere
"being held on enlarging the use of silvero Senator Vfolcott
of Colorado, ex-Vice President Adlai Stevenson and General
Charles J, Paine were sent as commissionerso The mission Y^as
a complete failure.
Lyman Jo Gage, the Secretary of the Treasury, submitted
to Congress in December 1897, a complete plan for putting the
country on a gold basis* In general the plan was to replace
the legal tender notes xiith national bank notes; increase the
gold reserve to ^125,000,000; establish a separate bureau for
the Treasury; notes once redeemed in gold not to be reissued
except for gold; )200,000,000 notes to be placed in reserve
fund and thus impounded in the Treasury a,s soon as practicable;
refunding of the debt into tv/o and one-half per cent bonds;
permitting banks to deposit either bonds or government cur-
rency to fifty per cent of their capital and receive circula-
ting notes to the par thereof, notes issued on bonds subject

to a tax of one-half per cent annua,lly, those issued on cur-
rency free from tax; the banks so depositing "bonds or currency
to be permitted to issue circulation in excess of much deposits
equal to tY/enty-five per cent of their capital, to "be secured
"by first lien upon assets and by a safety fund accumulated by
means of a tv7o per cent annual tax upon such additional cir-
culation; the minimum capital of banks to be $25,000 and no
bank notes under ten dollars to be issued.
President McKinley recommended its careful consideration
by Congress, He only enclosed part of the plan.
The business interests under the leadership of Mr. Kanna,
called a convention at Indiana,polis» Leslie M. Shav/, Governor
of Iowa, with others, addressed the convention. They created
a coFjnissiono It included George Edmunds, as chairman,
Charles S, Fairchild and J, Laurence Laughlin, among its mem-
bers. They prepare a report of six hundred papers giving a
proposed law for currency and coinage reformo Their reco::nmenda
tions included the following: but, this was not to have any
effect on the legal tender of silver, although the gold dollar
was to be the standard of value and no more silver dollars
v^ere to be coined; and there v/ere to be no more silver certifi-
cates above five dollars issued,
A bill embodying all the provisions was introduced in
Congress, but no action was taken on it.
Under the part of the Law of 1890 which had not been
repealed, the Treasury continued to coin silver dollars as

"needed to redeem the Treasury ;^Totes," As soon as these notes
were redeemed they were cancelledo Y/hen the dollar returned,
silver certificates were issued.
The Goldites presented to Congress a proposition to re-
deem silver dollars in gold. The silver leaders, aroused,
repelled ito The Senate passed against it, the House for it.
All of this friction encouraged Bryan and his friends to hope
for success at the next election. The coming of the Spanish -
American V/ar in 1898 - united many of the people with the
administratiotto The war "brought other items of interest and
so drove silver out of the front ranks.
Taxes were increased and a loan of $200,000,000 in three
1
per cent TDonds was placed at paro The Act authorizing this
was known as the 7/ar Revenue Act of June 1898, and it con-
tained a section that authorised and directed the Secretary
of the Treasury to coin into standard silver dollars, as
rapidly as the puhlic interest might require, the silver hullioii
at that time in the Treasury at the rate of not less than
$1,500,000 per month. Under this Act, there were coined up
2
to Ifiarch 1, 1899, 11,296,335 silver dollars. The silver ma-
jority in the Senate were barely kept from forcing through a
3
free silver amendment to this act.
There were in the Treasury on September 30, 1899,
405,197,504 silver dollars upon which silver certificates were
issued. There were in circulation only 85,111,110 silver
dollars, ^?5, 023, 285 of Y/hich were in the Treasury not represent-
1. A. Barton Hepburn, History of Coinage and Currency in the
United States
, pp. 383-401
2. David K. 'Watson, History of American Coinage
, p. 159
3. A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit.
, p. 401
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ed "by certificates. This shov/s that there v/ere only 80,167,825
4
silver dollars in circulation on SeptemlDer 30, 1899.
Gold Standard Adopted
In DecemlDer, 1899, a Republican caucus in the Eouse pro-
posed a bill somev/hat like that proposed by the Indianapolis
conference. This bill v/as passed in January 1900, by a ma-
jority of fifty. A separate measure which differed in many
ways was passed by the Senate. The two bills went to con-
ference,, An agreement was reached early in March. On March
14, 1900, this bill v/as passed by Congress and signed by
5
President McKinley.
The Act was called "An Act for the purposes of defining
and fixing the Standards of Value, to maintain the Parity of
all forms of money issued or coined by the United States, to
refund the public debt, and for other purposes." The follow-
ing sections are taken from the Act.
"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
America in Congress assembled, That the dollar consisting
of tv/enty-five and eight tenths grains of gold nine tenths
fine, as established by section 3511 of the Revised Statutes
of the United States, shall be the standard unit of value,
and all forms of money issued or coined by the United States
shall be maintained at a parity of value with this standard,
and it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Treasury to
maintain such parity.
"Section 3. That nothing contained in this Act shall be con-
strued to affect the legal tender quality as now provided by
lav/ of the silver dollar, or any and all other money coined or
issued by the United States.
"Section 8. That the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby au-
thorised to use, at his discretion, any silver bullion in the
Treasury of the United States
•
purchased under the Act of
July 14, 1890, for coinage into such denominations of sub-
4. Jesse Overstreet, Analysis of the Bill to "Define and Fix
the Standard of Value, etc., p. 10
5o A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit., p. 402
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sidiary silver coin as may "be necessary to meet the public re-
quirem.ents for such coin: Provided, That the amount of euId-
sidiary silver coin outstanding shall not at any time, ex-
ceed in the aggregate one hundred million dollars. 'Whenever
any silver iDullion purchased under the Act of July 14, 1890,
shall "be used in the coinage of subsidiary silver coin, an
amount of Treasurj?" notes issued under said Act equal to the
cost of the bullion contained in such coin shall be canceled
and not reissued. "6
The opposition began in 1899, The Dem.ocratic-Populist
Party of j}Tebraska met five days after the passage of this
Act in the House. Under the leadership of Bryan, it declared
for free and unlimited coinage of silver and the substitution
of greenbacks for national bank notes. In many other States,
similar declarations v/ere adopted.
In the Presidential Campaign of 1900, the contest v;as
upon the standard of values and opposition to bank notes cur-
rency# All the former arguments for an increased money supply
to come from the remonetization of silver, were used again;
namely, the oppresive effects of the significance of the single
gold standard, and the inadequacy of gold supply and others.
These had little effect on their hearers, because the country
was prosperous.
Bryan was renom.inated by the Populist Party. He insisted
on making the silver question the main issueo Bryan was also
renominated by the Democrats. The Democratic Party Platform
emphasized imperialism. Bryan, therefore, relaxed his free
silver demands on the ground that the discovery of gold in
Alaska had produced an abundant supply of money*
The Republicans renominated McKinley, declared for the
6o United States Statutes at Large , March 14, 1900, Sections
1, 3 and 8
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gold standard and against free coinage of silver, LIcKinley
v/as reelected "by a largely increased majority. The country
felt, that McKinl€y»s reelection and signing the Act, that our
currency and our standard of v,.lues v/ere safe and that any
further legislation had better "be deferred until it had "been
demonstrated by experiences as needed.
The currency in 1909 had reached t\Yenty-eight dollars per
capita and Avas still grov/ing, A large part of this v/as in
gold. Bank notes had also increased, but silver shov/ed only
a slight increase arising from the seigniorage on the coinage,
Leslie M# Shav/, the Secretary of the Treasury, in his
report of 1902 recommended among others, that provision by
law be made for the exchange of gold for silver dollars, and
the use of the silver bullion on hand for subsidiary coinage.
Philippine Island Decree
The gold standard with silver coinage on government ac-
count was decreed by the Act of Congress of March 2, 1903, for
7
the Philippine Islands,
"Ee it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled. That the
unit of value in the Philippine Islands shall be the gold
peso consisting of twelve and nine-tenths grains of gold,
nine-tenths fine, said gold peso to become the unit of value
when the government of the Philippine Islands shall have
coined and ready for, or in, circulation not less than five
million of the silver pesos hereinafter provided for in this
Act, and the gold coins of the United States at the rate of
one dollar for two pesos hereinafter authorized to be coined
shall be legal tender for all debts, public and private, in
the Philippine Islands©
"Section 2, That in addition to the coinage authorized for the
use in the Philippine Islands by the Act of July first.
7# A, Barton Hepburn, op, cit ,, pp, 402-409
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nineteen hundred and tv/o, entitled "An Act temporarily to
provide for the administration of the affairs of civil govern-
ment in the Philipine Islands, and for other purposes," the
government of the Philippine Islands is authorized to coin
to an amount not exceeding seventy five million pesos, for
use in said islands, a silver coin of the denomination of one
peso and of the weighu of four hundred and sixteen grains, and
the standard of said silver coins shall be such that of one
thouss-nd parts, by weight, nine hundred shall be of pure
metal and one hundred of alloy, and the alloy shall be of
copper. "8
Mexico, because she produces and exports a great deal of
silver, began negotiations for an international agreement,
between the countries having colonial possessions that use
silver, to stop its further depreciation, China, the prin-
cipal silver-using country at the time, joined Mexico. Poth
asked the United States to join. The united members forming
the commission of the United States were Messrs. H. H. Hanna,
C. A. Conant and J, ¥. JenJis. They Y/ent abroad and conferred
9
with the European nations, but it was a failure.
A large and increasing demand for subsidiary silver coins
caused the government to resume the purchase of silver on
December 6, 1906, The reason for this purchase was a lowering
of the price three and one-half cents an ounce, lower than it
was four weeks ago and the need of material to make the
10
coinage from.
8. United States Statutes at Large , March 2, 1903, Sections
1 and 2
'Wl Uew York Daily Tribune (December 7> 1906) Volume LXVI>
Column 2, p. 9
lOo A. Barton Hepburn, op. cit ., p. 409
Government resumes Silver purchase, ITew York Daily Tribune
,
(December 7, 1906) Volume LXVI, Column 2
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1Y^ar Measures
An agreement was made "betY/een the United States and
Great Britain on ]^Tovem"ber 14, 1917, to use more silver as
coino The two governments were to "buy, during the coming year,
at least 100,000,000 ounces of "bullion, of which 60,000,000
Y/as for the United States, while 40,000,000 was for Great
11
Britain*
In 1918, the British Government appealed to the United
States to help her 'oy selling her some of the silver stored
in the Treasury for the redemption of the silver certificates.
She needed this money immediately, to prevent disturbance in
12
India, The United States granted this request by passing the
act known as the "Pittman Act," It is called "An Act to con-
serve the gold supply of the United States; to permit the
settlement in silver of trade balances adverse to the United
States, to provide silver for subsidiary coinage and for
commercial use; to assist foreign governments at war with the
enemies of the United States; and for the above purposes to
stabilize the price and encourage the production of silver.
The Act provides:
"Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled. That
the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized from time
to time to melt or break up and to sell as bullion not in ex-
cess of three hundred and fifty million standa,rd silver dol-
lars nov7 or hereafter held in the Treasury of the United
States, Any silver certificates v/hich may be outstanding
against such standard silver dollars so melted or broken up
shall be retired at the rate of one dollar face amount of such
certificates for each standard silver dollar so melted or
broken up. Sales of such bullion shall be made at such
11. ITew York Times (iTovember 15, 1917) Volume LXVII, Columns
6 & ,7, p, 2
12. ' Ueil Carothers, A Senate Racket, j^To. American Review,
January 1932, Volume GGXiCKIII, p. 4
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prices not less than one dollar per ounce of silver one thous-
and, fine and upon such terms as shall "oe established from
time to time by the Secretary of the Treasury,
"Section 2, That upon every such sale of "bullion from time
to time the Secretary of the Treasury shall immediately direct
the Director of the Mint to purchase in the United States, of
the product of mines situated in the United States and of
reduction works so located, an amount of silver equal to
371.25 grains of pure silver in respect of every standard sil-
ver dollar so melted or "broken up and sold as bullion. Such '
purchases shall be made in accordance v/ith the then existing
regulations of the Mint and at the fixed price of one dollar
per ounce of silver one thousand fine, delivered at the op-
tion of the Director of the Hint at TTew York, Philadelphia,
Denver, or San Francisco, Such silver so purchased may be
resold for any of the purposes hereinafter specified in sec-
tion three of this Act, under rules and regulations to be es-
tablished by the Secretary of the Treasury, and any excess of
such silver so purchased over and above and within the require-
ments for such purposes, shall be coined into standard silver
dollars or held for the purpose of such other coinage, and
silver certificates shall be issued to the amount of such
coinage. The net amount of silver so purchased, after making
allov/ance for all resales, shall not exceed at any one time
the amount needed to coin an aggregate number of standard sil-
ver dollars equal to the aggregate number of standard silver
dollars theretofore melted or broken up and sold as bullion
under the provisions of this Act, but such purchases of sil-
ver shall continue until the net amount of silver so purchased
after making allowance for all resales, shall be sufficient
to coin therefrom an aggregate number of standard silver dol-
lars equal to the aggregate number of standard silver dol-
lars theretofore so melted or broken up and sold as bullion,
"Section 3o That sales of silver bullion under authority of
this Act may be made for the purpose of conserving the exist-
ing stock of gold in the United States, of facilitating the
settlement in silver of trade balances adverse to the United
States of providing silver for subsidiary coinage and for com-
mercial use, and of assisting foreign governments at war v/ith
the enemies of the United States, The allocation of any sil-
ver to the Director of the Mint for subsidiary coinage shall,
for the purposes of this Act, be regarded as a sale or resale*
"Section 4, That the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized,
from any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to reimburse the Treasurer of the United States for the dif-
ference between the nominal or face value of all standard sil-
ver dollars so melted or broken up and the value of the sil-
ver bullion, at one dollar per ounce of silver one thousand
fine, resulting from the melting or breaking up of such stand-

ard silver dollars,
"Section 5. That in order to prevent contraction of the cur-
rency, the Federal Reserve Banks may be either permitted or
required by the Federal Reserve Soard, at the request of the
Secretary of the Treasury, to issue Federal reserve bank notes,
in any denominations (including denominations of one dollar
and two dollars) authorized by the Federal Reserve Board, in
an at^i;iregate amount not exceeding the amount of standard sil-
ver dollars melted or broken up and sold as bullion under
authority of this Act, upon deposit as provided by la\7 with
the Treasurer of the United States as security therefor, of
United States one-year gold notes. The Secretary of the
Treasury may, at his option, extend the time of paj^Tnent of any
maturing United States certificates of indebtedness deposited
as security for such Federal reserve bank notes for any
period not exceeding one year at any one extension and may,
at his option, pay such certificates of indebtedness prior
to maturity, whether or not so extended. The deposit of
United States certificates of indebtedness by Federal Reserve
Banks as security for Federal Reserve bank notes under author-
ity of this Act shall be deemed to constitute an agreement on
the part of the Federal reserve bank making such deposit
that the Secretary of the Treasury may so extend the time of
such certificates of indebtedness beyond the original maturity
date or beyond any maturity date to which such certificates
of indebtedness may have been extended, and that the Secretary
of the Treasury, may pay such certificates in advance of ma-
turity, whether or not so extended,
"Section 60 That as and when standard silver dollars shall be
coined out of bullion purchased under authority of this Act,
the Federal reserve banks shall be required by the Federal
Reserve Board to retire Federal reserve notes issued under
authority of section five of this Act, if then outstanding, in
an amount equal to the amount of standard silver dollars so
coined, and the Secretary of the Treasury shall pay off and
cancel any United States certificates of indebtedness depositee
as security for Federal reserve bank notes so retired.
"Section 7, That the tax on any Federal reserve bank notes is-
sued under authority of this Act, secured by the deposit of
United States certificates of indebtedness or United States
one-year gold notes, shall be so adjusted that the net return
on such certificates of indebtedness, or such one-year gold
notes, calculated on the face thereof, shall be equal to the
net return on United States two per cent bonds, used to se-
cure Federal reserve bank notes, after deducting the amount
of the tax upon such Federal reserve bank notes so secured,
"Section 8, That except as herein provided. Federal reserve
bank notes issued under authority of this Act, shall be sub-
•— •
•
•
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•
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ject to all existing provisions of lav/ relating to federal
reserve "bank notes.
"Section 9» That the provisions of Title VII of an Act ap-
proved June 15, 1917, entitled "An Act to punish acts of inter-
ference with the foreign relations, the neutrality, and the
foreign commerce of the United States, to punish espoinage,
and better to enforce the criminal laws of the United States,
and for other purposes," and the pov/ers conferred upon the
President by subsection (b) of section five of an Act ap-
proved October 6, 1917, known as the "Trading with the Enemy
Act," shall, in so far as applicable to the exportation from
or shipment from or taking out of the United States of silver
coin or silver bullion, continue until the net amount of
silver required by section two of this Act shall have been
purchased as therein provided. 13
Approved, April 23, 1918,
From the United States Treasury at Washington and the
Sub-Treasury at Nev; Orleans, guarded shipments of silver dol-
lars came to Philadelxjhia to be melted dovmo These Mere sent
in bags containing one thousand each. More than 265,000,000
silver dollars were shipped. The silver on being melted was
molded into bricks. Each brick weighed about sixty-two pounds
and was worth .ipl,000. The bricks were placed in the special
trains. Each consisted of five cars. In these cars the
bricks were piled. Each train carried between ;?5,000,000 and
^10,000,000. In each car v/ere two guards, armed with auto-
matic pistols at their hips, and a sav/ed-off shotgun in their
laps. There v/ere eighteen of these trains. All went from
Philadelphia to San Prancisco, v/here the silver v/as transferred
to the shi]p for India, The last shipment v;as made on April
14
23, 1919. Handy and Harmon handled these shipments.
The price of silver rose rapidly from 1903 to 1920. This
was caused by the demands of India and China, and also due to
13. United States Statutes at Large
,
April 23, 1918, Sections
1 to 9
14, Tells of Silver Trains Rushed Under G-uard, >Tew York Times
,
(T.Tay 22, 1919) Volume LXVIII, Column 3, p. 3
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the \7orld '.7ar; and by the United States government's need of
her gold as a bank reserve, to pay for ¥/ar munitions and sup-
16
plies, and to pay her soldiers in foreign countrieso
Results of '.7ar
After the v/ar the price of silver rapidly fell, Holland
reduced the silver content of her subsidiary coins. In 1920
Grea.t Britain follovved, Australia, ITew Zealand, most of Eu-
rope and South America, a little latter, did the se-iiie. In 1926,
Belgium abolished all silver coins. In the next tv.'o years
Poland, Italy and Prance demonetized their silver coins. The
result v/as that 225,000,000 ounces of silver vras throvm upon
the market, 3y December 1931, the price v;as less than thirty
cents an ounce, v/hile in 1926 it was sixty-three cents, and in
1919, one dollar and twelve cents
o
India aided this along by adopting the Gold Bullion
standard and the nines helped through producing the other
minerals to which silver is a by-product. The United States
did nothing to push the silver price down, although Representa-
tive T'lcFadden tried to, by introducing a bill in Congress to
lower the subsidiary standard from ninety per cent to eighty
17
T)er cent of fine silver,
China, the only silver-using nation, thus found herself
in difficulties. In the midst of this, the Kimmerer Connnission
15» J, Laurence Laughlin, Bime^tallism Again^ American RevievLal
Reviews, (l^Iay 1, 1916) Volume 53, p, 624
16, J, Laurence Laughlin, The Amazing Adventures of Silver,
American Re view of Reviews
,
(November 1929), Volume 74, p, 511
17, 7/hy Gold is sinking and Silver is soaring, Curr ent QTDinion
(April 1920) Volume 68, p, 4

went to China. They recoraTnencled, -'.fter having studied the
situation, that China t^ive up the silver standards This China
did not doo
President Hoover, after being hard pressed "by the people
v/ho urged that something "be done for silver, at last, announced
that he v/ould not oppose i\merican participation in an unof-
ficial-conference sponsored "by some other nation. !^To other
nation a'ctempted to do so, therefore, nothing was done,. The
people who urged this, feared that the Indian Treasury might
put her 30,000,000 ounces of silver which were still unsold
on the market, and so lower the price of silver farther©
They thought that through an international agreement, England
18
might agree to hold this reserve in abeyance.
18. 'Eeil Carothers, op. cito, po 4
*•
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GHAPTSr. XIV
PRESZITT DA"'- SITUATIOIT IIT HZG.-^J) TO SIL^^R
The Proposed plans
The agitation concerning silver continued, "because the
price continued to drop. The iollov/ing are a few of the plans
suggested.
A sut-coimnittee of the Seiiuve Jornrnittee on i'orei^^n Rela-
tions recommended that a loan of silver ce made to help "bring
back Chinao The government of China, a lit:.le later, let Con-
gress IznoY/ that she had too much silver.
Captain Victor Alexander Cazalet, a Conservative, sug-
gested in the House of Commons that the European countries use
silver in payment of their war de"bts to the United Stateso
The originator of this iaea was Professor V/illiam Dampier-
Y/hetham.
r, H. Eronnell, the chairman of the American Smelting and
Refining Company, advised the United States, G-reat Britain,
Prance and other interested nations to agree for the ne::t
three years, that they \7ould sell no silver "below a stated
price, that they would purchase the silver required for su"b-
sidiary coinage whenever the price falls lower than a prede-
termined figure and that trey v.'ould ""oe permitted to cell sil-
ver whenever it rises aLovt aa agreed fi^urCo
President Ortea Rulia of llexico, made the suggestion a
year a"go that a conference of nations "be held. The Interna-
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tional Chamber of Commerce in its meeting at Washington, D. C«,
expressed aijprovc.l of this plan. President Hoover did not
seem eager to take the necessary steps, "but since the action
of the Chamber, Y/illiam H, Castle, Jr., Acting Secretary of
State, said that the United States Government v/ould partici-
pate, if some other nation began it. China undertook to do
1
this, but failed,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, the President of the United States,
declared the policy oi his administration in the follov/ing
v/ords:
"The Administration has the definite objeclive of rais-
ing the commodity price to such an extent tiiat those xh.o have
borrowed m.oney will, on the average, be able to repay thst
2
money in the same kind o'f dollar which they borrowed."
The National Cooperative Council, basing as members the
large farm cooperatives, sent the following to President
Roosevelt.
"'i7e earnestly solicit you.T attention to the necessity for
bringing about a rise in commodity prices by means of a change
in the monetary system. The only alternative is continued
cruel deflation, involving continued bankruptcies, foreclosures,
and human distress. Hov^ever, we em.v)hasize the necessity for
sound control of inflation* However, we will ask that the
value of the dollar be regulated in such a manner as to establisi
and maintain a reasonably steady all-com.m.odity price index at
approximately 1921-30 level. Such regulation, we believe,
should be under the control of a permanent non-partisan board,
of a permanent non-partisan board of representatives of agri-
culture, labor, and industry - whomsoever r.:oney system should
serve .
"
Professional economists gave opinions in favor of "re-
flat ion© " They said that the country should control its
1. L. B, IT. Gnaedinger, "Silver Shackles," Outlook and Inde-
pendent , CLVIII (June 3, 1931), pp. 139
2, Ren son Y. Landis, The rhird ^-j^cricun Review
, p. 217
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credit and monetary systein so as to "bring about a rise in
commodity prices and that it should manage its currency and
3
credit so as to achieve greater economic stability.
G, Bowie Ghipman^s plan was:
"It therefore seems to me that the dollar should be sta-
bilized, not to have an abnormal purchasing pov/er in times of
depression or a lessening purchasing pov/er in times of prosper-
ity, but should rema,in at a stabled value; and I feel that the
whole world is asking this question, whether it applies to our
money or to the money of any other nation, because the same
condition exists the world over."
He said that the only v/ay to accomplish the above was by
4
adding silver to the money basis«
The concurrent resolution of the Legisla,ture of the State
of South Carolina was referred to the Committee on finance of
the Senate of the United States on January 17, 1932) o A por-
tion of it is quoted:
"Section 7. '.'/hereas it is believed that legal provisions for
the remonet izat ion of silver v/ould rehabilitate buying power
everywhere, create a world market for our crops and the out-
put of our factories, and bring about a. rise in the price of
commodities, thus enabling all debtors to meet their obliga-
tions: Now, therefore, be it Resolved by the Senate (the
House of Representatives concurring) That the General Assem-
bly of South Carolina does hereby petition the Congress of
the United Sta^tes, now in session, to enact the necessary
legislation for the remonet ization of silver, and for the re-
m.oval of the excessive rates of tariff which stand as barriers
to the legitimate trade of this nation with the nations of
the world. "5
A resolution respecting bimetallic currency, being adopted
by the Senate of the State of ITebraska, was referred to the
Committee on ]?inance of the Senate on Ja,nuary 19, 1933. It was
"VAiereas there is pending in the Congress of the United
States a bill to establish a bimetallic system of currency, em-
3. Benson Y. Landis, Ibid.
, p. 24
4. Congressional Re corct» Senate, January 3, 1933, p, 1170
5. Congres sional Re'cord
,
Senate, January 17, 1933, loioo 1931
1932

ploying gold and silver, to fix the relative value of gold and
silver, and to provide for the free coinage of silver, and
for other purposes; and
"T/hereas it is the sense of this State that the needs of
the citizens of ITehraslca and of the United States v/ill "be iDest
served under present economic conditions by some sound system
of inflating cxirrencyx Nov/, therefore, "be it Resolved hy the
Senate of the State of ITebraska in the forty-ninth regular
cession assembled. That v/e hereb^.^ memorialize the petition the
United States House of Representatives and the United States
Senate to consider favorably the Y/heeler Bill (S, 248) now
referred to and in the hands of the Committee on Tinance of the
United States Senate, to the end that relief may be afforded
to those States of the Union in which silver is mined in order
that the price of silver may be normally ste.bilized; that the
aspects of the silver question be dealt v/ith in so far as legis
lation is concerned as a. necessary comm.odity as v/ell a.s a, mone-
tary problemo"6
The Silver Bloc in Congress
Senator VTlieeler's bill for bi-metallism was defeated by
a la^rge majority. The feeling for some sort of inflation grew
7
in Congress, Soon at lea.st a iialf a dozen different methods of
8
inflation were being discussed* Ea,rly in April a test vote on
the remonetizat ion of silver under the ratio of 16 to 1 was
taken. The Ayes won by a great majorityo
Gold Sta.ndard Suspended
The break-down came because the v/hole credit system was
not able to meet the demands of its creditors and because the
people wished to turn all their property into goldo I'any
of the banks v/ere closed, and insurance coriro.9nie s becarce in-
solvent.
On Iilarch 6th, 1933, by order of the President, s,ll the
banks were closed. This Act took the United States currency
6. C ngr e s
s
i on_a_l Record
,
Senate, January 19, 1953, p. 2067
7. Ewin Eugene Lewis, "The Rubber Dollar-Inflation," The ITew
Deal
, pp. 32
8. Bensora Landis, Ibid.
, p. 26
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off the 3'old. stc..ndard, unofficially, V/lien the banks reopened,
the dollar of the United Stc/ues v/as kep>. a^ ios par vc.lue in
the foreign exchange, although persons in this country could
not withdra-?; gold. This kept prices up to gold standard prices||>
On March 9, 1933, "An Act to provide relief in the exist-
ing national emergency in banking, and for other purposes,"
v/as passed. The portion that relates the President's po^vers
in regard to currency is quoted:
"Be it enacted by the Senate and Eouse of Representa.t ives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled. That the
Congress hereby declares that a serious emergency exists and
that it is imperatively necessary speedily to put into effect
remedies of uniform national application.
Title I
"Section 1. The actions, regulations, rules, licenses, orders
and proclamations heretofore or hereafter taken, promulgated,
made, or issued by the President of the United States of the
Secre-uary of the Treasury since March 4, 19^5, pursuant to the
authority ponferred by subdivision (b) of section five of the
Act of October 6, 1917, as amended, are hereby a^Dproved and
confirmed.
"Section 2. Subdivision (b) of section five of the Act of
October 6, 1917, (4O Stat. L. 411), as amended, is hereby
amended to read as follov^s:
"(b) During time of war or during any other period of national
emergency declared by the President, ihe President may, throug][i
any agency that he may designate, or otherwise, investigate^
regulate, or prohibit, under such rules and regulations as he
may prescribe, by means of licenses or otherwise, any trans-
actions in foreign exchange, transfers of credit between or
payments by banking institutions as defined by the President,
and export, hoarding, melting, or ear-marking of gold or sil-
ver coins or bullion or currency, by any person within the
United States or any place subject to the jurisdiction there-
of; and the President may require any person engaged in any
transaction referred to in this subdivision to furnish under
oath, complete information relative thereto, including the
production of any books of account, contracts, letters or
other papers, in connection therewith in the custody or con-
trol of such person, either before or after such transaction
is completed. 'C/hoever wilfully violates any of the provisions
9. Ewin Eugene Lewis, ox3> cit. , p. 34,
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of this subdivision or of any license, order, rule or re;^ula-
tion issued thereunder, shall, upon conviction, "be fined not
more than "JlOjOOO, or, if a natural person may be imprisoned
for not more than ten years, or both; and any officer, di-
rector or agent of any corporation v/ho knoY/ingly participates
in such violation may be punished by a like fine, imprison-
ment, or botholO
On April 5, 1933, Presiuen.. lloosevelt issued the folloTring
order:
"All individuals, partnerships, associations ana corpora-
tions holding in excess of one hundred dollars v/orth of gold
coin, gold bullion and gold certificates acquired before April
28, 1953, should prior to J£ay 1, 1933, deliver all such gold,,,
to the Federal Reserve Banks or to the member banks in the
Federal Reserve System; and that other forms of coins or cur-
rency issued under the lav/s of the United States shall be paid
in exchange; and that said member banks should deliver such
t^old coin..., to the Federal Reserve Bank of which they are a
mem.be r, "11
President Roosevelt ordered on April 19th, 1933, that no
more gold to be exported. Secretary Y/oodin announced that same
12
afternoon, that the United States was off the gold standard.
The attempt to keep the dollar of the United States at par on
the foreign exchange was thus given up. The dollar immediate-
13
ly dropped in value, and prices rose.
On Kay 12, 1933, Congress passed "An Act to relieve the
existing national economic emergency by increasing agricultural
purchasing power, to raise revenue for extraordinary expenses
incurred by reason of such emergency, to provide emergency
relief with respect to agricultural indebtedness, to provide
for the orderly liquidation of joint-stock land banks, and for
other purposes." The portions of the Act that grant the
President authority to inflate the currency follows:
The President
"Section 42 (2) By proclamab ion to fix the v/eight of the gold
dollar in grains nine tenths fine and also to fix the weight
10, United States Statutes at Large, March 9, 1933, Title I,
Section 1.
11. Rev, Charles E, Coughlin, The ITew Deal in Money, p-p, 78 8c 79
12. Benson Y, Landis, op. cit,, p, 26
13. George F, Warren, "The Hew Dollar, " Forimi, XC (August, 1933)
pp. 70 to 75
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the adverse
provide for
the ratio so fixed,
States enters into
raents under the terms
gold and other cu
to
it
of the silver dollar in grains nine tenths fine at a definite
fixed ratio in relation to the gold dollar at such amounts
as he finds necessary from his investigation to stabilize
domestic prices or to protect the foreign commerce against
effect of depreciating foreign currencies, and
the unlimited coinage of such gold and silver
or in case the Government of the United
i-n agreement with any government or govern-
of which the ratio "between the value of
-rency issued by the United States and by
such government or governments is established, the President
may fix the v/eight of the gold dollar in accordance with the
ratio so agreed upon, and such gold dollar, the weight of
v/hich is so fixed, shall be the standard unit of value, and all.
forms of money issued or coined by the United States shall 1
maintained at a parity v/ith this standard and it shall be
the duty of the Secretary of the Treasury to maintain such
parity, but in no event shall the weight of the gold doll
be fixed so as to reduce its present v/eight by more than
per centum.
Lar
fifty
"Section 45 (2) The President is authorized, for a period of
six months from the date of the passage of this Act to accept
silver in payment of the v/hole or any p^ rt of the principal
or interest now due, or to become due within six months after
such date, from any foreign government or governments on ac-
count of any indebtedness to the United States, such silver
to be acce^jted at not to exceed the price of fifty cents an
ounce in United States currency. The aggregate value of the
silver accepted under this section shall not exceed '-?200,000,
000.
(b) The silver bullion accepted and received under the i^ro-
visions of this section shall be subject to the requirements
of existing law and the regulations of the mint service
governing the methods of determining the amount of pure silver
contained, and the amount of the cha,rges or deductions, if
any, to be made; but such silver bullion shall not be counted
as pt^rt of the silver bullion authorized or required to be
purchased and coined under the provisions of esixting law.
(c) The silver accepted and received under the provisions of
this section shall be deposited in the Treasury of the United
States, to be held, used and disposed of as this section pro-
vided.
(d) The Secretary of the Treasury shall cause silver certifi-
cates to be issued in such denominations as he deems advisa,ble
to the total number of dollars for which such silver was ac-
cepted in x^ayment of debts. Such silver certificates shall be
used by the Treasurer of the United States in payment of any
obligations of the United States.
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(e) The silver so accepted and received unuer this section
shall he coined into standard silver dollars and subsidiary
coins sufficient, in the opinion of the Secretary of the
Treasury, to meet any demands for redemption of such silver
certificates issued under the provisions of this section, and
such coins shall be retained in the Treasury for the payment
of such certificates on demand. The silver so accepted and
received under this section, except so much thereof as is
coined under the provisions of this section, shall he held in
the Treasury for the sole purpose of aidin^i in maintaining; the
parity of such certificates as provided in existing lav/<» Any
such certificates, v/hen presented at the Treasury, shall he
redeemed in standard silver dollars, or in subsidiary silver
coin, at the option of the holder of the certificates. Pro-
vided, That, in the redemption of such silver certificates
issued under this section, not to exceed one third of the coin
required for such redemption may in the judgment of the Secre-
tary of the Treasury be made in subsidiary coins, the balance
to be made in standard silver dollars«14
Section 45 (2) is kncjra as the Thomas Amendment, Seventy-
five Representatives and ten Senators signed a petition to
President Roosevelt, The petition asked that he appoint Rev-
erend Charles E. Coughlin as an advisor to the V/orld Economic
Conference, They said:
"Ke is a student of v;orld affairs, economics, and finance;
and has the confidence of millions of American citizens, '.Ye
believe his presence at the Conference would instill confidence
15
in the hearts of the average citizen,..."
"A Joint Resolution to assure uniform value to the coins
and currencies of the United States" passed Congress on June
5, 1933. The exact words appear below:
"IShereas the holding of or dealing in gold affect the public
interest, and are therefore subject to proper regulation and
restriction, and V/hereas the existing emergency has disclosed
that provisions of obligations which purport to give the
obligee a right to require payment in gold or a particular
kind of coin or currency of the United States or in an amount
in money of the United States measured thereby, obstruct the
power of the Congress to regulate the value of the money of
14. United States Statutes at Large
,
May 12, 1933, Section 43
(2), Section 45 (a, b, c, d, e) pp. 742 & 743
15. United States Statutes at Large , June 5, 1933
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the United States, and
policy of the Oon.^resB
DOY/er of every dollar,
are inconsistent v/ith the declared
to maintain at all times the equal
coined or issued by the United States,
in the markets and in the p£iyment of debts© ITov;,
be it
therefore,
Resolved hy the Senate 8-nd House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, (s.)
every provision contained in or made vvith respect to any ob-
li{;ation v/hich purports to give the obligee a right to re-
quire payment in gold or a particular kind of coin or cur-
rency, or in an amount in money of the United States measured
thereby, is declared to be against public policy; and no such
provision shall be contained in or made with respect to any
obligation hereafter incurred. Every obligation, heretofore
or hereinafter incurred, whether or not any such provision is
contained therein or made v/ith respect thereto, shall be dis-
charged upon payiTjent, dollar for dollar, in any coin or cur-
rency v/hich at the time of payment is legal tender for public
and private debtso Any such provision contained in any law
authorizing obligations to be issued by or under authority,
of the United States, is hereby repealed, but the repeal of
any such provision shall not invalidate any other provision
or a,uthority contained in such lav/.
(b) As used in this resolution, the term "obligation" means
an obligation (including every obligation of and to the United
States, excepting currency) payable in money of the United
States; and the term "coin or currency" means coin or cur-
rency of the United States, including Federal Reserve ITotes
and circulating notes of ^'edera.l Reserve banks and national
banking associations.
"Section 2. The last sentence of paragraph one of subsection
(b) of section forty- three of the Act entitled "An Act to re-
lieve the existing national economic emergency by increasing
agricultural purchasing pov/er, to raise revenue for extra
ordinar^^ expenses incurred by reason of such emergency, to pro-
vide emergency relief v/ith respect to agricultural indebted-
ness, to provide for the orderly liquidation of joint-stock
land banks, and for other purposes," approved l.!ay 12, 1953,
is emended to res.d as follows:
"All coins and currencies of the United States (including
Federal Reserve i^Totes and circulating ITotes of Federal Re-
serve banks and national banking associations) heretofore or
hereafter coined or issued, shall be legal tender for all
debts, public and private, belov/ the standard v/eight and
limit of tolerance provided by lav/ for the single piece,
shall be legal tender only at valuation in proportion to their
actual v/eifht."16
16. United States Statute s at Large , June 5, 1953, pp. 747 ^
748
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All debts xiere declared payaole in legal tender, no matter
v/hetiier the contract stated payable in gold or not. It was
rushed through Congress, because the Treasury did not wish to
put the gold clause into the new securities that were about
to be issued on June 15, 1933, The notes, when issued, stated
payable on maturity "in lega.1 tender,"
In the Senate, William E, Borah of Idaho stated:
"It has been said that this is repudiation, I am not
prepared to controvert that statement. But the bond-holder
must take his place in the sacrifice which the American people
have been enduring, V/e must cease to pay tribute to the gold
standard at the expense of uhe average citizen of the United
States,"
IZsiny newspapers stormed and raged about it, but many stu-
dents of law said, there was ample judicial precedent and many
students of ethics held that it might be defended as a means
of restoring equality between creditor and debtor. One said:
"Drastic changes in conditions which succeed the making of
an agreerrient must always be considered when the time comes to
fulfill the agreement. Shifting situations are always a apart
of the picture and make for changed relationships betv/een con-
tractors. All contrt^cts should eventually be modified when
they are not in line with the realities of a situation. The
action of the Pederal Government puts its contracts in line
with realities, "17'
In the Boston American of February 25, 1934, this article
appeared under the title "Gold Ban Lav/ is Held Legal",
"St, Louis, February 24 - The power of Congress to make
any lawful money legal tender for the payment of debts, even
though the debtor may have agreed to pay in gold, was upheld
in a decision handed dov/n here today by U, S, Judge C, B, Faris-
17, Benson Y. Landis, op, cit, , pp, 29 & 30
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"He also held, however, that no state can pass any la"^
impairing the obligations ox a contract,
"The opinion, in effect, upheld uhe emergency legislation
'by which Congress last year abrogated the 'gold clause » found
in many securities.
"The decision Y/as handed do"wn in a suit of holders of
bonds of Drainage District 2 of Pemiscot County, ITo. for an
injunction to enjoin the collector of the county from accepting
defaulted bonds and interest coupons of the district in pay-
ment of drainage taxes, in accordance v/ith a 1929 act of the
State Legislature,"
In the President's order of April 5, 1933, ITay 1, 1933
was given as the iinal dateo After that date, the persons
holding gold were visited "by men from tue Department of Jus-
tice. They tried persuasion. In September, about a half
billion dollars in gold and gold certificates were still out.
The names and addresses of many of the holders of gulc. coin
were found to be not true. Although threats were made to
publish the na:!:es of the ones still holding gold, no lists
were published. A new final date v/as set 'by an order of the
President for September. Ze, also, through an order, let
1£
nev/ly-mined gold be ship .-ed, but onjy under certain conditions.
The World's Lconj...^G Confers :ce
In July, 1933, in London, the \7orld*s Economic Conference
took place. One of the delegates of the United States was Sen-
ator Pittman, an ardent silver man. Ke devoted himself, while
there, to "get something for silver". Ke fixed his strength on
two chief proposals: 1st, to iceep the gold standard, but to
replace silver for gold in twent^r-f ive per cent of the metallic
la. Benson Y. Landis, op. cit ., p. 31
r•
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reserves in the central iDaniis; and 2r.d, tliat the gold nations
use c. -i^-xer silver content Lia.i forr.oerly in their subsidiary
coinage. He ended v/ith a comproTnise . The matter was referred t||)
a SLib-coinmittee and a resolution v/as adopted. This resolution
Y/as to the effect that the gold standard countries should not
debase their silver coinage more than it was already.
He, also, niade an agreement for four yea.Ts with eight
nations, according to tliis the Sctles of silver v/ill be re-
19
stricted and the use of silver increased. The three nations
holding the most silver, India, China and Spain, agreed not to
dump their silver on to the market, India, a.grees not to sell
more than 140,000,000 ounces of silver during the four years,
beginning with 1934, and not to sell more than 'jjSO, 000, 000 in
any one year. This does not include silver that may be sold
to the European nations for use in making war debt payments to
the United States. China is to sell none, and Spain not more
than 20,000,000 during the entire four years.
The five great silver producing nations are: Mexico,
Peru, Canada, Australia and the United States, and they have
agreed not to sell any silver during this period. They also
have agreed to take from the market 35,000,000 ounces of silver
each year. This is to be used for coinage or reserves©
The Wall Street Journal said:
"Passing over the disputed question v/hether the external
purchasing power of even China is determined by the price of
silver, it may be useful to recall that v;orld production of the
v/hite metal has averaged around 250,000,000 ounces annually in
recent years. Aside from its implication as to monetization
by individual nations, this agreement Y/ould in a manner sta-
19. "Silver as a Beggar", The ^Tation
. CXXXVII (August 2, 1933)
p. 117
'
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bilize the market only in respect to a movement out of it of
35,000,000 ounces annually; in addition, it would limit move-
ments to market from existing governmental stocks to a possi'ble
40,000,000 ounces a year. The latter provision, to "be sure
raises a Boulder Dam against the superfluous silver in posses-
sion of the Government of India, 310,000,000 ounces, or more.
But the Indian Government sold as much as 35,000,000 ounces in
only one recent year; the plan raises no "barrier to the market-
ing of silver priva.tely otTned in India and Indo-Ghina, esti-
mated in the billions of ounces* "20
The Dex)artment of Laoor reported a six percent advance in
the combined index of wholesale prices in July over June, This
was the fifth consecutive month to show an increase. On August
25th, the Federal Reserve "board reported tiiat industrial -gvo-
duction rose in July to the average for zhe j'-ears 1923-25©
These indices went down, as usual, in August and Septem"ber, "but
went slowly upward after Septem"ber<,
By September, none of the inflation schemes of Congress
had been adopted by the President. The demands soon became
more numerous. The ^Tational Cooperative Council continued its
demands for an effective currency and for sufficient devalua-
tion of the gold content of the dollar to bring back the gen-
21
eral price level of 1926, On Sunday evening October 22nd,
President Roosevelt made a radio speech and to the people in
part he said:
"The United States must take firmly in its own hands the
control of the gold value of our dollar. This is necessary
in order to prevent the dollar disturbances from swinging away
from our ultimate goal, namely, the continued recovery of our
commodity prices. As a further effective means to this end, I
am going to establish a government market for gold in the
'Jnited States. Therefore, under existing laY;, I am authorizing
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to buy gold newly minted
in the United States at prices to be determined from time to
time after consultation with the Secretary of the Treasury and
the President. V/henever necessary to the end in view, we shall
20. "The Silver Lining of the London Conference", Literary
Digest, CXVI (Au;-ust 5. 1933). p. 7
21o Benson Y, Landis, op. cit., p. 34
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also iDuy or sell gold in the World ?,Tarket<,"
On 'Wednesday, Octooer 25th, the Reconstruction jFinance
Corporation announced that it would "buy newly mined gold at
a price of ']j31o36 an ounce. This was almost thirty-seven cents
acove the dollar equivalent of the price of u'old that day in
the London gold market*
The President's conference on Sunday, Octoher 29th, was
attended by Professor Warren, Professor James Harvey Rogers,
Governor Black of the Pederal Reserve Board, Chairman Jones of
the Reconstruction l^inance Corporation. Under Secretary Dean
AcLeson of the Treasury and other officials a,nd financiers,
it was decided to extend this new policy to include purchases
of gold a"broad»
The World price rose nearly equal to this price. The
outcome, up to November 3rd, was that the dollar had depre-
ciated in gold value to sixty-four and two tenths of its value
22
when v/e on the gold standard.
On December 21st, President Roosevelt, through a. special
proclamation, said that the G-overnment of the United States
would purchase not less than 24,421,410 ounces of silver an-
nually for the next four years at a price of sixty-four and
five tenths cents an ounce » The silver must come from the
natural native deposits of the United States. It must be newly
mined. The time and the manner of purchase was left to the
Governmento The President authorized G-ie United States Mints
to begin buying after January 1st. They are to hold fifty
22o D. Y*r. Ellsworth, "President Roosevelt's Gold Policy",
Current History, JCvXI^, (December 1933K pi3. 333 to 335
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per cent of the 'bullion as se igniora-^^e , The rest is to Toe paid
out in forms of raoneyo The Government price is twenty-one and
one-half cents hii;^her than the market price.
The President "basis his oruer on (1) the Thomas Amendment
and (2) on the silver agreement adopt/ed at oiie \7orld Economic
23
Conference.
In January, 1934, the President asked Congress to vest in
the Government "title to all supx^lies of /imer ica,n-o\Tned monetary/
gold". The government v/ill pay the owners "$20»67 an ounce,
v/hich is the statutory price; 2nd, that Cont,ress fix the upper
limit at which he is permitted to revdue the dollar at sixty
percent of its old gold content; 3rd, that the Secretary of
State "be given the power to make out of the revc.luation coming
to the Government a fund of -52,000,000 v/ith Y/hich to "buy and
sell gold at home and abroad and deal in foreign exchange and
government securities as the regulation of the currency, the
maintenance of the credit of the Government and the general
welfare of the United States may require."
This fund idea has long "been in use in Great Britain©
In the opinion of Attorney-General Guramings:
"The monetary gold stock may be taken by the Government in
the exercise of its right of eminent domain© Such power ex-
tends in every form of xoroperty required for public useo...
The establishment and the regulation of a monetary system is
one of the fundamental functions of Government ••• .The require-
m.ent for just compensation is completely satisfied by the pro-
vision for payment in gold certificates in equivalent amount
of dollars. This opinion v^s delivered for the benefit of
Senators Glass and McAdoo v/ho doubted the constitutionality of
the President's request. It was delivered before the Senate
Banlcing and Currency Committee when zhe bill which contained
24
the President's x>olicy was introduced.
The Bill was adopted on January 30, 1934, It is called
"An Act to protect the currency system of the United States, to
23# "Silver - A Precious Political Metal", Business Week
,
(December 30, 1933) pp, 6 to 8
24, "The Plan for Silver Revaluation", The Literary Digest
,
CXVII (January 27, 1934), pp, 7 & 8
il
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provide for the better use o-^ the T'onetary t^old stocl: of the
United States, and for other purposes"o The part that deals
with the money of the United States is given:
"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled. That
the short title of this Act shall be the "Gold Reserve Act of
1934."
"Section 3. The Secretary of the Treasurs'^ shall, by regulations
issued hereunder, with the approval of the President, prescribe
the conditions under v/hich gold may be acquired and held trans-
orted, melted or treated, imported, exported, or ear-marked:
a) for industrial, professional, and artistic use; (b) by the
Pederal Reserve banks for the purpose of settling international
balances; and, (c) for such other purposes as in his judgment
are not inconsistent with the purposes of this Act, Gold in
any form may be acquired^ transported, melted or treated, im-
ported, exported or ear-marked or held in custody for foreign
or dom.estic account (except on behalf of the United States)
only to the extent permitted by, and subject to the conditions
prescribed in, or x^ursuant to, such regulations. Such regula-
tions may exempt from the provisions of this section, in whole
or in part, gold situated in the Philippine Islands or the
places beyond the limits of the continental United States©
"Section 4, Any gold v;-ithheld, acquired, transported, melted
or treated, imported, exported, or ear-marked or held in custo-
dy, in violation of this Act or of any regulations issued
hereunder, or licenses issued x)ursuant thereto, shall be for-
feited to the United States, and may be seized and condemned
by like proceedings as those lorovided by law for the forfeiture,
seizure, and condemnation of property imported into the United
States contrary to law; and in addition any person failing to
comply with the provisions of this Act or of any such regula-
tions or licenses, shall be subject to a penalty equal to
twice the value of the gold in respect of which such failure
ocGurredo
"Section 5, ITo gold shall hereafter be coined, and no gold coir
sliall hereafter be paid out or delivered by the United States:
Provided, however. That coinage may continue to be executed by
the mints of the United States for foreign countries in ac-
cordance v/ith the Act of January 29, 1875 (United States Code,
title 31, section 367), All gold coin of the United States
shall be withdravm from circulation, and, together with all
other gold ovmed by the United States, shall be formed into
bars of such weights and degrees of fineness as the Secretary
of the Treasury may directo
r
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"Section 12, Paragraph (b) (2), of section 43, title III, of
the Act approved T.'iay 12, 1933 (Public ITumbered 10, Seventy-
third Congress), is amended "by addin^^- two nev; sentences at the
end thereof, reading as lollov/s:
"ITor she: 11 the weight oi '^he ^ola dollar he fi.:ed in any
event at more than sixty per centum of its present weight. The
powers of the President specified in this paragraph shall he
deemed to "be separate, distinct, and continuing Tjov/ers, and maj/j
he exercised by him, from time to time, severe.lly or together,
whenever and as the expressed objects of this section in his
judgment may require; except that such powers shall expire two
years after the date of enactment of the Gold Reserve Act of
1934 unless the President shall sooner declare the existing
emergency ended, but the President may extend such period for
not more than one additional year after such date by proclama-
tion recognizing the continuance of such emergency,"
"Paragraph (2) of subsection (b) of section 43, title III,
of an Act entitled "An Act to relieve tne existing national
econom-ic emergency by increasing agricultural purchasing pov/er,
to raise revenue for extra-orainary expenses incurred by
reason of such emergency, to provide emergency relief with
resTject to agricultural indebtedness, to provide for the or-
derly liquidation of joint-stock land banks, and for other
purposes", approved Tlay 12, 1933, is amended by adding at the
end of said paragraph (2) the lollov/ing:
"The President, in addition to the authority to provide
for the unlimited coinage of silver at the ratio so fixed,
under the terms and conditions as he may prescribe, is further
authorized to cause to be issued and delivered to the tenderer
of silver for coinage, silver certificates in lieu of the
standard silver dollar to which the tendered would be entitled
and in an amount in dollars equal to the number of coined
standard silver dollars that the tendered of such silver for
coinage would receive in standard silver dollars.
"The President is further authorized to issue silver cer-
tificates in such denominations as he may prescribe against
any silver bullion, silver, or standard silver dollar in the
Treasury not t;hen held for redemption of any outstanding sil-
ver certificates, and to coin standard silver dollars or sub-
sidiary currency for the redemTjtion of such silver certif icc.tes
"The President is authorized, in his discretion, to pre-
scribe different terms and conditions and to make different
charges, or to collect different seigniorage, for the coinage
of silver of foreign production than for the coinage of sil-
ver produced in the United States or its dependencies. The
silver certificates herein referred lo shall be issued, deliv-
ered, and circulated subst^^nuially in conformity r/ith the law

nov7 i^oYernin^ existing silver certificates, except as may here-|
in !:€ expressly i^rovided to ulie contrary, and shall have and
possess all of the privileges and the legal tender character-
istics of existing silver certificates now in the Treasury of
the United States, or in circulatiorio
"The President is authorized in addition to other xjov/ers,
to reduce the weight of the standard silver dollar in the same
Xjc-rcentage that he reduces the weight of the gold dollar,
"The President is further authorized to reduce and fix
the v/eight of subsidiary coins so as to maintain the parity
of such coins with the standard silver dollar and vrith the
gold dollar. "25
Under this Act the President declared that the gold con-
tent of the dollar- v/ould be fifty-nine cents. It v/ill he hept
at that iDrice as lon^ j.t^ the commodity price rerac..!.. ...e ^^,me.
'jThenever tiiey change it will change. The President has adopted
the idea of "Managed Currency", The above declaration is the
final step, so far, in the President's currency policy, hut as
he says, it is just an experiment, if it does not work, we will
try something else.
Summary
In 1792, the ratio of 15-g- to 1 was fixed by Tlamil^.on, 'nit
a,s this was a little high our silver coins left us, and very
little bullion was brought to the mint for coinage o In 1834,
Jefferson, because the silver coins were being exported and none
left in use, stopped coining silver dollars. In 1853, our sub-
sidiary silver coins were being exported, so a law v/as passed
lov/ering the silver content . '^hese loieces, then, stayed here.
In 1873, h^e silver doll>-.i' v/as dropped from our money, by uhe
A.ct known as "the Crime of 1873", This Act was passed, based on
25, Unit ed States Statutes a t Large
,
January 30, 1934,
Sect ion s"3 & 12

the practice of that time. There vmre none of our silver clollaifs
in c irculcition. One Senator said that no one of his a^^e had
ever seen one. In 1876, the price of silver "began to decline.
Silver ov/ners then v/ished to sell to the C-overnnient to be used
as coin, but found themselves unable to do so, because of the
Act of 1873.
In 1870, the Bland -Allison Act v/-as passed throU£;h -^''S in-
fluence of the silver oYmers and those v/ishing "cheap money"
»
In 1890, the Sherman Purchase Act v/as passed increasing the
amount of silver bought. This act alrnost brought the country
on to the silver basis. In 1893, the Purchase Clause of the
Sherman Act was repealed. In 1900, the United States follov/ed
the nations of Europe and adopted the gold standard.
During the Y/orld '//'ar, the price of silver climbed to
-^1.29 an ounce, but almost immediately afterward it began fall-
ing in price. The depression Y^hich followed this war, the
silver men were stating had been caused by the demonetization
of silver.
In 1923, President Roosevelt was elected and \7as promptly
given more powers than any other President had ever had.
He forced all of the nation *s gold into the Treasury, stopped
the exporting of gold except under certain conditions, and
created the "l!anaged Dollar". This was the last step taJcen
in the History of Silver up to January 31, 1934,
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